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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

DO YOU BELIEVE IN SIGNS?

NEW AUVKKTIHEMKNTNTtllH WEEK.

Ilere’s a mighty good one to seek when you are looking for
insurance agents, investment brokers, real estate agents or
want to borrow gome money:

;

In

Itankruptcy—Eat Wm F Putnam.

**

Kst Arthur I. stone.
"
"
—Em Horace E Buck.
"
—Eat Edgar E Scammcn,
notice—Education
Legislative
"
—W ay- and bridges.
'•
••
Lra*l affair*.
'*
*'
—Sea an
*»liore fisheries.
C C Burrill A *on—In-urance
Wltfgin A Voore—A |K>thecHtie*
Hancock hall— Maro. ice l‘rl ce of Magic.
W It Parker Clotliing Co-Clothing.
TKBNTOM, 'IK'
W H on Gilbert—Freedom notice.
*•

—

Burrill Bank

Bldg.,

Ellsworth, Me.

come

SCHEDULE OF

M A I

L8

AT ELLSWORTH POST-OIFICK.

In

effect October 13, 1902.

Going East—7 It a m, 6 08 p m.
Going West—li.fr, a m, hM and 9.47 p

MASON,

m.

MAIL CLOSE* AT TOST OFFICE.

NAT’L

first

bank

bldg.,
ELLSWORTH,

Going Bast— 6.80 a m, 5.30 p m.
Going Wbat—11.20 a m, ft and 9 IP p

Mail train front the west arrivea at 7.18 am,
Leuves for the west at 6.18 p u,. Mail closes for

ME.

the weat

GEO.

The

GRANT

h.

BAR

CO.,

Y.,

N

n».

buHluess

on

R Head and wife, of Waldoboro,
guests,at the American house.
The ladies’ aid will give a supper in the
Baptist vesiry Wednesday, Feb. 11, at 6.
Merrill

are

HARBOR, ME.

IONC DISTANCE TELEPHONE.

A. P. Harden, who has been seriously 111
for several weeks past, is alowiy improving.

Insure with the /ETNA

J. T. McDonald’s dancing class is
give a costume party next Friday
evening.
Mrs.

to

FIKK

Nine persons were received
Methodist cnurch last Sunday.

HARTFORD, CONN.

O. W.

p

Walter L. Foster has gone to Rochester,

General Insurance and Real Estate.
ELLSWORTH and

m.

SUNDaT.

the

One

was

baptized.

Ellsworth, Me.

TAPLEY, Agent,

into

Frank

T. Monaghan,of Randolph, spent
on

relatives

#
# ¥ T

LJ riCl d* WC3.1*

<'

The best line of wool-fleeced

t#

underwear in the

5

city, $1

per

regular meeting of Esoteric lodge,
will be held to-morrow
M

The

evening.
Mrs. Annie

I'

j!

overcoats

(•

these

FURNISHINC

AS

#

selling unusually low.

J
f

USUAL.

BYRN

OWEN

#

we are

COODS

up#

MITTENS

AND

goods which

up#

*4.oo

Suits from $1.50

Boys’

(MUFFLERS
large stock of

A

from

Hurley fell on the ice on
Saturday evening and

last

broke tier wrist.
supper by
Epworth
league at the Methodist vestry next WedFt
b
11
nesday,
Lygonia lod^e, F & A. M will hold its
regular meeting this evening. A full atTnere will be

the

a

tendance is desired.

Btanquefort commandery, K T., will
I he Order of the Temple on
two
candidates this evening.
Miss
Sophie Wa'ker has returned
confer

#

been since

from

Boston, where she has
last fail studying music.

Like

You’ll

Sale of Coats

The Bread
LEAF” Flour
Some way it seems to have
more of the genuine, old-fashioned
bread flavor than most Hour does
makes.

on

and every barrel guaranteed.
It
is very carefully made of select
and
Michigan wheat,
Michigan
wheat has always had a good repu-

tation.

C. H. CRINDAL,

Water Street,

Ladies’ Coats, and 25 per cent,
I also
Misses’ and Children's.
shall make some low prices tills
month on a number of kinds of merchandise, as I want to reduce my sti c't
ill I can before i take account of it
If you are
the first of February.
looking for good trades you will iind
on

S4.50 per bbl.

REMOVAL!
prepared to

class and up-to-date

run

a

Buy your

get them at cost—-do not
wait—buy now before they are all. wholly

attended

If you want a good turn
out, give us a call. Prices reasonable.

iMeTiiSEB-*-*’*

dodge brothers,

j

EIWION

ELJ>1VORTH.

ENO’S

PLACE

street has been remodeled Into
O
x a IilN| «■' as.-,
n-Muuiaiit for lanes ami
X h •iitlenien
Set vice n in carle at all
i«"i,h
| iieikt* a
4
specialty of shell fish.
x everything i§

|
O

NEW
p„...

4
0

4
X

Kr
tin
wits

Il>r

Uie

and fresh and Inc itin
a‘‘f,***‘- and e«MK*efal)y convenout-oi-towu people coining to
to trade.
1 intend to make

Iteit

In Ellsworth,

OK>*C

now

<><: 4 ^404•:

ojhju for business

They
up-to-date in

^

V
Y

(lowers

?

at-

are

..

strictly Z

every par- ♦

them too.

T

Beds and Chamber J
♦
Sets, Dining ■ hairs and
Tables.
X

e

::
\

J

i) a v i s

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

♦
T

V

Y

We

i

current last

0

JORDAN
UNDERTAKER,

v

S

9
V

KLL0#OKTB.

*

cRDOOOOOOOOO<>OOW^<>>>':m:^

the

eyes an advertisement
dollars it is tvorth.

more

j*

more

catches

a

to the

BRUSHES
Tooth

Brush

It
that we have ever seen.
will outwear any three ordiThe
23c.
Brushes.
nary
B istles can't come out, and
Nothbreak
off.
won't
they
ing but the hardest long-continued use will wear tli&m
Price :53c. each, worth
out
every cent of it and more too.
mail,
By
prepaid, at the same

C

4

have

week

stamped “Special” bearing
our name, and guaranteed.
It is
the latest approved
shape. It is the best Brush

I

X

The
24-2.

was

TOOTH

♦

l

qnested.

ti'st

V

V
T

were

served

by

Harbor Record.

the

Boston ladies’

symphony orchestra of
twenty-two pieces will appear.
A.

Hopkins,

M.

on

the

ago and break
He has a host

his
of

who

had the misfor-

ice about

two

arm, is seriously ill.
friends who sincerely
this

speedy recovery.
hope
writing he is resting as comfortably
A?

expected,

could be

express the
added to the

hopo that

longevity
will

family,

the

bis

os

physicians

the

strong will,

that cbarac!erizes

enable

safely

him

to

danger point.

pass the

Many

and

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
E. T. Finn is with his parents for

Mrs. J. E. Ginn is
for

with

her

She

was

the

Mrs. John
Mrs.

daughter,

Hil-

anpther daughter, Mrs
Rounds, of Boston, and two
hers. Hoses B. Phillips, of this city,
F. F. Phillips, of Bar Harbor.
She

dred.

She leaves

A*1die
brot
w

t-

estimable

an

woman,

and

will

te

greatly missed.
The

sporting

camps in
crowded

the

vicinity of

this week with
fishermen, and several good catches have
been made. For the first three days of
open time the ice boating was good, and
attending the lines with ice boats made
tilings lively. At Uneeda Rest, Green lake,
last Sunday, tiie occupsnts had a race
Ellsworth

are

A

Pease, of Detroit, Says Byron
Grant, of Otis, Has Them.

hearing will he

Emery Thursday

winter.
Miss Caddie

Parsons, of Tilden, visited
relatives here last week, returning home

guardian of Lucy Pease, aged
fifteen, and Minnie Pease, aged twelve,
their mother being dead, who he alleges
are being unlawfully kept from him, and
restrained from their liberty by Byron
and Jason Grant, at the home of the
latter in Otis, and be, therefore, made
application for a writ of habeas corpus,
and prays that his children may be reand lawful

and while there

bars.

George C. Fernald is at home from
Conway, N. H., for a week’s visit
with his parents.
A. E. Foster, W. E. Leighton and C. W.
been

have

Camp Ellis,

at

Branch

Saturday for the fishing.

W. C. T. lT. at Northeast Harbor.
Northeast harbor, Jan. 28 t-peciai)—
The Woman’s Christian temperance union

public meeting
Jan 27
An interesting programme
was
presented to a good audience, and, judging
from t he l’beral collection, was enjoyed
held

in the union church

a

to

have

hoarded

with

Pease says that he

family.

been

a

the

Pease

away the
affections of his wife and both his daughwon

ters, and they were taken from him.
Soon after came the death of bis
Hnd the children
mained

since

said

preacher who went to Detroit
last summer to engage in Christian work,

appeared.

pond,

is

Grant

& Fitts are making preparations
for starting the steam-mill to manufac-

Smith

no

Justice

before

p. in. on a case
little attention in

past few days.
Eben H. Pease calms to be the father

Saturday.

spool

attracted

which has

held
2

at

the

Byron

few

North

Mrs.

AFTER HIS CHILDREN.
Eben

travelling

H.,

N.

days with her husband.
Kate Staples and son Herbert are
with M. M. Moore and wife through the
a

half way bouse in Dedham.
widow of Robert Johnson.
lived

Sunday.
in Portsmouth,

Mrs.

ture

son

over

Pierce

of the older residents of Ellswort h

remember

Bangor

in

Absolutely Pure
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

turned to him.

A. C. Flood aud wife and E. A. Flood
were

Dorothy Johnson,
who died Feb 1 at the well-remembered
will

few

a

day«.

weeks

only

were

wife,
brought home, re-

short time and

a

Pease at

once

then

dis-

suspected

that

they had gone with Grant, and succeeded
in locating them at tbo home of the
latter’s father, Jason Grant, in O is.
He went there and endeavored to persuade them to return home with

him, but
they would not do so. He then consulted
D B. Voting, of Bangor and t be case was
laid b°fore Justice Spear who is bolding
court in that city, on Tuesday.
Justice Spear ordered the writ, and Mr.
Young and Mr Pease came to Ellsworth
1'ursdRV

evening.

Service of iha writ
Whitcomb
dren

were

was made by Sheriff
Wednesday, and the chilbrought to Ellsworth for the
on

hearing.

Siumtsrmnits.

by all present.
The

of

members

onion

the

hold another meeting in the

hope

to

future

near

|

in

the

ministry

has

great satisfaction
hereabouts.

arranged

been

by

his

regarded with
many

An elaborate programme was
The sermon was preached by

Congreg^tionaiist divine, of Brooklyn, N
For some yeirs Rev. Mr. Lord has
Y.
been located at Hartford, Vt.
Rev. S.

Parker Cad

man. an

v a■»

i»'h

prettiest dancing and card
soil
given in
Ellsworth this

tu d

In

Odd

F. Slow-

bat!

Monday

evening. The party wan given by twelve
of EiLworlh’a popular young men
to
their friends.

price.

prominent

& MO0RF,

Drctojisits,
CO It. OI*P

roVl'OKKK fc..

Sunday

10 30

Per
Se-inon

Sunday

Masons

from

all

over

the

county. A pleasing feature of the evening was the presentation of a past master’s apron to Albert L
Witbam.
The
apron was presented by Rev. J P. tiiraonton with a well-deltvered address, and
was
fnttv appreciated by the recipient,
to whom it came as a total surprise.
^

“nove'ty” party
January
committee of the Congregational church,
given at the borne of Judge Emery last j
Wednesday evening, was a success socially
and ft•oinntaHy
The spatclou1* rooms were
crow d"d throubruit
be evening
Amot.g
of

the

lor

f

<u

Hpecia*

p. in

mi

service

Morning

>oung
li m.

V. K.

m

-n

and

X

at

women.

Junior C. K. at

T
v

stole.

+

service «t 7

/-?

7 3b.

KHd.iy *veniny«i
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2 30 p.m.;
Mr. Kerr.
Pravar

Of course, ihnt isn’t
all—we do ali we can to
please every customer,
and we’re gaining new
ones constantly.
Come
tu.d trade at the busy
’satisfaction"
drug

f

i

Kerr, pastor.

S

Ken.

Sunday.
10 30
6

Hand

i

t

school at 11 45.
BAPTIST

About seventy five couples
During intermission Miss

One of the pleasantest masonic gatherings held in Ellsworth for Nome tune whs
at the
rooms of Esoteric
lodge in the
Mann ng block last Thursday evening.
The
second
aud
third degrees were
worked, afte4- which a banquet was served.
After-dinuer speeches
were
made
by

The

WltGIN
I

ff ct

Feb.

Sunday,

eminent

Oneofrhe
pa 11

»r Sutton, pastor
8—Morning service at

Rev S

friends

participated.
; Bertha L. Giles and Mrs. Charles W.
S-nthat trie factory wou d have to stiut down
lander sang
Refreshments wire serve.
The hosts
Monaghan furnished music.
Hbbcrttsnnmts.
L. M. Moore, W L. Foster, F. O.
were:
Brown, H. H. Higgins, H. E. Ro ve, li.
W. Otgood, F. W. Wallace, H. W. MoEXTRAORDINARY
rang, 1'. E Doyle, G It. Caldwell, C. R.
Burrin aud B. B. Walker.
that

-Brass
ii

earnestly

shipment of tinislied products
from the recently-established hardwood
factory here was made last Saturday.
Additions are being made daily to t tie
working force at the factory. The rep >rt
Tta

Cor all occasions.

Telephone

the

Hale hose

full atleud.iiice is

ticular; and we have a X
of £
assortment
large

♦04C4C 4v4-:-4<: 4

OlsMil] Greenlionse.
* 'it

he

company will ty>ld
special meeting Friday evening of
this week to draw up a set of rules and
regulations and revise the by-laws. A

are

,-rs.

J

t Restaurant♦ i

0

will

at

Senator

offering great ♦
bargains in these rock- X
We

JJ

J

talent,

the Faster Monday concert
and ball of the City Hose Co.
Rehearsals
will begin at once.

A. E. MOORE.

to.

M.YIX STREET,

of home

tract ion

When in Ellsworth, leave your horses t
in our nr., jf von
want
i»miw*rly i

“prince

ttie wonderful

Feb.
evening of
The last entertainment of the course
14
will be on the evening of March 23, when

composed

a

LIVERY and BOARDING Stable

Dainty refreshmerits
charming young ladies.
toss.

i

you can

lirst-

bouquet.

handsome

a

I

M islmig for larger and more convenient
quart*" s, we have leased the .John M. gone.
Hale stable. Main street. The stable
has been renovated throughout, and
we are now

awarded

was

Mias Bertha L. Giles sang moat acceptably, and Miss May Bonsey and Miss Lora
V. Parsons played finely several piano
solos.
There was ping-pong and ring-

f

them here.
15 doz. Men’s Heavy Underwear, 50c
quality, for .'15c.
Hoys’ Underwear. 1 fie to UOc each.
Hoots and Hubbers when

Ellsworth.

and

| The Busy
| Drug Store

33 per cent, off

use.

circle supper which was to be held
U iltariaii vestry this evening has
po'tponed until further notice.

ie

THE OLD RELIABLE

The ladle*.’ sewing circle of the Met ho- j
with some gentlemen from Bangor. The
diet church will meet to-morrow evening |
Ellsworth gentlemen came out victorious,
CHURCH NOTES.
with Mrs. Fred Biaisdell, on Water street. j
and saileti down the pond with the cup
The choir of ttie Methodist church will
HOD 1ST EPISCOPAL.
MKT
(an old tin pail) at masthead.
give an entertainment this evening in the j
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday of next week, the 13rb, will be
vestry. It will consist of recitations and
Sunday, Feb. 8 —Morning service at
Ellsworth.
Great
Odd Fellows day in
music.
Sunday acbool at 11.45. Junior
preparations are being made for the con- | 10 30
The February meeting of the Associated
•Hague at 3 p. ra. Preaching in the evenvention that is to be held on that date.
u/HAT could you want
X
Charities wfil be held next Monday after- : According to present
plans, Pemetic lodge, ing at 7
*' that wc haven’t
r
ready
noon, Feb. 9, at 3 o’clock, at the grand of Southwest
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30 j
Harbor, will work the
for you?
jury room.
2
Bar
Harbor
side—Service
at
30
the
degree.
Initiatory
lodge
Sunday
p.m.;
Bay
j
Thr February social committee of the first, Brooklln the second, and Btuehill
VI r. Simonton.
Toilet Articles, Sick Room
Congr gntional church will give a coffee the third. Lrj >k lodge is bard at work
CONGREGATIONAL.
Requisites, Fine Perfumes,
partv at ttie veatry on the evening of preparing to give the brethren from other
Rev. J M. Adame, pastor.
sections of the county a warm reception
Wednesday, Feb. 18.
Medicines of livery Nat
Friday, Feb. 6 —Prayer and conference j
The many friends uf (i. Frank Newman, and a royal good time.
ture and Description
meeting hi 7 30.
who haa been seriously ill with pneumo- !
The Meriden, Conn., Journal of Jan.
Sunday, Feb. 8 —Morning service ai
nia in Bo-ton, will be glad to learn that 27 contains an interesting account of tie
10 30
During »>« wint* r moos n-» service-* ; t Physicians’ Supplies ant! Mail
he has passed the danger poi.at, and is
installation exercises at the First Congrewill ba held in ttieciiHpel. Sunday schocj !
lapici y recovering.
gational church of that city of R v Albert at 11.45.
Orders Specialties.
J. Lord. Hit Ellsworth boy, whose career
An amateur minstrel show,
DM FARIAS'.

give

LEAF
cooks

T

at the
bee

to

SILVER

party
J.
».y I)
Camp Comfort Monday.

If you have been waiting for a markdown, now is your time. I am gping

nowadays.

the flour the best

of young people, chaperoned
T. McDonald and wife, were at

A

at Moore’s.

which “SILVER

coming of Maro,
of magic”, on

and

city marsh ii has posted notices
fort.Hiding coasting within one half mile
of Union river bridge.
The

j

George H. Grant. who resigned as manager of the Bar Harbor Telephone exchange in August, 1902, has lately been
Mr.
uecteded bv Wellington Barbour.
Grant orgai z <1 the telephone business
in
Bar Harbor in 1881 with five subscribers, afterwards building lines to
Seal, Northeast and Southwest Harbors,
and in 1885 > >uilt a new line to E isworth
where an exchange was opened witii some
eight or ten subscribers; then extending
owned a hor.«e has had
it out and, of | t he lines to the tow ns of Lamoine, Hancourse, had to have a “go” with bis ( cock, Franklin and Sullivan. In 1891 the
business had become so extensive, and his
neighbor. Quite a gathering may be seen contract with the New England
company
on
post office corner almost any time about expiring, and owing to lack of
capital to flirt to r continue the business,
watching the friendly contests.
to was otliged to sell to the New E gland
A great treRt in the form of an enterTelegraph & Telephone Co., which since
tainment is anticipated on the evening of that time, and
through Mr. Grant’s
personal supervision, has expended large
Feb. 14, when Maro, the famous prince |of
sums
in
further extending the lines
magic, is to appear at Hancock hall. This through Hancock and Washington counis the fourth in the series of entertainties, connecting the eastern portion of the
ments that is being given this winter. Srate. It has also extended its lines to
of the county, and
The patronage of the public, which bas the western portion
has opened up connections with Boston
not been over-generous to tbe past three and other
distance
Mr.
long
points.
entertainments, is earnestly solicited.
Rarbour, having been connected with
he business since 1881, is in every way
Quite a number of good reserved seats, most capable to act a* the new manager.
not taken by course ticket holders, are
Mr Grant retains the management of
El'sworth and other portions of the
still available for the two remaining enThe next event is the ••'iiMiry for an indefinite period.—Bar
tertainments.

for his

Maule street

Men's Suits from $3 50 up
Youths' Sui*sfrom $3.00up

ample supply for months to
is either on the spot or in sight.
an

tune to fall

F. and A.

mantle, ornamented with several strings
curious Italian beads, and equipped
with a magnifying glass and an elastic
A “mystery" table held
imagination.
packages that sold for ten cents each.
Mrs. Hodgman won the guessing contest

of

Gurney. The performers were Harold
Higgins, violin, ar.d Ralph Moore, piano.'
Music oi a high order was played.
Re- 1
freshments were served, and the eveuing
much enjoyed.
During the past week Water street has
been lively with fast hornes—and many
that were not fast.
Everybody who;

and

friends here.

of

A musical entertainment was recently
given at the home of Mrs. ii. W. Dunn,
Dean street, by 4er daughter. Miss Ruby

the

Monday calling

last

ftromisemauss.

presented was an exhibition
palmistry by Mrs. F. W. Rollins who
was rigged up in an oriental embroidered
the novelties

to

Had

Decision day will be observed next Sunday in the Baptist church, by a sermon in
the morning to young men and women,
and in the evening by a C. E. rally. The
Sunday school and Junior C. E. will also
/.
observe decision day.

Portland:
F II Maseiton A Co—Equitable Life Ins Co.
9
New Tork
F W Devoe A Co—Paints.

C. W. & F. L.

to

is wit bout foundation.

de'ay,

'*

C. C. Burrill & Son,

inability

procure wood
it been posaihie to make a start two or three months
earlier, a larger quantity would have been
got out this winter, hut in spite of the

owing

soon

niH-t'nv

COMING

* iri

KAKCnnK,

I

APOTHECARY,

EVENTS.

Me.

T Ellsworth,
Wednesday* Feb. 4, at Methodist vestry— Entertainment and sale. Admission,
15 cents.

Friday, Feb. 6,

at Odd

Fellows

hall—

party by Mrs. J. T. McDonald’s
dancing class. Admission, 25c.
Costume

Wednesday, Feb. 11, at Methodist vestry—Supper by Epworth league; 15c.
Friday, Feb. 13. at Odd Fellows hall,
E- la

worth—Odd Fellows’ convention.

Saturday, Feb. 14, at Hancock hall—
Reserved
Maro, the PHuce of Magic.
seat tickets on sale at Cunningham’s.
Wednesday, Feb. 18, at Congregational
vest ry—CVffee party by February social

committee.

25 cents.

Friday, Feb. 20. at Odd Fellows
E tsworth—Mss >nlc convention.

^

•.

Every Community
■'

THE

EQUITABLE

ball,

has
—

Q

rea
A

t Feast

great

feast in

BREAD, CAKE, DOUGHNUTS,

and

PASTRY
of all kinds can be purchased at my
bakery at a low figure.
Baked Beans and Brown Bread
every Saturday and Sunday Morn-

ing.

_____

P. H.
Main Street,

BONZEY,
Ellsworth.

Ambitious men of good character betw een the
ages of 25 and 4o. with the proper liu^iliug
qualities to represent

SURPLUS. $75,000,000
ASSETS, $360,000,000.
Strongest in the world.
No matter w hat your present oecuAnd that's the man we are looking for jv yolk town
have
nr
we
a
for
li
von
are
man.
lucrative position
patmu.
you. Yon arc invited to write
Address.
for free booklet, entitled *‘Is Your Vocation satisfactory*?*’
F.

|

LIFE ASSUEANOE SOCIETY OF TBE UEITFP STATES,

H. HAZELTON & CO. Mil.

tm

93

KuHiango Ht. Por lar i!

Me.

^

JKj£r

<1

Topic For the Week Rcjrinnlnar Feb.
S-~Comment by Rev. S.

U.

Topic.—Bible lessons from men that
falleJ.—Gen. Iv. &-'2; Judg. xvl, 20. 21. I
Barr.. Ui. U-14; XV. 1.-29.
Failures teach their lessons as well
as
success
It is as possible to
laarn salutary lessons from the mistakes vid errors of men as from those
things in which they have succeeded.
..

She lighthouse

warn ng is

as a

EDITED BY

Doyle.

as

nee-

Its Motto:

“Helpful

aa

a

dm

guide.

Men's

as

successes

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In me title and motto—it Is for the mutun Pen* fit, and alms to l*e helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is lor the com
nun use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation aD«l suggestion, a medium for the inIn this capacity It solicits
terchange of Ideas
communications, and Its success depends largely on the *u» port given it in this respect. Communications must be signed, bat the name ol
writer will not be printed except by |»er mission.
C ommunications will be subject to approval or
rejection bv the editor of the column, but none
win l>e rejected without good reason. Address
ail communications to
The America*.
Ellsworth, Me.

warns us

against

many errors (Judg. xvi. 20. 21;. His
downfall was a sad one, aud its
various steps are distinctly marked. He
began with disobedience to his parents:
this led him amid evil associations.
This resulted in temptation; he dallied
vrith the temptation, at lust yielded
to it and in doing so disobeyed God,
broke a solemn vow, and his ruin was
He who had been strong
Complete.
Cplritually and physically lost the spirit
Of God and was physically degraded
by having his eyes put out and by
being compelled to grind corn like a
beast of the field for his enemies!
Co ild ruin have been greater? And
bow his fate should warn us against
disobedience to parents and evil companions, trifling with temptation, disobedience to God and broken vows!
S. Ell’s failure should warn us
against neglect of duty (I Sam. iii,
11-14). The calamity that came upon
him and his family was not due to
what he had clone, but to what he had
failed to do. Neglect of duty is failure
as well as transgression against the
It causes min and delaw of God.
struction almost as widespread as
those resulting from broken laws. God
Warns us against many evils. lie calls
os to many duties, and—
Where duty calls or danger
Be never wanting there.
4. Saul

s

failure

warns

us

agam.-r

disobedience to God. Few failures in
human history have been sudder Ilian
Crowned with every
King Saul's.
earthly advantage, with limitless possibilities before him, his life became
an utter wreck and ruin simply because of his disobedience to God. The
Career of King Saul should be an awful

(irarcing, especially

to

kiann readings.
Gen. 111. 17-19; N'um. xiv, 21-24; Ps.
xcv. 1-11; II Kings V. 20-27; Ecel.
xii, 13, 14; Matt, xxvii, 1-5; Maik xiv,
66-72; Luke xvii, 20-33; Acts v, 1-11;
Korn, xii, 1, 2; I John ii, 15-17.
Tine Birth

of

“In

Hi*

Step*.*’

Since the Christian Eudeavor society
figures very prominently in connection
With this famous l*x>k the following
Will have an added interest: “What
suggested to you the writing of ‘In His
Steps?*” was asked Rev. Charles M.
Sheldon. He replied: “When I went to
my parish, l found myself in a sparsely
settled district, and 1 found, too, that
I didn’t know enough to preach two
I
on
Moreover,
•ermons
Sunday.
found that the young people would
come out to hear a story, and 1 didn’t
want the business men to tome out
Sunday evening since I found that
their home life needed them there, so
I wrote *ln His Steps,’ sitting out on
the porch with the thermometer for
days 104 degrees in the shade, and I
read it to my Sunday evening audience
a

chapter

or

two at

a

time.”

!fOKKPt».

on

from

fact of God

the

Motherhood is woman’s natural
actual
words

still geutly gliding along, and each
time that she neared it the obstinate article would takes fresh start, and evaded
capture till it reached the foot of the

youth walking briskly along aud*
deniy seemed to think of gymnastics, and
nearly turned a somersault in the street,
but fortunately saved bis footing and bis
umbrella.
Later on, however, one good Samaritan
ashes on the
after another sprinkled
walks, and travel htcame comparatively

all of these win
who

witness

admiration

tho*e

of

tho**e

beholder.
Some wifi admire the powerful argu
ment, the bril iant inte lect and the sound
ano her
will
be
moved
logic;
by
habits of the

c

de*

d,

the

unswerir g

loyalty

V 4

steadfastnes- in principle, while others
think most of tbe powerful arm, the abil

and

ity to e1 dure a d*-hip
strength. “The glory
their strength,’*

and

the

\

ce

by a mutual friend, I give a sincere “tbauk
you”, and an assurance of my appreciation
in thus being remembered.

angel

cake

will

report

very

favorably

the

on

some

more

of

your

recipes-thanks

for

this._
“Anon” sends
of

us

the

following recipe,

Night

came

programme.
This is in furtherance of the plan for
combining the shipbuilding industries at

W. Lawson”, engaged In the Coal trade,
and with the vessels known as the Crowley fleet as a nucleus he expects to gather

Camden

we«

Hi*

them.

prnpoMM

to

pool

the

Interests

stockholders,
form a company and issue stock, the preferred to be
guaranteed a 6 per cent,

of

various

the

owners

or

dividend.
He holds tb«t
eliminate

a

company would

great risk that i8

tde different

by

stock

a

now

carried
For

atockho'ders.

in-

stance, a vessel like the “Sagamore” might
at any time go down and he a total loss.
The men and women who owned shares
in her would have nothing unless she
! carried

insurance, and

even

she did

if

they would have bard work to reinvest it
profitably. Again, t be “Sagamore” might
have a streak of bard luck that would
email
:u

losses

which

could only be made up

and follow

down.

return'be fell

On hi*

long period.
Under Mr. Lawson's

caiantroptiies

dual loss to

the

plan

would

neither of

cause

“Sagamore’s"

indiviformer

Tncir stock would stiil be good,
owners.
and they would still continue to draw
their

Dividends.

The lots

out of tbe company.
Afser the dividends had

wouid

Come

been

paid

the

earnings wou.d go to a fund to
be used in making repairs, paying expenses, and w ben it had accumulated
; sufficiently in additions to the fleet, in
| lime the euumou stock may pay 6 to 10
per cent.

Tbe stockholders appointed a committee of five to Investigate tbe comparative
value of the different ships in the fleet.
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by

combine will be done at the Camden
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yet

it’s
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we
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representing
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our
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to
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time

hat

at all

cat
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be
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own
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brush

the
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a

1

that

no

|300

one

a

from
left

or

wood is

|400

want to

for the

really costing

A
is

now

him

SERIES

Share*, $1 each; monthly
payment*, #1 per share.

when you can borrow on your
a first mortgage and
reduce It every month
Monthly
payments and interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about 10 years you
will

grove
cut his

some

summer

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of
Hen by w. Cushman, 8eo*y.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. Kino, President.

standing, bat
are

taken

more

therefore
about

Professional Cattle.

off

than
his

|50

DR

H. GREELy,

a

a high price
for firewood.
cheaper to buy coal even at
prevailing prices.
Of course no one disputes a
man’s

It would be

right to cut down bis forests, but would

i

NEW

open,

DENTIST.

cord—rat her
!
!

ir not he wise to have a little discretion
m o leave the trees along our nigbways
d the shady nooks along our coast
Unit the trees alone make valuable?

e

N. V. Tibbetts
A

Graduate of the
class of '76

Philadelphia Dental College,

«9”OFFIC& IN GILES* BLOCK, ELLSWOBTli.
Closed Wednesday afternoons until further
otlce.

JOHN

E

BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
OFFICES

|

If

shares, give

that

1 noticed

had

give

land;

earn

Ellsworth Loan and Builfiina Ass’il

beautiful

shore

the trees

would

Is what your money will
invested In shares of the

are

there, leaving tree-tops
tangled mass on the

woodiot

were

6/

WHY PAY RENT

state

can

summer

who owned
on

--

of much

farmers

some

after the few cords of wood

j
j

Weak Stomach
causes a weak
body and invites disease.
Kod< 1 Dyspepsia Cure cures and strengthens the stomach and wards off *nd overW iggin & Moore.
comes disease.

Banking.

accessible, regard-

most

how blind

a man

visitor,

good

policy

aeacoast.

ground There is uo question but be
could get thousands of dollars even now

as
an-

are

right

for

not

hat

of trees
end

the interests

are

t

while in Brooklin last

a sure

make their

have recommended

substitute.

miles of trees

will

resorts

summer

to their

be

combined ownership of the fleet,
going to put fl.500,000 or so of

our

value until

no

To show

“All we are waiting
incorporation, which will be either in the state of
New Jersey or lu the Htate of Maine, we
In aaditiou to the
are not Bure which.
of the

along

hundreds of

less of their value in the future.

of the corporbeen decided upon, but

be anuouuced shortly,
thing, and it is all organized.

of

be trees

t

name

will

I

an ever-

value in time if left to grow, but it
is the habit of Maine farmers to cut down

now," said H. M. Bean to a representative of the Rockland Star. “A start
The

midst of

in the

more

done

bas been made.

has

are

near

formulated, nor will tuey be until the
company has been incorporated.
can

no

market, but no matter what the
price of lumber, the trees along the coast

which will be fitted up with the
necessary facilities for the additional
amount of work that will be carried on.
The plans in detail have not yet been

has been done that

in with his emhungry and weary

his

tAken to

yard,

“Everything

a season

ttie Maine forests

the

repairing

vain.

P. G. Woooteh.

in-

new

been in

Doan’s

“Woodman, Spare that Tree!”
\N A8HINGTON, D. C\, Jan 28, 1903.
To the Editor of The American:
I was pleased to see in your correspondence column a
letter from Frances 1)
Dole protesting against the destruction of

control

and

never

phra«e: “As homely as a stump fence,’’
but prefers to be where there are geranium hedges and rose-trees.

The greater
of the building

part, and probably all

my

a one-story dwelling with his feet
hanging over the eaves and buried in the
top of a tree loaded down with golden
fruit. He remarked: “I rather have my
feet in the top of an orange tree than in a
snow drift.”
Another Yankee still
sticks to the

Yacht Build-

combined

alter

roof of

Crowley fleet.

the

to

blooming garden.
Another youth from the same locality
was, on the 22nd instant, shingling on the

harbor, the H. M- Bean shipyard, the
Anchor Rockland Machine Co.,
Know'ton Brothers’ concern and others
for the purpose of engaging extensively
in vessel building and repairing of all

of the Camden

reason

juice. He accepted.
tinally succeeded in reaching his
covered with dust, but
we*t<*rn home,
glad that he had not met with a rattler
(rattl* snake) or a long-eared jack rabbit.
Perhaps now he will be content'd to

Camden

the

no

He

bought the entire eastern shore of the
inner harbor at Camden, from the Eastern
Steamship Co.’s wharf to the head of the

descriptions.
The proposed corporation will

1 have had

opinion since because when I have noticed
the slightest symptom of a recurrence 1
always appealed lo the remedy and on
each and every occasion the appeal has

himself with orange

As

stock onto the market.

residue of

I

eetaoilsblng there a large
recently announced the Camden Yacht Building & Railway Co. ha*

plant.

successive attack of

and each

When
Doan's
longer duration.
Kidney Pills stopped that particular one
in he winter of 1897, 1 puolicly recommend them through our Ellsworth papers,

of

one

severe

ranch

look, invited him to sit in the fri. ndly
shade of hi* orchard near by, and refresh

for is its

a

thcae

*■

on.

part of valor

better

control the local cOh'x trrying trade, feftys
the Bos'on Globe. He is already a part
owner in the big seven-master “Thomas

k Mr. Lawson met about ICO of
the stock holders in t tiese vessels In B«t h
and laid his plan of organization before

I send a receipt for a dark pudding, it's good,
1 made it up. Took part of a receipt and put
the rest in as I thought best. We lifce it. Use
any kind of sauce with it—egg or hard.
I»akk Plum
PuDuwo-One egg, 1 cup
molasses, 1 cup raloins chopped, piece of fat
pork size of t-gp cboup*d with tbe raisins, 1
lea-pooi* soda, salt, I cup sweet mils. 1 teaspoonful cloves, cinnamon ami olher -p cea, SX
cups of flour. Steam three good hours. It is
larae enough for a family of eight, can be beaten
over lor next day.

very

Kidney Pills to more than one resident. one in particular, Mr. William I.arfln, who used them and told roe afterwards that they had certainly done hiui a
great deal of good. 1 never lose an opportunity to recommend th s remedy to
those 1 hear complaining about their back
or kidneys."
He thought It the
Sold for 80 cents a box by all dealers.
to make back tracks Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
the sun in his going- agents for the Culled States.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take

miles out.

T. YV. Lawson to Pool Coal-Carrying
Fie* t—Some Details.
Thomas W. Lnwson plans to form a
coastwisejshipping combine which shall

Ltt-t

which she says:

fine

smoke, though it
does not show very much when one is in
the midst of it, as it bovers overhead

ployer, who, seeing

a large number of others and organize
big 6tock company.
The Crowley fleet is composed of the
following: “Thomas W Lawson,” 8 000
tons; “George W. Wei's,” 5 000 tons; “T.
C Henry,” 4.100 tons; “V. A Bough ton,”
3 700 ton-; “Henry W. Cramp,” 2,800 tons;
Sagamore. 2.200 ione; “Ml. Hope,” 1 800
tons and “J. C. St rHwhrldge,” 1 200 tons.

It

procured at Wiggtn
store stopped a very agdrug
was
speakers gravated spell. Kioney complaint came
on me blowly until th«
aching became

time, reminding

the

You answered my letter and I followed your advice. I was completely cured. Have just given birth to a fine, healthy babe, and duiing
childbirth had a very easy time.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s medicines are a God send to women who want
to be mothers.”— Mrs. Schultz, 12 Luzner St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Many women whose letters wo print were utterly discouraged,
and life lacked all joy to them when they wrote Mrs. Pinkham,
Mass., without charge of any kind. They received advice
Lynn,
which made them strong, useful women again.

a

is delicious. 1 baked it in sponge
cake tins. Plea-e write us again and send
same.

many

Many

quickly,

in

Wks J.

Yes, “Mrs. J,” I have tried your recipe,
and

all

dwell for

In Tilt Am ante an of January 14 I have
made that “good sponge cake”. It is good, too;
one every
my family think so, I have made
morning siuce last Friday. I would like the M.
B sisters to try.mv spongecake which is still
cheaper One cup sugar. 1 cup flour, 1 teaspoon
ful baking powder, all sifted together, break 1
egg In a cup (do Dot lieat it), fill the rup with
cold water, turn into your mixing bowl with
your sugar, fl"ur and baking powder, add a
in an

nearly

This committee will report lsttw, and
from their finding the amount of pool
stock, which will be allowed per 64th of
separate vessels, will be made known.
Homer Allen is preparing the legal papers for theficarrylng out of the pooling

permanent.

A Moore’s

the stories of ixmdon

Brooklyn.

is

worn

and
that

| Doan's Kidney Pills

engaged.
Fires were unusually numerous during
the late cold snap, owing to bursting
A
pipes and the burning of soft coal.
dense cloud of smoke hovers over the city

reply

ctired the

when it

that

Read this:

of them

were

—

A SCHOONER COMBINE.

bear Auni A/oiftfs'

little salt and flavoring, bake
tin. Please try, ami report.

churches,
longer.

and in

continued

had never borne children.

To the Haverhill reader of the column
kind word of remembra*

the

me

Elsewhere.

can

j

I wrote to you a year ago telling you of
Dear Mrs. Pixktiam :
rny troubles. I had pains hi the ovaries, menses were painful, and I

u

not In a world like this.
And thon sh»lt know e’er long,
Know how sublime a thing it is
To suffer and be strong.”

mr a

***

Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio, t
Another happy Case In

“Oh, fear

)

Tremont

on

any wood being used In its construction
The week of prayer was observed in all

lacklr, 1111

weak.

theatre

as well as

j John
Drake, retired, residence Grant
Robbins, formerly of Deer Isle, has fur* j
the
which
is
all
iron
street,‘•ays: ‘*1 have had Blight attacks
nished
work,
nearly
done. The building is fire-proof, scarcely of backsche since the winter of 1897, when

—

is

men

How fortunate for us all that we have
the ability to cultivate some kind of
strength—pehaps more than one kind.
Let the thought not discourage the bodily

who sent

»

athlete’s

of young

letter m

Majestic

new

Unique Record in Ells-

a

only find onerem» dy
j first gives local proof of Its merits,
second demonstrates beyond doubt

full instructions how j
while Ibe lower air is comparatively clear.
to treat myself, and in accord|
ance 'with, your directions I took
_Ego.
j
your Vegetable Compound, and j
(join# Hast.
followed your kind advice faith- |
Pa8Aukj:a, Cal., Jsd. 22, 1H03.
fully in every respect, and now I To the Editor of The American:
have a little girl, the joy of our I One of South
Hancock’s young men,
l ~!<y> home.
I never would have had
living at present iu Pasadena, started to
it
had not been for your walk east last
my baby if
Sunday. He got out into
advice and medicine.
the sage brush country where apiaries
Pink“I cannot praise Lydia K.
flourish, arroyos plow their deep, stony
ham’s Vegetable Compound enough for what
wv
furrows through the plain, just beyond h
it
has
done
for me.
I hope other childless
i'w'
ne«t of wineries, altogether about three
women will see this letter.”
Mus. Joux Unna-

giving

powers, and the admiration varies in kind
and qualiy acco ding to the taste and

the hero

!

_

from

exhibition

an

The

—

nice

worth

The reader

street lb nearing completion, and it is ssid
to be one of Ibi finest iu the city. A. B.

“Dear Mrs. Pinkilam :
I wrote
some time ago asking why I
could not have a child. I explained
that I had displacement of the womb
ZzL,—, ar.d ovarian trouble, and suffered
X^nSnJwith backache and headache. You
a

They Have

safe.

L to you

sent me

JBctiicsu

A

.Pinkham’sVegetable Compound

stronghold, we think of man who in
great* r or less deg ee possesses this attribute or power. Strength of ^ ind, strength
of character, mti-cufar strength— ea> h and

j

her way.

on

never

a

—

street, when she caught it and proceeded !

Child.

»»

herself up the umbrella

picked

When she
was

women are denied the
happiness of children simply because of
curable derangement of the generative organs.
the
of
Among
many triumphs
Lydia K. Piiikham's Vegetable
Compound is overcoming cases of supposed barrenness. Thousands of
children owe their existence to Lydia K. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound. This great medicine is so well calculated to regulate every function
of the generative organs that its efficiency in this respect is vouched for
by
multitudes of women.

“Dear Mrs. I’inkhasi:
We had l«en married nine years and
had children, and now we have a littie baby girl nineteen months
old, the joy of our life. She owes her existence to Lydia E. Pinkliain’s Vegetable Compound.
“Before taking Ljdia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound I
was a constant sufferer.
I had pains in my back and sides, especially
before menstruation. I had doctored but received no benefit. Hearing
so much about the Vegetable Compound I decided to trv it. and after
taking six bottles was cured.” —Mrs. T. II. Goclbey, 1223 Nevada St.,
East Toledo, Ohio.

'own

Can t»e falr’y regarded *s stronger.
And there. by a generou* public maintained
I will strive, with a grateful per-lsfence,
To rtn even 1 ss than I’re do. e in the pa t
Till the end of my Idle existence.
London Truth.

a

on

Many

a

A nd to one of these harens of rest let me hope.
That abused and roUirust-sl no louger,
I may shortly ietlre, since no claim than my

sidewalk, while her umbrella started
tour of Its own down the street.

the

destiny—•

some

Nine Years Without

forth, let me say, that with work I
hare don*!
I 1n future “hall not do a stroke of It;
And wh wl'l dare ear that a mar. In my case
.Should be asked to be and* r the y*.ke of U?
For seeing we’re ho*pbsls now for all 111,
From consumption totlnphontia***,
I w'lh confldti.co wall lor the founding of
homes
For the treatment of uoclarlaals.
Hut henc*

feelings.
lady just leaving home found herself
kneeling In a pool of water, with her
hand-bag and parcels distributed about

comforting

—

pa-aed.

And the way hat to w.-rk I're been hounded
It Is noi at n») Idlene.-- I am *urprised,
At my diligence'll* I’m astounded!

A

Portrait of a Baby Girl Who
Owes her Existence to Lydia E.

No great society can live on a sentiment.
We have got to get behind the
truth that underlies every great movement.—Rev. S. Parkes Cadman, D. I).
I am gjad of these new recipes, for I
As Christian Endeavorers it ought to know of some cooks who look to the colbe our business to keep the devil on umn
first, to see if t ere is something new
the jump all the time.—Rev. B. Q. Den- ; in tbe
conking line, for you know with a 1
ham, Vice President New York State ! our esthetic and arti-lic and literary
Union.
tastes of the present day, the first original
O young people, can we prepare our- sense of taste still ciamors for somethi g
selves better for the larger work to good to eat.
Aunt Madge.
which we look than by pressing close
to the broken heart and bruised form
Baxter—Ah,so your article is returned?
of the Christ?—Rev. Edwin Forrest Feel
pretty bad about It? Tbaxier—Ou,
Hallenbeck, D. D.
no.
Tbe editor said it was rot, and be
wouldn’t have it if I paid for its inserQnl* Box.
tion. As long as he didn’t say it wasn’t
[Any question may be asked that per- available, 1 don’t mind it.
tains to any phase of Christian Endeavor
Address Look Box 674, Binghamwork.
Catarrh aud flay Fever.
ton. N. Y.]
X. N., Tennessee.—We know I Liquid Cream B»lm is becoming quit*as pepin
alar
many localities as Fly’s Cream Balm
y unions that make a pracsolid. It is prtpared for use in ato« izers, and
ng a montlhly meeting of
is highly prized by those who have been acof all t£ie societies, in
customed to call upon physician* for such a
the purpose of confer- treatment.
Many physicians are using ami prepuss on of methods,
scribing it. All the medicinal properties of the
setts.—The next in- celebrated Cream Balm are contained in the
>o wiN be held in
Liquid form, which is 75 cts., including a pray11 druggists, or by mail. Ely Brothing tube.
ers, 96 Warren St., New York.

\

barrenness is rare
to childless women.

!

a9

embankment

of bla

NejrHaby*^

ars.

Going

over an

worms!^

fifteen feet. The driver escaped
with only bruises, slid the horse was not
much Injured, but the cart was smashed
There war a ludicrous side to affairs,
however, If one simply looked on, though
the fun wssn’t on the pert of the pessi ngers. One mao walking very Independently along with an umbrella, suddenly
found himself lying In the gutter in a
rivulet of water, while bis DmbreIJa went
one way and bis bat another, regardleta

■el ‘PflPnMR

Dear M B Friends:
How quickly oar minds work, and one
thought folio*6 another by a thread of
connection, when h word is spoken or
writt n l ke that above—strength! “The
Lord strong and mi* ht> ’7 followed by “The
strength of the hills is His also’’—this
suggests an old poem w hich I have not seen
“For the strength of the hills we bless Thee
Our God, our faihtrs’ God!
Thou hast mote ihv rhil lren mighty,
By the tou'^h of the mountain sod.
Thou hast fixed our ark of refuge
Wl»ere the spoiler’* foot ne’er trod.
For the strength of the Mils we bless Thee,
Our God, our fathers’ God!”

went

concern

•*

Of eonr*e, I’re been Uu'—who wouldn’t la* «0
Who has known w at the “hookworm's" idj
trail m»ant?
Who wouldn't. I ask. who’s endured all Ms Ilfs
A confi»U"ded six S,> Halil* *dlmrnt'
In fact looking back on t»ie years that hare

about

—

of

young
brilliant attainments and bright prosshould
It
to
them and to
say
pects.
us all. In thunder tones, "To disobey
God is to fail.”
men

whole

tis

(o li l a front place In hi-* pllory;
-luspard. adrlM-d u» ms-rcsll* on the ant
And t*. lind the inonlll* n* of (tookworms,

hi a
tin-

Through the whole of my life i would a»k' yon
to note.
Hare Iwee preyed on by rlbalnous "hook-

found bin horse slipping backward
down a decline, and jumped on the cart
to try to sheer the horse round, but the

—Florence Wood.

for y>

\V

I,

team

A

tram and bad btsarm broken.

Ye«, i l>y the moralist twined and spurn* d,
ed y Topper** artillery;
And
And— wha In atlll nur**—t»y the smug Doctor

ster

everywhere.

Are

if.

2. FamEon’s failure

There exist'd m*" h popular ha a I ness;
I for yearn had M> uie H wa* grossly unf»ir
To mgard as •* fallt'-g my 1 sine**;
Now, ih<- iruth ha- com* out. (banks to »ruv*
g0oa
l ,cor XIlh s,
And *tl- pro?* d * ow ut Just a strong Ms* U
F<>> 1. If y«*i* pl*,****\ for m. I'lleiw** -corned *
Have tc ii ijflVriii* tr> m unclarla-ls!

lioston Notes.
Boston. Jan 23,1903
BnsWednesdsy, Jsn. 21, was Ice day In
too. The enow which covered s stratum
of Ice wss washed away by a heavy rain,
and the streets and sidewalks were aglare.
had
morning
papers
The Thursday
columns devoted to accidents caused by
One youth slipped
the slippery street*.
and sprained his hip, but attempted to
bobble borne nnd was struck by s truck-

Hopeful.”

and

The Microbe of $Iot*h, t
loujt had in IW red that, concerning

for

I

"il'BT MADGE”.

the polar star
should in- !
Bp! r. us to success; their failures
For
abouid warn us against failure.
■nek a purpose Christ recalled the
failure of Lot s wife, pointed out to
His disoirles the weaknesses of the
I* HIM IS OUR STKE*GTH.
Pharisees and pictured the folly of the
The Lord is strength. And they who know His
prodigal son in leaving his father's
power.
house for the far country of sin.
To Him for refuge flee.
The Bible is true history and biog- In perfect
peace, dear Lord. Thoa keepeth him
raphy. It records men’s vices as well
Whose mind Is stayed on Thee.
aa their virtues, their failures as well
Then be thou not cast down.
■■ their successes, their defeats as well
But be thou faithful unto God, till death,
And what for but And win a crown.
as their victories.
ttat we may be warned as well as In- We cannot
hope to triumph over sin
ured by their examples. To this end
A lone, we soon would fall;
let ns notice the failures suggested by
But He, who conquered sin, and death, ami bell.
If we bat nurnidy call
the topical references and their lesOn Him, will qulck y pome.
sons.
Nor leave us till, by His own power and might.
J_ Cain's failure warns us against
The victory’s won.
anger (Gen. lv, 8-12). Angry and JealNot what God gives, but what He Is to us
ous. both without cause. Cain slew
Will make us brave and strong
Abel, bis brother, and thus became the
He Is our strength, and they who trust in Him
A disposition to loss
tost murderer.
Shall sing the victor's song
of temper, to anger, seems to be a litAt last, where battles cease;
tle thing, and vet how serious it often
And at His own right band In heaven above
bee. ones. Anger in the heart is mur- * ind rest and peace.
is
not
der in the germ. A bod temper
Then fl*iht, ne’er think to lay the armor down
to lie condoned as simply a physical
Till life on earth Is o'er.
diauunity, but recognized as a sin and Then sha 1
you enter thro’ the j>early gates,
by persistent effort and the grace of
To dw« 11 fo»evermore.
God overcome. Else it w 11 make life No tai«.t of sin is there.
miserable. If It does not lead to a great
For peace, hope, love, joy, rest and purtty
aaeary to the sudor

Comsponfitncf.

Sbbrrt!9»mmt9.

Utncht (fioiumn.

iilutuai

ENDEAVOR.

:tST*AN

To Cure a Cold in One I>ay
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggist* refund the money If it falls to cure.
fc. vv. <irove’s signature is on each box. i5c.

AT

BAR IIARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME
Bar Harbor ofiices: 7 and 6 AH. Desert b .jca*
Bluehlll office open Saturdays.

the

cabin. All the ship’s papers «nd nauinstrument* were gone
The compass in the binnacle wag uninjured.
“Then we rigged jury Hails and set our

heroine bride.
WIFE KEPT UP SPIR-

CAPTAIN’S

colors

by day,
hur*«ed ‘fl*re up’
lights at night, hut no succor came. Of
ali the provisions there was
only some
beef aud a partly damaged barrel of flour

CREW.
ITS OF SHIPWRECKED
mast during

a

HUR-

whhkd to tub
RICANE— ELEVEN DAY8 IN OPEN
BOAT-THE SURVIVORS’ ACCOUNT.

aud

saved.
“Our cook did

the best

he could

with

these

over the galley tire.
Day afler day
vessel dismantled by a hurricane we looked for help, hut none
came, and,
futile
of
wesrv,
thirty
days
fl *aliy, as our stock of water and food
In mi(l-oceen,
and
finally
privation
for
succor,
was getting lower, I determined our
will n(
only
"I the nearly uuendurah'e
chance lay in starting for land in our
in an op n boat
ten
besun
for
days
W« had but one boat, the
heat of the tropical
long boat.
reached—such was the I
|0re Isnd was
I otber.being smashed in the hurricane.
Mevlua
of
J.
Cspt.
experience

terrible

TAKINO

and nine seamen, who arKsy, his wife
on the
rived in New York last November
Steamship “Grenada” from Trinidad and
Windward islands.
ports in the
dufl-ring from the shock of privation

j
S

“Then when,

TO

THE BOAT.

Oct. 14,

on

boat
so

overboard, we
badly that I feared

had been cut off

found
that

But

put the

we

she

leaked

hope

last

our

hauled

we

her

on

board

again and patched op the worst of
the seams, and the next day sailed away
for the unknown land in the west.
“We had for provisions about thirty-

wont at once to
and expoaure, Mrs. Kay
Cspt. Kay and
her home In Brooklyn.
traces of their
hls crew all bore exterior
Bess.
forty days’ struggle with the
To the pluck of a woman subsisting on
bread and water, who untiringly devoted
bereelf to ministering to the comforts
of her comrade*, and cheering them when
caused by the
they were near distraction
heat, and to the skill of her husband, who
watched the son by day and the pole star
of course sailed
at night over 1,400 miles
foot long boat, the
by the leaking twenty
Not one
crew can atrributethelr rescue.

five

gallons of water and perhaps

loaves of

bread,

harder, and
no

one

baked

some

could

twice to

beef,
except

cooked salt

have eaten

forty

make

it

which
under

Each person had a
quart of water twice, a quarter of a loaf
of bread three times, and a small cube of
meat, once each day.
“We sailed—the southeast trades favoring us—day after day, the men standing
their watch as they did on the barkentlne, getting what tittle sleep they could
dire

j

circumstances.

o( them hesitated to praise Capt. Kay aud
bis wife.
between their watches.
“Too much praise cannot be boalowcd
“Aft of the mainmast of our little craft
said Roger Stelnhelm,
upon Mrs. Kay,”
we built a shelter of mast hoops covered
her heroism and selfthe first mate,” for
with canvas, for Mrs. Kay, and forward
sacrifice during our days of peril and sufseaspread a sail cloth so that one man at a
fering. When strong, able-bodied
Mrs. Kay time could keep under, out of the flare of
men were sick and discouraged,
the sun.
maintained an air of cheerfulness that
“It was torture. We were so near to
to us all.
Her |
and
courage
hope
gave
the water that the rays of the sun retrials were great aud ehe suffered more
flected and burned through and through
than the men, but she uttered never a
us.
Then the water got lower on the
of
fear.”
a
or
of
whimper
complaint
word
eighth day. I cut down the supply one
A THRILLING STORY
Mr«
gill on each quart for each person.
Capt. Kay told the story simply of hls j Kay could not eat the beef at any time,
hls
crew
and
twemy-three-yesr-old wile,
aud the heat had made it so bad the men,
th ir wanderings.
for
food,
although suffering
nearly
Bear
Nova
from
sailed
“We
River,
pushed it away when it was onerea.
B.
‘Florence
on
the
Scotia, on Aug. 13.
“For the first three or four days, too,

j

1

j

|

Edgetl1
Ayres.

lumber,

loaded with
For a month

ou

the

for Buenos

run

THE SUNNY SOUTH.

tical

down the

we

1

experienced heavy weather,

IllibcTttermentB.

Courteous Treatment Accorded Northerner*—Dr. Fulton's Experience.
A recent ii»t-ue oi < in IFoman’s Journal
contained an article from t tit* p*-n of V <- \
finln D Y'>ur»o, t he editor and proprietor !
of The Enterpriee, of Fairfax, 8. C
Her
description or * in* recent arrival in Fairfax of Dr Abby M Fulton, of Ellsworth,
will interest amkkican
those

who

liave

of Gold.

reader*,especial

tne

pleasure

of

y
Dr.

*

*

•

p

loose

he knows he has struck

gravel,

and perhaps a fortune.
cup brewed from any of

r

I

I

gold,

When you look into

a

V
Coffees
II you know you have struck good coffee. No inferior article
11 show that wonderful golden brown that these coffees
11 present when cream is added. Not only is the eye
satisfied, but the palate as well,
||
“■

11

can

and the entire body responds
to their healthful, invigorating
influence.

*

*

When the prospector washes
out a pan of “pay dirt,” and catches
the glint of the yellow metal in the

►

Fairfax. S. C., Jan. 6, 1903.
On my writing table l» a slim green vase, In
which an asparagus fern wiih leaves like fine
lace form* a background for a cluster of narcissus as fragrant as hyacinths. They bloomed
In a box iu the open piazza, and were plucked
for the dinner table Saturday in expectation of
the arrival of Dr. Abby ,»!. Fulton. I made two
trips to meet the train, learning the first time
that It was two hours lute.
So 1 quieted my
anxiety by reading that wonderful portrayal of
boih sides—“The Crisis”—i»y Winston Churchill.
The real hero of that story Is the sweet-hearted,
hero-souled martyr, Abraham Lincoln.
At last I heard the whistle, and as the train
stopped, I saw Dr. Fu.ton standing on the platform, wearing her yellow and white ribbon on
her gray travelling dress.
1 was sorry It was winter, because this means
bare branches mostly, but our pines and cedars
and magnolias are green, aud It. Abby and I
walked, under rose vines still green, up my
front steps. I wanted her to And things lovely,
and you can imagine my Joy when she broke
into exclamations of pleasure
*

|

I^Sr.

Fulton’s acquaintance
That the fair southern editor is possessed of a gifted pen may easily be inferred from the following extracts from
the letter referred to:

When Dr. Abby unpacked, she took from her
trunk a magnificent sealskin cloak.
I laughed
and said
”1 doubt If you will l»e aide to wear
lt'ince
Whv, many du\s during our so-called
winter are ns soft amt mill u» .May or June iu
M dne
You would not know the time of year
If you dtd not look hi the rees.
Ami If you
lick straight tnd listen earnestly you’ll hear the
branches whispering of the sap ilrrlng in tin lr
nearts and In the buds, cosseted within their
snug bark, ready to swell aud come forth in
February and March”
The Fairfax Enterprise, which likes to set the
for Fairfax
was
over its big
k Uniting
pmdally cortenip rn' y the other day, and initiated
that, though hail stun might outcrow Fairf x
In the way of popula'l n and hotels, yet Fairfax could crow over Charleston In tm* soft ness of
temper we had beip- say temperature), widely
should draw <>ur northern friends to abide with
us w lie ihe winter king Is abroad lu the East
and North.

_4^
"SEAL BRAND”

i-'ii.. and 2-lb. Tin Cans (airtight).
Other high grades in richly colored

In

parchment bags (moisture proof).

^(

j

________________

KLLSHOHl'H

which

SlAKKRTS.

Wednesday, Ferbuary 4. 1903.
greatly to our danger, besides
weather could not have been better. But
W RIGHTS AN 1* M KAAC HK%
■ AINK LA O RlUjA ttl'l .1l>
The water
wearing out our strength.
In
a
few
hours.
salt shall weigh 60
A bushel of Liverpool
on Sept. 17, it all changed
came over
the gunwale, and we were
and
a bushel of Turks Island salt snal!
pounds,
The next
“All night tt Olew heavily.
obliged to bail out tbe boat constantly, weigh 70 pounds.
t he standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
forenoon, without warning a hurricane night and day.
Our greatest suffering,
In good order and tit for shipping, is R) pou~d&;
Our reefed mainsail Hud
broke ou us.
of apples, 44 pounds
; however, was from thirst.
The standard weight of a bushel of oeans In
■panker were torn In halve*, and the
“All these nearly forty days not a sail
good order and tit foi shipping, is 62 pounds.
headsai'a were blown clean off the bolt nor
whs sighted.
vessel
The Of wheal, beets, ruta-tm*~ turnips and peas, 60
steam
ropes. The foremast went first, breaking horrors of perishing in that great ex j pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 52
of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
pounds;
off st the deck; then the main mast and
me
drove
I ndlan meal, 50 pounds; or parsnips, 45 pounds;
panse of loneliness nearly
aim buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
m zzeu
of
mast, leaving jagged stumps frantic at night.
barley
were
Yet tne nights
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
twenty and thirty feet high.
I
welcome because by the polar star
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
“Great seas tumbled in a midship and
Farmers can easily reckon from
could correct my deviation of tbe day. at Ellsworth
these what
they are likely to receive In trade
started the deckload, aud with the loose
Knowing that our compass hud no varia- or cash for their products.
wreckage lashed the deck of the ‘Edgett’ tion, the star helped me to compute my
Country Produce.
fore and aft like the ends of some grtai course for the next
day.
Itutter.
The bulwarks were
cat-o’-nine-ta'la.
“On the night of tbe ninth day I saw
Dairy and creamery butter are both In good
stove in, the deck houses started from the
Dairy butter Is still lirmand high. We
lights of three passing steamships, supply.
quote:
their fastenings and everyone whs lashed
j but t hey could not see our lights or our
Creamery per lb.30 §33
to he oust stumps to keep from being
Dairy .26 §30
signals. Then the morning of the tenth
added

j

washed overboard.

cabin

filled

with
from

hurricane lasted

pouring in
opening seams
fully six hours, and

Kay

tabbed to

“Below deck the
the

which

water

the

barkenttne's
and

myself,

Then

as

came

other

clung to tach

was

It lulled mil

the

LAND

The

went

Mrs.

when his

forward

to the

:

1
or
fi >ated alongside.
demolished, and the provisions in the laz«rette afl >at and tangled
with mmrf Malls and t ».e wreckage from

get well.

Chapter III. Hacking cough.
(Guess it will wear off when warm
weather

comes.)
Chapter IV.
lung is affected.

Doctor says left

Everybody knows the last chap-

ter.

Isn’t it pitiable ? The more so
since common cough-cures don’t

hacking cough. They only
temporarily dry it up and upset the
cure a

stomach. The cause is still there.
We believe we can help nine
cases out of ten of this kind—that
is about our average of relief and
cure so far.
We do it with Vinol, which is
made from the best remedy for
lung troubles the world has ever

oil, but with the
grease left out.
The results are gained by imThe rich
proved nourishment.
—

cod liver

vile-smelling

blood overcomes the swarming
germs of disease. There is almost
new

immediate gain. Try it on our guarantee—money back if you want it.

“In

I found that

we

tbe

I

did.

were

first

as

small

the

church

a

purse
was

of $75 was
recipient

the

of many kindnesses from the
St. George, our landing-place.
“Five days laier we started

women

of

north

on

‘Grenada’, which touched at the island, the men being assisted by both
1
the British and American consuls.
almost forgot to mention Whiskers, the
Like
black cat belonging to Mrs. Kay.
harda t.ue sailor, be survived all of the
ships, and my wife brought him home to
the

Brooklyn.”
The

men

brought

home

were

Sacve tKe Ta.gs from fKese Brands;

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.16 §18
16
Best dairy (new).
Dutch (Imported).90
Neufchatel...05
Egg

besides getting the best smoke and chew, they give you

s.

Eggs

arc

still

scarce

and

high, and demand

A CHANCE TO WIN

coutilines good.
Fresh lahl, per doz.28
Poultry.

Poultry is In good supply.

Fowl

are scarce.

Union made

Chickens.
Fowl
2J
20

Ducks.

Geese.

to do with

Hay.
Best loose, per ton. .12 §14
Baled.18
Straw.
No loose straw on the market.
Loose.10 §12
18
Baled.
Vegetables.
Sauer kraut Is a dainty that mar now be
bought in ibis market; 8c per tb. We quote :
01 %
25 Turnips, tb
Potatoes, pk
S potatoes,lb
01S
02>£ 3<>3 Beets, lb
o>
01
Cabbage,
Onions.
01 %
05 Carrots, lb
.-vanish onions,
01
10 Parsnip*, lb
Lettuce,
25 Beans—perqt—
Spinach, pk
12
10
String beans, qt
Yellow-eye
in
«4
Pea.
Squash,
£0
Celery, bunch
Fruit.
.S5§.45
15325 Oranges, doz
20 Lemons, doz
26*3’
lo
Crauoerries, qt

Pineapples,
Appleo, pk

Groceries.

•t

—

j

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.

Winnowings of News,
Novelty and Nonsense,

Week’s

One

lloulton is soon to have free mail delivery, its post-office receipts
having
reached the f10,000 per year point.
It is
in

a

expected that the House will

Senate amendment to the

and consular
Mrs.

Japan,
sum

appropriation

bill to pay to

Buck, widow of the iRte minister to
of

who

was a

f6,000

ou

native of
account of

Foxcroft,
funeral

the
ex-

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There i* positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstin e irregularities from
any cause relieved immeuiately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or interxcrence with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have failed. The mostdiflicultcascs successfully treated by mall,and benclidal results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Writ'' for further particulars and free confidential advice. Do not nut off
Re.
too long. All letters truthfully answered.
member, this remedy is absolutely safe under
leaves
and
condition
positively
every possible
no alter ill effect upon the health. Sentby mail,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be
W.
EMMONS
CO., 170 Tre-cgi stored. 1 >ii. J.
ttont St., Ilo.-ton, Mass.

Constipation

concur

diplomatic

Dr. Emmons’

Isn’t It Worth 25c.
to Be Cured of
People who suffer from Habitual Constipation, Clogged Stomach and Bowels,
Sluggish Liver and Thin and Impura

To

Blood.
There is a laxative that moves the bowels
without pain or griping, cleanses the stomach, sharpens the appetite, stimulates the
liver, strengthens the nerves and purities
the blood, while Its marvelous tonic properties tone up the entire system.

LaxakolaDoesft
It reaches every

organ—the liver, kidneys,

nerve, heart and brain—and rethe cause of your debilitated condlThis is the only way to secure an
tlon.
absolute and permanent cure.

stomach,
move#

Foreign

At
free

druggists—25 and 50 cents,
satnole

bottle

to

THK

or

LAX

F

send for
A KOLA

IHinTnrQ TTO\Tin-'antlv relieve md speed*
lix Ul U L/vJ jiy cured by PEI*S1K0L\. 25c.

A.

||

H
[nil
■
Rffl

y

I

ftjjl

MM

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

Hundreds of Children and adults mu
have worms but are treated for
The symptoms ml
other diseases.
are:—indigestion, with a variable ■
appetite; foul tongue; offensive ml
breath; hard and full belly with oeca.sioual gripings and pains about ■
the navel; eyes heavy and dull;
itching of the nose; short, dry w
cough; grinding of the teeth; start- ■
ing during sleep; rIow fever; and
often in children, convulsions.
■

||

|||
JJ?B
[H|j

TRUE’S I
PIN WORM

ELIXIR

I

TIME and
MONEY by

PARCHER,

MAIN STREET.

Worms

■f
M

venticn ford
free book, c
I/O write c

_to*

Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.

For Sale by

14

►

r

CO.. 45 Vesey Street, New York City.

C.

<

j
]!

I received your sample bottle of LAXAKOI.A and was so pleased with It that I
bought a 25-ccut bottle. I had a bard time
I tried about one-half dozen
to Tiny It
places before I could get It. I have tried
other medicines and pills without benefit.
I think LAX A KOLA Is a regular Klondike
to persons suffering with constipation.
WILLIAM T>. TKRRIO,
34 Chandler St., Lawrence, Mass.

—

Myerand

tags.

your

__t

penses. Senator Hale will be the leading
Rice, per lb
.06§.0S
mate; Coffee—per
Stein helm, of Weymouth,
.16 §.25 Pickles, per gal .45 §.65 conferee on the bill, which will be in conRio,
second
mate;
35 Olives, bottle
peter Healey, of Boston,
.25§.75 ference now in a few days.
Mocha,
35 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Charles F. Stream, of New York, cook;
.20
Pure cider,
lb—
Fred
Tea
Charles
—per
Kimball, a landscape
.05
Frank Sullivan, William Reynolds, James
.45§.65 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
painter, one of the best known artists in
.04
.30* 65 Oatmeal, per lb
Oolong,
Gorham, John McDonald, Johnanms
.20 Maine, died suddenly at his home In PortBuckwheat, pkg
Sugar per lb—
i Hendrieksen, seamen, and George San.04
.05* Graham,
Granulated,
When Mr. Kimford, sixteen years old.
.04 land, last Wednesday.
Coffee —A Jt B, .05^ Kve meal,
05 Granulated meal,!b 02X ball arose in the morning he was in his
Yellow, C
gal—
Oil—per
Molasses—per gal—
After breakfast he
health.
Mean with Their Matches.
.35^ Linseed,
.55$.60 usual good
Havana,
.50^ Kerosene,
13*15 complained of difficulty in breathing and
Porto Rico,
The on y thing they are mean about at
-60
They are Syrup,
house Is matches.
expired in a few minutes. He is survived
j the State with
Lumber and Building Materials.
everything else, and give |
generous
by a widow and a daughter.
docu125
knives,
M—
public
Snruoe,
pen
stationery,
Lumber—per
away
125
11 §13
Hemlock.
! ment- and franchise with a liberality lhat
Hemlock.
By the will of the late Henry Rollins,
are
Hem “jck Hoards, 1 * 13 Clapboards—per M
which w«h tiled in the probate
rejoices tne heart. But the matches
12*16 Extra spruce, 24*26 of Bangor,
1 believe, Spru'-e.
doled out with a chary hand.
16*20
Hpruc« floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17§18 court in that city last week, Tufts colaud ap1- *15
Clear pine,
they are ail counted, numbered
35*60
pine,
in Medford, Mass., receives fl5 000;
Extra pine.
35*60 lege
Marched pine,
15*20
portioned each day.
He also
Westbrook seminary, |5,000.
Laths—per M—
A retired brigadier general in a gorgeous Shingles—per M—
seven
2.00
2 75
extra
morning
just
Spruce,
eact
places
Cedar,
uuu to
uniform,
or
*•
2 35 Nalls, per lb
.04§.00 gives an absolute bequest
clear,
matches in the safe on he mantel of the
••
1 50 Tufts college to endow tbe Ellery E
1 85 Cement, per cask
2d clear,
when they are
A d
treasurer’s office.
••
95
cask
1
65
extra
Other
Lime,
per
oue,
Peck
scholarship.
bequests, in
another for love or
•*
125 Brick, per M
7§11 trust and absolute, to Bangor charitable
gone you can’t get
No..,
•*
.75 W hlte lead, pr lb .05 § .0
money all day.
/woots,
institutions aggregate |35.000.
match from
1 have tried to borrow a
rrovuiouR.
from
Among the schooners reported iceeverybody about the State house,
Pork, tk
Beef, ft
colored
gentlethe
to
down
1*
the governor
Stesk. Ik
bound off Iceland is the three-masted
.15§.25
Steak,
some mysterious duty
14
man who performs
10
#.20
Chop,
Koantri,
meet with a
.C8 schooner “T. M. Nicholson”, one of tbe
.05 #.08
Pigs’feet,
in the basement, and always
Corned,
denial ol pos16 #.20 Nicholson fleet of Bucksport.
Private
18
Ham, ncr tb
Tongues,
stem refusal or mendacious
.13
Shoulder.
.05^06
Tripe,
in Gloucester indicate
session of such a treasure.
18 despatches received
matches Veal:
Bacon,
for
the
appropriation
Perhaps
12 «j..13 that the eight Gloucester vessels which
20
8alt
will be over
Steak,
is getting low and the famine
12# 15
Lard,
.100.15
Roasts,
But
done.
are ice-bound there may not be able to
when legislature gets its work
Lamb:
the superC5
leave their perilous positions until the ice
each
I don’t think so. Col. Stevens,
Tongues,
a
has
big
got
10 #20
breaks in the spring. Tbe eight schoonLamb,
intendent of the building,
off the
room
a
In
just
matches
Fish.
ers
are valued in the aggregate at flOO,of
Fresh
tin box
men
watching
and their combined cargoes of frozen
000
We
limited.
Is
still
IIsh
of
fresh
rotunda, aud has four
The
supply
seen them
never
have
1
herring at ffiO.OOO. If the cargoes are not
them; at least,
quote:
else.
before spring the loss on them
06
removed
06
anythtng
Haddock,
doing
Cod,
in
20
will be almost total.
1C #18 Clams, qt
I think there are matches enough
them. Halibut,
25
could
only
get
Lobsters, lb
13
if
the
Smelts,
people
Augusta
William Moses Ladd, business manager
artificial Salmon,
12
25 Finnan Iladdie,
Like the coal famine, it is an
40 and editor of tbe Waterville Sentinel, died
I don t see
Oysters, qt
affair and a squeeze; though
of
out
Fuel.
how anybody can make anything
last Thursday, of Bright’s disease and
of matches.
There are no changes In prices.
It. Please send me up a gross
bronchitis. He was thirty-five years old
W ood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
Editor Otis, in Rockland Opinion.
10 00 He was born in Abbot.
At the age of
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 #« 50
10
00
8 0005 00
8tove,
Dry soft,
loOO seventeen years he went to Skowhegan
Egg.
The Easy Pill.
Roundings per load
10 00 where he served an apprenticeship in the
Nut,
1009125
do not gripe
DeWltt’s Little Early Risers
Blacksmith s
7 0s Somerset
5.00
Buttings,
Reporter office. He utxt went
They cure bilnor weaken the system.
and
Feed.
Grain
to Bangor, where he was employed in the
Flour,
and inacconstipation
iousness, jaundice,
the
office
of
The
has
is
now
Bangor Daily News. He later
Corn
price
and
dropped
strength
plenty.
tlve livers and give such tone
Mayo
to normal conditions. Shorts, mixed feed and entered Into partnership with E P
totbe glands of the stomach,
We quote
are higher.
the Fairfield Journal, later
of
In
the
office
remiddlings
is
trouble
bowels that the cause of the
50 purchasing with his brother the A. C.
bu
bbl—
Oats,
little
Flour—per
famous
pills
moved entirely. These
125 Ladd property, in 18t)8 he purchased the
4 25#5 25 8hortB—bagdecided tonic effect dp°n theargans
1 20 Mixed feed, bag
Waterville Sentinel, later organizing the
tor Corn, 100 ft bag
1 25 j 1 SO
1 20
Corn meal, bag
involved, and if there use is continued
He leaves a
W. M. Ladd Publishing Co.
of the Cracked corn,
1 20 Middlings, bag
i a few days there will be no return
and five childreu.
wife
1.40 #1.50
trouble. Wiooin & Moore.
lb

made) from best Burley Leaf.
you all about our plan and what

Trust

(not

Your dealer will tell

Turkeys. 25

Roger

N. S.,

GEO. A. PARGHER fxerta
ORUCCIST.

than

in.

raised, and Mrs. Kay

SDtocrtisonnUfi.

Chapter II. A hard cold. A
touch of the grip. Don't seem to

word

joyous

the island to the humblest negro did all
he could to better our condition.

deck

Severe climate.
Chapter I.
(Thermometer has been known to
drop 50 degrees in 50 minutes.)
Sun hot, wind cold.

no more

refuges from Barbadoes,
pox was epidemic.
When our Identity was disclosed, every
person from the British commandant of

found the cabin

The Truth
About Lung
T roubles

said tbe

as we came

where

A SORRY SIGHT

seen

beach

suspected

•After t be storm had passed I surveyed
the wreck while the crew cleared away
in
the cumbering wreckage which lay
on

men

“Afterwards

board.

heaps

LASTT.

I steered around the island, which w’as
We
south of the Windward
group.
rowed into the harbor, and the inhabitants flocked to the mote and lined the

end.

forecastle, wh»re, although the
swashing seas were fuliy two feet over the
door, there was partial shelter, as not all
of the deckload forward Imd gone over-

AT

“I think Columbus felt

mainmast,

awaiting the

hands

day the lookout forward shouted, ‘Laud!
land!’

is the best worn remedy made. It has been
in use since 1 86 I, is purely vegetable.harmless and effectual. Where no worms are present t acts as a Tonic, and corrects the eondition of the mucous membrane of the stomachand bowels. A prmtttrecnre for Constipation and Hiliousness. and a valuable reinedy in all the common complaints of childien Priee85et*. Ask your druggist forit.
Dr. J. F. THl'E A CD., Auburn. Me.
Speoisl treat me iit for Tspe Worms. Free para|.Met.

|

I

I'liallen's

Subscription Record,
Advertising Record.

Rooks.

Advertiser’s Record,
-lob Printer’s Record,

Correspondence Record.

Ruled, primed aim Indexed for quick entry
and reference
Descriptive circular and price
list on application. Published by

j

E. A. X

W.

E. CHILD,

New York.

14 Dover street.

EIjliSWOnTII

STEAM
AND
“NO

LAUNDRY
BATH ROOMS.

PAY, NO

WA8HEE,"

All kinds of laundry worK done at short n«
lee. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. ESTEY * CO.,
^est End Bridge,
Ellsworth. Its.

mil
■
■

||1
§||
■
]D|
U|j
■
fl
flul

osiNO

Record

Pauper Notice.

undersigned hereby gives notice that he
has contracted with the city of Ellsworth,
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing
vear, and nan made ample provision for their

THE

support. He therefore forbids all persons from
furnlsbng supplies to any pauper on his account as w .thou this written order, he will pay
for no goods so furnished. Uauky 8. Junks.

--

''

mucop

while there tn*«
experience. More

tnd

new.

acosual

ret ter eo

thirty year* ego Caps. Tspey ana hi*
were part of a fleet of 180 aait of
»h‘p» lying off tb« coast of 9o«tb America
Jos* as be was
•oath of the eqeator.
•

ELLSWORTH, MAINE
wf m

hip

ready

a boat

COUNTY PCBLISHING CO.
LLIAS.

went to

•egtostire
then

AT

P. W. fi.

ri le,
with

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Tapfey.of Brats-1
Both to spend loot week's !

Bhiiwtn 8. H

K»1

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOCEEAL

HANCOCK

I

ship

Editor AAd Masactt

to

him

near

the

se*

came

to him in

begging him to promise to tate the
body of his wife, whose death was motress,

8mb+ertpnon price-•* m a f«r, » «• f*c six
aocit
; 3# neat* f«r \*rr* auxuA*. If p<%*r1
MrW-.s
«.lsa«ce, t ** 75 »»d S* c*«t*
% 1 umanw^ are iwi<xwd At
n>pe«t * 1?
toe rate
<- p^r J«at.
AdYrrtKtDX ka**a— » w rw.^aAU-fct, ud will
be m»v k mhib o« *ppKration
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of the

who

two

together

so

ItQ-ATAf
aAe*

q<7

I

6f

1£S
as.

&li
a. as

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 4, 1300
A Democratic Swa» Song.
Realixinz that their lease of life as
administrators of Ellsworth's municiaoont to

expire

—

not

to

be renewed if the republicans bestir
the mayor and board of
themselves
—

aldermen met >ast evening ana sang
their ow n praises in notes both long
and sweet; they never once got off
the key; they kept right np to concert
pitch; the harmony was exquisite, and
all the sentiments touching, expression fine and enunciation distinct.
The song is reprinted in our news
columns-that is, as much of it as a
reporter not skriied in musical short-

sailing:

near

msny year* ago.

be Popular
February Term.

the

s nee

of

wave

cnwta'ned

ft

minimum, and every effort seems
to have been made to serve the best
interests of the city.
to a

They have, indeed, done the best
they coaid. The question to be set-

significant

future of

the

Kent

*

Feb-'oa-y

the

Ifbe-al -vstem

ha- be

of

see

wi h

It

Proobscnt.

liquor

dealers

ter. and

of the

for tbe last time under

which

ha*

wut

up
been

a

Bangor plan.

after

we

ibe ardent

warning that heren-ed expect from him no cer-

th*-y

county

ha* made tbe
appr be naive.
They

dea-er*

Penobscot

begin to 'ealire that th y will have a diffrom now out than they r.ave
had fo- tbe past ^ecad*.
In Penobscot county indictment* coder

A

ferent deal

think

have done pretty
well in uoUc.:i g the taxes; they have
—for trirm.
Taey are oniy around
*28,000 ben.nd this year against *33,735
last y ar. n 1 *34.348 the year l-efore.

they

That's pretty good, but it doesn’t compare any too favorably with the last
republican administration’s showing in

1899,

when

unpaid

taxes

were

only

with the last previous republican record in 1897, which was
820,977, or the 1994 record which was
oniy §19.899. or with the 1893 record
which was only *18.802.
$23,000.

or

If the cit.z-na of Ellsworth like the
of municipal government they
have been having for the past three

sort

years, why, as Lincoln said, tnal is the
sort of government they like.
The negotiation* between Venezuela
and the fcitign powers, which have

will

be

sufficient
the

convict--let
what

evld-noe

sentence*

on

«

mart

so

iar

Washington, have
accomplished any material

results,

and the present prospects
that the difficulties will have to be
referred
to
The 17ague
tribunal
are

Minister
Bowen has
conducted 'he case of Venezuela with
great ability, bat the desire of the
allies to have their claims regarded as

eventually.

preferred

has

his efforts.

tha^

far

checkmated

It is now expected that
the creditors at Venezuela who have
not resorted to war methods will

protest against

any system which
afford an advantage to Germany and Great Britain. The United
States is in hearty sympathy with

would

this position, as many of its citizens
are interested in the settlement which
is expected.
There

indications that the imbill will be passed at this
session, but not without the sacrifice
of the clause providing for an educational qualification. Senators Fairbanks, Lodge and Penrose held a conare

migration

fidential conference on the subject,
and decided that the only way to save
the bill was to permit the educational
clause to go by the board. As the
bill
stands, it will meet with no

opposition, and it is believed
without objection.

ca

/'pass

2—three
is on March
weeks from next Monday. What are
about it 2
the republican# going

Election

to,<io

So mors

ing

aoepicioaa

control of the

presented

itself is the

years.

caused

woman

in

“Oar echoes

are

we

no

ha men

sob-

child,

city
Ego.

indeed that
Those little

Thaihe proposition wh-cb. Mr. Smith

tbe

whole

hear his soft warble
think if be

strawberries

does

in

landscape; yoa

every

destroy

field, and 1
few

a

of

oar

Tbe
repaid
worms and
grasshoppers, if left alone,
woo Id de-troy more srr-il fruit in a few

coming term of c -urt there wilJ be • g eat
dropping off in tbe number of tax receipts
be d in t e county.
He ay-i that the cld system of regular
payment- ba- gone, and that hereafter
th:og- will be d ffe^ent in PsoobacoL

day*

t

an

we

are

well

the little robin would

sea-ens, and if tfa-re
«rna I bird- to pick op

were

no

in many
robins or

in-ect*, Id

a

very
short time we wocld be unable to r*l-e
S.
any crops at all.

b

ast

Toe

tfi

era

Avoa

about

association

was

of
held

the j
in

week, Wednesday snd Tburselected for tbe

Pr-sident,

enduing 3ear

Piiebwry, Betas*;
vice pr*-*«dents, Jea*e H. Og«er, Camden;
L'sto" P Era***, Dover; William H. Dow,
Portland; secretary, Joseph Wood, Portland; treasurer, George W. Vickery,
Aagu- a ; c >rreepondicg secretary, Samuel
L Bardinmn, Bangor; executive tom.miftee, Charles A. Pifsbory, Belfast, ex
officio, Howard Owen, Au zests; Prank U.
H cn, Bangor; Pred W. Sanborn, Norway.
Tbe cumoilties ou necrology reported
a»e:

C

A.

jf

j
I
\

JaTies T. Mor**»,

treasurer

of the

East-

Steamship Co,

r*p>rt» tbe steel
for
stfam-r building st Wilrnineton, Del
tbe company a- progrsaaing rap'd y. 8r*e
will be named for Ca vin Ao-tiu. vicepreeider t and general manager of It e
ern

When ins is cornoi-ted there
eoa>|*cv
win t*e three of tbe leading tficia s of tbe
Eastern Steam*trip (’o wtoosc name* will
hr on thrr* of tbe finest -t-smrr* on the
Atlantic coast, viz : C. W. Morse, Ransom B. Fuller and Calvin Au-tio.
Fewer

|
|

_______

recently

been issued to tbe

Spcuai Not icrs.
^cabd"of thanks.

Edith

laov

who

Gilbert.

S

washboard holder.
A

registered guide

was

arrested at Mil-

illegally selling

trout. Complaint was made last week that trout were
being ao'd there, and Commissioner Carleton detailed Warden Pollard to investiHe did »o, with tbe above result.
gate.
The guide will be fiued, and will be de-

prived

of bia license.

Edith

SPECIAL NOTICE.
I
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park.
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Fertx Austin.
NOTICE.
/to official authority for the State of Maine,
of
Hancock, toimthipt of Lamoine,
county
Hancock, Franklin and plantation No. S.
three thousand ac es in Cunieulocns Park have been burned to glacial
deposits, clay strata or rock bottom. I demand exemption from taxes on this Austin
property for one hundred years.
Mary C. Fretx AtrsTiK.

Gallons; Wears Longer.

Fewer

Gallons, Wears Longer.

RE-ASSIGNMENT.
committee on Judiciary will give a
public bearing in its r<*om at the State
House in Augusta, Thursday. Feb. 12, U03, at 2
o'clock p. m. No.
Ou au act to regulate
(Tie practice of embalming and the transportation of dead bodies of persons who have
died from infection* di*et«e».

rpHE
1

WAYS AND BRIDGES.
Committee on Ways and Bridge* wiil
give a hearing in Senate chamber on
Wednesday, Feb. 11. 1W3, at 2 p. m.: On an
act to maintain large bridges by the county
and State.
Ai.nu>* &akks, Sec.

rpHE
1

committee on Judiciary will give a
public bearing in its room at the State
House in Augusta. Tuesday. Feb. 10 1903. at
o'clock p. ru. No. 78. On an not to abolish
Fast Day aud institute Patriots' Day.

rpHE
X

|

stattmmts.

Hiu,.

Secretary.

97 AtEMI.tT,

AND

MECHANIC*
INSURANCE CO,
or IOWILL,

!

JfcT Salt.

MUTUAL

MAM.

ASSETS DEC.
Real estate,
Mortgage ioana.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and in bank.
Agents' Balances.
Interests and rents.

31, 1002.

I
#14.250

00
*0.040 66
1,000 00
543.725 00
24.124 07

16.*13 75
2A£j 75

Admitted assets.
#<33,677 17
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.1902.
Unearned premiums.
#3D6..'*8 22
Ah other liabilities.
5,605 65

Total,
Burpios

oTer

all

Total liabilities and

I

THE G.

H.

Ca Art.
floor and basementSTORE—Room*—first
in Masonic block
State street, until
00

#312.2*3 ST
571,41310

liabilities,

recently occupied by the Hancock County
Publishing Co. Inquire of Joun B. Kkk.man.
agent, in tne same building.

#<8J,677 17

surplus.

> ARO AINS—One pedlar's car* in good
running order except painting: has pole
and shafts, also two axles, suitable for one
heavy or two light horse*. One go »d delivery
pung. double runners, with both pole and
shaft*, will carry 2 VX> if necessary
Two nice
bard pine store counters, nicely flni«h* d. Two
show esse, one S. the other 4St feetAlso
other store fixture*. For further information
inquire of the owner, W. R. Kino. Lamoine,
Maine.
1

GRANT COMPANY, Agents,
ELLSWORTH.

Subscribe for The American.

Annual Clearance Sale
HimaianBBBa

«—

Tbe negative maintained that, having
taken

tbe

Philippines,

ourselves, to tbe
inos

tb**mse»v®s

eignty

we

owe a

doty to
Filip-

world nn1 to the
to

maintain

oar

sover-

in tbe Island*.

To give tbe inhabitant* their independence wou'd be ehiOjefaMy to abandon
l---—
A grain of sand In ihe eye can cause excrocia
ling a*ony. * grain of p- pper in place of the
the ^raeoi.
The pain
ut -and
gr*i»»
j
The
l- r-*t ctofied *o to*- organs alT end.
who** ho»*y feel- the shock of that little irrita! t.DK ps-tkle ItU-o when there Is. any derangemei t or disorder of the »kliea«e womanly
I b- d.i-o-der may seem trivial but tbe
j organ*
The nervous »-y*ier« U
wnokbortr f** l* it
.ti-.-piered’. There are iretfu ness. Irritability,
! *u flennes* and rt*pr»“s-ion or spirits.
The
gmer«i bralUi of woman rpend# on the local
of tbe nr«rs * peculiarly feminine.
; rV» 1 h
| Remove the dra**«. u-reration*, bearing down
p*i*i- and other aflfecfcma of woman, ami the
Dr
Pierce’*
w .ok
»->«> fell* the tenrfit
| favorite Power |>>loa 1- a -peeifk for the dU
rase- ttwi b<> ermine tbe ptrn.gtn of women.
1
III* free from opium, cocaine, and other nare.4le», p !*»»n* which enter Into many other
p~- * ration* for wo an’* u*«. It makes weak
rtr »r»g and -let women well
~.>roe

J

amoomnits.

HANCOCK

FEB.

HALL,

14.

WHITING
Whiting Brothers,

who have been organized since 1 sei, are
offering s>me handsome bargains in dry and fancy goods.
All of their stock has been marked don a to sell it off quickly.
They are not going out of business, but want to get rid of
it before taking account of stock. Following is a few of the
leaders:

HAMBURGS
to close out the lot lOc per

yd

LADIES’ NIGHT ROBES
the entire lot at one-half the

regular price

WRAPPERS
at

bargain prices.

A ou know what

bargain prices

are

CARPETS
Rugs, Mattings and Oil Cloths, we
carpet ever shown in the city SOe

have the
ner

best

all-wool,

yard

wide

jd

t\ e have just received a new line of
ginghams and white goods, for waitings, which defy competition in quality and price.

The leaders in

our

department are
i OKN at 10c- per can

grocery

Magic.

Whiting Bros,

MAKO
The

BROS’.

FANCY TOMATOES amt

Shadowgraphist.

ELLSWORTH,

MAKO

-.MAINE.

$5.00 Per Cord Cash

The Artist.

MAKO

will be

Who Bewilders the Senses.

paid for

WHITE BIRCH WOOD

MAKO
A Man of Wonderful

at the

factory

of the

Versatility.

DO

OVER

Fearer

was

Chaki.ua R

States.

The Prince of

A
Bean,
my wife.
following Maine Inventors: Mr. Fielding, _xV
kicbardaon, ha* ieft my bed and board
Lewiston, bobbin-bolder; A. G. Fitz, witnoot just provocation. I will not pay any
by her after this date.
Auburn, last; L. L. Leathers, St. Albans, bills contracted
F 8. C. Bkax. 5343 Union Avenue.
aaow exe uder; B. N. Merrill, Woodfords.
Chicago, 111 Jan. 12, 1903.

linocket for

Because to grant independence is the
only consistent course of the Cnited

THIS

W1
Trenton. Me.. Feb 2. 1903.

TRADERS

i

Filipinos are capable of
self-governmeat, more capable lhaa the

MAKO

Gallons; Wears Longer.

j
five deaths during tbe year in tbe mem < TIrE desire to express to oar friends in
?V
Northeast Harbor, oar heartfelt appreof
tbe
viz
:
H.
K.
berstiip
association,
ciation of their kindness and sympathy
shown as in m r recent bereavement, the dea.n
Hallo
I
Theodore
Houi
Baker,
well;
Cary,
of our beloved wile and mother.
Lewis P Sawyer.
ton; L H March, Be fast; P. O. Vickery,
Hkbkr G. -Sawyer.
M
N.
Portland.
Augua a;
Rich,
Feb. 2. 1903.
_Leah J Lawyer.
Tt-e feature of the »e**ion was the adKitEKDOM NOTICE.
dr e-a of Herbert M. Heath on tbe law of
is to give notice that I have given my
libel.
bis time, and
son, James A. Gilbert,
shall pay no debts of bis contracting, nor
claim any of his earnings after this date.
STATE NEWS.
Patents have

ca.

|

Maine Press Association.

r»

Because tbe

Cabaos.
L

notea of the robin.

ag»ee- face* the liquor dealer* in Penobsc t. and he frankly say* that after tbe

er

pender
3.

-ongsiers. which come so early
to gladden oar heart* with
tbe r little warbl ng note-—they accompany tbe earlie-t indication of -pring, and
none are more del.gh fai than the
first
us

ASSCSL

because it has been the avowed inten-

Cniteo States since occupying tbe Islands.
Because tbe inhabitants expect inde2.

of

spring

gtadd

Ensoranct

Affirmative, Prof.
Berry; nega-

tbeae:

1.

Hoo»e. Thursday February 5. at
resolve to a roe- d the constitution

pealing amendment fi e relating to the
manufacture and aale of intoxicating liquor*.

by

M. Thomas and Howard

Among tbe reasons given by tbe affirmative for granting
independence were

feathered

He

were:

at the State
2 p. m.,on a

_

independence.

pendence.

bins”

in tbe

of

five years

tion of tbe

a

oeingii after ait.

I think tb*t heart very hard
would otter soch words.

u'd be given tbeir

inhabitant*

within

payment of porchase price and
indemnity.
2.
To sell tbe Islands to another nation.
3.
To retain tbe islands as oar own.
4
To give tbe Filipinos their inde-

pass Harvard

Boston ia only

tbe

Inlands

TEMPERANCE.

Temperance will give a
rpHE committee on
1 public hearing in the Representative*’ hail

Catarrh Cannot he Cured
with LOCAL APPLIC ATIQN9, a* they cannot
reach the **=at of the disease < atarrh Is a 1*100* 1
or cor*tituti-*nal disease, and la order to cure it
internal
remedies.
Hall's
you aiast take
Catarrh' ure i« taken inter«a Ijr. and art- «1lrretiy on the blood and nueous surfaces. H*lP#
• atarrh Cure la not a auack medicine
It wa*
prescribed by one of tr» best pb» slcUns in this
country for year*, and i« a regular prescription,
ii is ev.mpo*ed of tbe Nest Ionics known, combined with tbe b**i blood purifiers, acting diTbe perfect
rectly *>» tbe noeoas *urfaces
n»a:instioa of tbe two ingredients Is what
produces «>cb wooderfal results In curing
‘‘end for testimonial* free.
U’trrk
r .1 CHENEY A CO, Props
Toledo, O.
by Ihrcagi-t*. price 73e.
HalPe Easily Pills are tbe nest.

war !

they didn't intend to
He replied:
not to educate children.
to

pond,

George E. Ooogins. Tbe affirmative
argued that to or courses are open to tbe
Coiled States:
X. To return tbe Islands to Spain upon

if

that

see

Whitmore, H C Hodgkina, Milton
Arey. Herbert I. Hodgkins, Ru**el Dorr,
F
field.
Roy
George Fifield spent Saturday
aftern- on and Sunday at Mr. Arey’s camp
at Lo' g pond.
John Roberta bas a party of friends for
several days fi-bing at bis camp at Long

tive.

a sensas

Philippine

Tue debaters
A

MasiaTOLLS. Feb. 2 1903.
To the Editor of The America*:
I r-ad a short pi«-ce in The Ahexica*
of Jan 2S entitled “No Love for the Ro-

viola lorn.

Pros

ah

be

bat worries

more tba.-. anything el«e.
Jo-t *o longaa t he> continue in tbe buxine-*
bey ma-t Lave that ax receipt or
they will be in trouble straight away with
th fede al authoriti—
And just -o long
a* that tax receipt stand* to a
dealer**
name be will be liable to indictment by
tbe^raud jary. And hereafter an indictment
y tbe grand jary will bring an
offender into court to face a ja*tice who
will be lively to deal out a j*ii sente* o*.
i! tn- offender be in the cia*s of persistent

Tbe
Maine
Augos
d«y

the

the school.

are to prepare them
examination*

tn* dealer*

lor

regainettmNfffairt has

him

leach moral*

C. E

ahe*ro from 3d Sonata.Gntlmaat

Repaired, that

»»:

She said among

on Sea and Shore Fisheries
public hearing in its room at
State House in Augusta. Tuesday, Feb 17.
On petition of John A.
190S. at 2 p. m.
Thompson and others to amend section 37.
enspter 284. laws of l*®l. relating t taking
clam* without consent of owner on adjoining
land.

1

the

S

Young Men’* Christian Association last
Wednesday night, tbe question for debate

She think*

arose.

They

been condu- :-d in
not

asked

and

9

_________

also

ommittee
rpHE
will give a

A party made up of Albion F.
Alley,
Herbert P. Higgins. Dr. John T. Hlncb,
William H. Sherman,Clinton B. Higgtns,
Max
Franklin, went to Dr. Hinch’s
camp at Long pond Saturday afternoon
for tr.e first few days of tbe season.

meeting of the Pro and Coo
deleting dob. held at tbe rooms of tbe

things:

cion

1

vicinity.

ponds

At tbe

sc boo s

Djr telling that she weot to
master in the city to see a boa; her

which to

of »b

And this is

they may.

She

tion

tled at the po ls a few weeks hence
the nuisance *ct have a!wav* b«een f and
is: Is the best the democrats can do on the
strength of tbe government i*x
If
it
not
make
enough®
is,
good
why
receipt. S.noe this La- teen taken a* cona contract with them to run the city’s
dttsi e evidence for so many year*, it t#
affairs indefinitely, and abolish spring n>t likely that any change c-n re mad- in
thi* respect.
Therefore, the tax -eceipt
elections altogether?

Tr.ey

d scassion

Bcwton

trevpaau )
team, tbe first of which wilt be played
Affair* will give a
rpiIE Committee noinLeg*!
A retorn game will be
it* room at the state
at Bangor, Feb. 20.
X public hearing
House in Ao .aiu, Tueadmy. F’eh. t7.at
plaved here Feb. 25
An act addilinra* and
m.
No. I&i.
2 p.
Negotiations are going on for games ; amendatory
to chapter 37* of the private and
witn SolUvsn and Rockland teams.
laws of »H*9 as amended by chapter 479
special
of the private and special laws of 1901. to en1
the Maine Lake Ice Co to Increase it*
Tbe opening of tbe fishing season saw able
capital stock.
Tuesday. Feb. 17, 1908. at 2 p. m. An act to
many of Bar Harbor's enthusiast* rushing
! incorporate the Lily Water Com pan v
in tbia
off to tbe various

e

Pom lode,

arranged between
Bangor Y. M C.

bave been

x

A.

the

wa#

Sere*foil Amen .Stainer
Bece»*kMui hymn—Jeru«akm my happy home,
A > Baker

“General dishonesty Is oae of oar create**
bib Mtals a bask, it is a *1 em
If
bezzfceaseet. if he stem s the estate <>f wiAcfe he
Is ir.tt'*, it U (lefi atloa There seem* to be
a ?«*);&* that etabniLaeoi
and d*-f*ieaik>a
1 fcave beta t&lail z
are not as barf as *u»iiag
for *jbk t>ae that U we co%ki oely get *oaeb dy to erange the oeiszadBcet from *1005
scab rot *te»!' to Then -faatt sot tnt» zzie or
de faith' we wight get along a lmle better."

month

following

Tbe

even sag.

games

tbe local team and tbe

OffTtort-!(Km
Paul:.SlenJdwobB
Aal » jjwrweyed with companions towards

peril.*.

prohibitory law.
Ja?t.ce Spear, of Gardiner, will preside
at ihe coming February term, and the
way in which be administered justice in
thi*

Ac.

mao

lack moral education.

other

tainty of escaping with tbe usual fine* and
they persisted in violating the

x

a

uled.
Two

Legal Affairs will giv«

state
i»a. at 2
p. m. No. 85: On an act to repeal chapter 55
of the public laws of 1975, relating to the
rights rf owners of Petit Manan Point. (Abo].
Uhtng the penalty for trespass.)
Thursday. Feb. ft, 1903. at 1 p. m. Na. mOn an act to repeal chapter T’.J of the public
laws of 187». relating to the righ.s of the own.
ere of islands.
(Abolishing the penalty for

three

or

on

room vt the

selecting
for games which bave been sched-

_

No U Choral—Brightest end be*C
llyasa—Jerumkm. the r)-'ieo.....Ewing

win-

this

of tbe methods of

some

quite

ana

co-t* if

Kn

friend of the working

ast

*n

city

attribute It to the fact that

some

criticized

criminal term in August.
Justice Whitehousc, of Augusta, gave the
At tbe

less

math

buildings have not been overheated as
they generally are. M-t of them, on tre
contrary, have b.en uncomfortably cold.
Mrs. Mary A. L verm re, in a recent
ad drees, rather “scored” President Eliot,
of Harvard, for hi* remarks on sortingmen, which brings out a pro?e*t that
President E id i# a “tEi*ander*tood men”,

be called

will

me

committee

THE
public hearing in its
House in Augusta, Thu rad *y, Pen. ft,

tbe different classes in tbe gymTbe young men bave practice

games at tbe gymnasium two
times a week for tbe pnrpoee of

swifter

usual in the

than

naeiom.

Q ortette,
1 thou. B-iafcebem. la the land of J uda
ReeiJ [teaor),
So 1
A ad o tbe star which they ^v la the East
Foil Sisirrh of tbe Baal aad ehont#.
Yea, aQ King# -hail fall down before Hist
Soli Seri? a tool.
They uv the Toaug CtlM with Mary. Hi*
So

once.

is said that there has been

sickness

Considerable interest is being taken in
basket ball among tbe members of tbe Y.
M. C. A., and there are several teams

Tbe tenth choir festival service by the
choir of St. Saviour*# church wa# held

par:y

tael

a

tbe

a team

A

darkness is attributed

by
the

la B Sat.Mania
>8M lUTlltlt?. *
Part II of “Tbe Desire of aO Station#,"
A S Baker
So 8 I a trod action ami c boros
P«e?w41 there c*« wt*e ntn from the East

seen a

meeting of tbe dob tbe
be:
Resofred.

for debate will

view to settle-

school

the grammar

-ffstr.

Ail toe steamers

feet.

cleared the air at

the *nd of

a**e*-*ment

few

for

building

in

town

Resolve in favor of Central Maine fit.**
Normal School at Dexter.
Resolve la favor of a Normal School
Calaie.
Resolve in favor of Washington Conatv vft,r*
mal School to be established at Maculae.
Resolve in favor of a Normal School u
u
Houlton.
Peb. ft. at 7 p. m.:
Thursday.
in
favor
of
trustee
Reaoive
of University r.t
3 01
Maine.
Thursday. Peb. U, at Ip. m.:
On an act relating «o the employment of
periateodents of schools of cl ies a no towna
Resolve in favor of the town «i Haniord.
On an act to amend an act incorp. ratiB»
*
the trustees of Coburn Classics1 Institute
Revolve in favor of the city of Rockland.
Thursday, Peb. 19, at 1 p. m
On an act for the better education of voath
On an act to amend Section 1 or Chapter las
of the public laws of 19Q1, relating to truants
Revolve in fsvor of Made*a*ka Training
R- K. Raivdall, Hec.
School.

tariff for revenue only Is tbe beat
Affirmative,
States.
Cotted
Stroud Rodtck and E K. Whittaker;
negative. A. A. Heaid and A. B. Cough.
that

among

envelop* the city. On Friday there was
quite • h-avy thunder shower at noon,
followed
by a nortsweat wind whies

Vi/gu* for the p-*t tea year* in
At that time he antictpae*

n ;n

teat the

probably

a

■

the next

At

question

Prr lade— A a^aate.Tchalkowafcy
PTOo***t'>a»l hymn—The Son of God.. .Whitney
Paalaa, cSekcttoa IF

vm

streets

only he

sod

tried

ment, offered Mr. C'ark fl 406 99 in full
•ettiemeot. Thi# offer was not aecepfed.
The ewe vis settled Tuesday, for $2,47751.
L. B. Deusy wa* attorney for Mr. Oark;
John E Bunker, jr., and A. W. King, of
Ellsworth, for Eden.
This Is the last of the claim# against the

detained.

The thick

ruling*.
will

distance of

teams could

to tte soft coal smoke which a>i

frankly say* that tbe coming term

He
in

import

fullest value the

recognize a

as

were

watching
much inrereeL, in view of the attitude
which the supreme c ort b*s tak-n in regard to viol*tors of the prohibitory law.
Mr. Smith is too keen an attorney not to
coart

dangerous,

the supreme court.
claimed as
damages

be

to

port.

chief disputants bad closed,
question was thrown open and among
tbe speakers were Fred C. Lynam, Charles
B. Pioeo, Edward B. Hears, Boy E
Smith. Rev. 3. L. Haoscom, B L- Hadley,
Rev. C. 3. Mi-Learn. Frank P. Pray. A
vote on tbe merits of tbe question revolted anaminouely in favor of tba negative.
After tbe

tbe

program me:

take

would

Oark

Sunday

for the

boat

any conveyance that
home.
Creasing the

them

c^a

statement-.

Penobscot

to leave the

car* or

It say*, in sch*fc»nce. that Peorv-sc V*
county attorney, Bertram L. Smith, is

dealer*

has been a striking
characteristic of all these administrations: partisanship has been reduced

some

;

On reaching the nary yard the passen-

Aogu-ta in which the
Bangor wa* di.*ca*-ed. and

at

passengers oa board, and they were
greatly frightened as tbe boat struck first
a tug boat, then bumped aganst a wharf,
tot vu enable to make a landing. A
tag beat was sent in search of tbe ferry
boat, bot ten feet from tbe slip tbe tag
wss ss completely lot as was tbe ferry

the

was

various contractor# wi* h

cart

600

gers hastened

letter from

a

sitoa ion

collapse.

Harmony

Street

seen.

at

case

I profit fJ.2D6.9iS. A committee, elected
j the town to investigate the claim# of

boat.

probtbi-

couoty.
The Lewiston Journal of Jar. 17

called :he

For the pas: four years our democratic friends have had undisputed
of
Ellsworth’s
control
municipal

in

sentiment

tory law started int n*e interest ha* teen
manifest'd all o er M ne as to whether
it wooid sweep over or aroand Penobscot

hand could take. !t is indeed pathetic;
it ought to be, for it is a swan soag
which is said to be sweetest just before

affairs.

so

“THE BANGOR PLAN

taia-d

pai affairs is

came

favor of the enforcement of the

n
1?

be

Mr.

j

Ever

PHRSES.
J

else could

the

| January term of

obliged to creep for fear of coilsaion*,
1 sod
the
only place where travel was
fata
had
of
her
no
word
Sunday night
normal was in tbe subway.
when
callever reached Cap*. Ttpej. bat,
Tbe East Boston ferry boat bad tbe |
lag on a friend in Beth, she chanced to j worst
experience, being loat in tbe fog for
has
octl.red
beT
toed,
be there, baring
two hoars, and finally bringing up at |
an
was
cf
the
and in fact, the most
fleet,
;
Charlestown navy yard, where the boat
ascertained from the mutual reminiscences
was tied op for tbe night.
There were ;

after the

IM

ship j nothing
were

the

j and

HaJtS
county*!

ernment.

carpenter work on the grammar school building which the town, at
isa annual meeting last March, voted to
build on the Grand Central lot.

tract tor the

From tbat day until ‘sat !

Indication* that rt Won’t

MOON’S
-a

j

j

and

place,

taken

bad

woman

•ai’ed sway

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

j

to her friends in New

TOUCATIOW
nr*HF. CoasltV« on Education win koW
a 4
JL hearing on the following resol y«*
Thursday. Feb. ft, 1FW, at I o’clock. On
act to establish an additional Normal
to be located at Preaque Isle In tbs
1 01
Aroootook.
ft. ItOft at 1 o'clock:
Thursday, Feb.
Resolve in favor of a Normal School at \v.

prwttv«.
Tbe negative believed that If granted
independence within five years, anarchy
around retgn In the Philippine#; that tbe
inhabitants are not capable of self-govABDCTic*n

bingatmrij enough Wednesday is tbe
day for titem last freeka. Las; WednesAt a later meeting the town voted to
day, Jan. 28, was rainy in tbe morning,
build
the school bouse on Ledgeiawn
with a dark, thick mat in tbe afternoon, j
i avenue, and after efforts at settlement
so thick that one coaid hardly see across
Mr
Clark brought action
the street#, yet tbe son cam* out inter, were made.
the town for branch of contract,
About against
sad tbe fog cleared for a time.

England, since hi* chip would not be
ready to sail for some months. It is well
known that sailors dis.lae to pot to sea I
6 o'clock, however, it came back, seemwith a dead person on boaro, bat the capj ing to rise from toe earth.
tain, mored by the sorrow of bis fef'ow
Ooe Lady looking from her window, obcoontryman, agreed to the request.
served it level with the second floor winWhew the time for sailing arrired a slight i
dows, and soon after it roue higher till
in the condition of the sick

improrement

Wf. Id. Fr. Sa.

ittitu ttt
_I5

mentarily expected,

Scboolbowse Swlt* Sett led -Ofco4r Few
tival
Fishing Se*#oa Opened.
Ba* Harbor. Feb 3 (opecwO—The
raw of Jona E. Clark against the Inhabitants of E4m hw# been settled without a
trial for |2 477 91. Mr Oark bad the con-

from

oldest inhabitant reroemberetb not.

captain of a
deep dis-

pat to

pmm mm team.

the Hub.
bOSTOS, FetK 2, 19®.
To (Ms Editor of TMs America*.
Boston seem* to be the scene of various
freaks of tbe weather this winter. There
was tbe
dark day, and the tea day.
sod this week s day of fog such as tbe

Spokes

ErgtftUtibc Xottccs.

»od KMf.nj at Kara*■'
M ««»M gmallf

(rwd

tum to tM

FROM BAR HARBOR.

CocTtcpentta;*.

conn *10881r.

£hcO;iiem<*rtit

ELLSWORTH

MAKO

HARDWOOD

SUPPLY CO.

The Musician.

c A CH

Vi\ul 1

MAKO
HANCOCK

HALL, FEB.

14.

wiU 8180 **

for Whit« Ash, Bock

Yellow Birch.

Apply

at

Factory for details.

Maple, Basswood and

i

f
S

AT AUGUSTA.

|4««aI*rt,on

ALDERMEN MEET.

LA8T MEETING OP THE PRESENT urer’s books. This sum will be reduced
somewhat by settlement day.
BOARD-A LOVE FEAST.
In round figures, there now remains

Hancock County.
WEPSEPPAT. JAP 28
Mr Staple*, ol Knox, hill
On root loo hy
the town ol Me au Haul
art to s®t off
the same to
Hsneock county and annex
w«« taken from the table;
Knox county
motion ol the same sens
Md on further
for printing, pendthe hill was tabled
to

SETTLEMENT

committee.
ing'reference to standard
Are

bill,

bis

presented

Hancock

from

senator

cussion of bills and other matters.
Routtne matters were quickly disposed

last

referred to the judiciary
week.
ol opposicommittee without a whimper
tion.
to reconalder
Hut the next day a motion
such reference was
the vote whereby
the bill wa# tabled
made prevailed aud
until yesterday.
Its referThen Senator Stetson moved
committee on mercantile
ence to the
Insurance, and the Senate sue
It

w*s

of,
came tbe surprise of the
evening—a series of speeches from the
various members of tbe botrd, all bubbling over with congratulations, and each
try Ing to outdo tiie other In complimentary allusions to tbe others, to the city,
and then

to tbe press and to
everybody in general—
a veritable
love-f»ait that would have
done credit to a midsummer

camp-meet-

sBsIrsand

ing.
The serious

a yea aud nay vote
talned hi* motion on
ot 18 to #.
Tula vote rather complicated matters
a bill ouverdenalor Staple*, of Knox, has

Sleeping

on

points,

general

same

me

log

the House

hut

It

with which it

la

no

which

undertaken

tbe

promptness
were omi-

despatched

was

few outsiders

nous; the

table, although the

in
was

manner

business of tbe evening
after il was begun, and

the

made

present

uncollected:

mistake in remaining.

advisable. In view of
there being funds enough ori hand for immediate needs, not to proceed at present
against the collectors’ bondsmen.

being

5,

it,

of ward

and addressed the

arose

in substance:

paid eloquent
the

tributes

Thomas

late

to

the

memory

R

ed,

Wedneadsy

K.

of

Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,

forenoon, in the halt of the House. Ttie
memorial exercises began at 10 30 o’cloca,
after both houses bad

j

in

met

tint

'•
••

con-

vention.

Schoolhouse,

Hill, attended by ail tbenembers
of the executive council, and by many
beans of State departments, entered the
bail and occupied the speaker’s chair, and
Gov.

presided
brief

the exercises,

over

made

lie

Text-books,

School sup,

a

address, during which he said that
(Continued

on

*

page

)

Electric

Supt schools,
High school,

jSfcbtrtisrmmts.

It (Jit

paleness

P Of“
_

and has
t*1<‘ high

COLOr
no

t>oen

eo

in

date

t

In

Fire

Iron has been given for
the cure of anemia or

r

a very early
medical history,

City library,

—

about

•

an»l

Mrs. Sarah A.
license

Moore

granted

was

a

innholder.

Roscoe Holmes, collector of taxes for
1901, submitted a list of delintogether with the
quent tax-payers,
amounts uncollected. The report shows
hs

follows:

1900

tax

’*

of

“Mr. Mayor: Previous to being elected
to this hoHid, five years ago, in travelling
about tbe city, I noticed many things
that might, it seen.el to me, be improved,
and 1 said that if 1 were ever aide, I’d do
what i could to mend matters. The condition of the streets at that time was particularly bad.
“After five years, note the improvement
—good roads, good culverts, good sidewalks, and there are some improvements
that are not noticeable to the casual
observer. I think 1 am safe in saying that
our streets are now in as good condition
as those of auy city of the same size in
Maine.
“I remember that at my first meeting
with this board, the first thing that
confronted us was an unpaid road-roli
of about f1,000.
Other embarrassments
confronted us, among them
was
the
necessity of borrowing eariy id tbe year,
in anticipation of taxes, large sums of
tnone>—as high as f12,000 I think.
“During the past year we haven’t hired
one dollar—not one.
All this is not the
result of a momentary
but by

ent board.
“The gentleman from ward 5 has been
a member of each board over whom it has
been my pleasure to preside, aud to him
is due, in no little measure, whatever success may have been achieved.
“More good can be obtained through
harmony than through discord, aud let
of our
us hope that tue deliberations
successors, however politically divided,
be
will
and whoever they
be,
may
actuated with the same spirit of harmony
their
and
that
beeu
mat has
ours,
but
be no
achievements may
worse,
belter than ours.
which
of
“To the press, representatives
have been with us at every meeting for
the past four years, we extend our thanks
for their general courtesy and forbearance
they have shown in their criticisms of
whatever shortcomings we may have
been guilty.”

Then followed Aid. Stuart of
who said:

“I won’t attempt to elaborate upon the
remarks of the alderman from ward 5,
but as president of the board f should
like to entertain the motion offered by
him.”
motion

The

by

a

rising

pleasant
more

constipation.

Peptiron is make In two form*: In a liquid—
aromatic cordial elixir—at $1 per bottle,
also in chocolate-coated
pills at 50'. or $1 per
an

By a I. HOOD CO., proprietors Hood's

vote.

In Ellsworth:
14 Main Street.

than

this

fur coats
as

the

the

prices

all winter
to

to

on

the
in

of
North Hancock, sought to
fl2,000 damage from the defendant
account of

on

company,

burned

This

Bragg

of the term.

plaintiff,

and

B.

Ira

witness

called

Hagan,

as

the

first
of

surveyor,

a

North Lamoioe.
Mr. Hagan testified as to the plans and
surveys of the property made by him anil
to

as

growth, condition and value of the

burned tract.

He

recalled

was

later

on

testified to condition of the property
several years ago when it was owned by

and

Myrick

Thread Co., by whom he was
employed, and who later transferred
the property to the plaintiff.
James W. Clark and George T. Jordan,
the

then

employees of Mrs. Austin,
and told of the fire and

of

were

April

called,

the condition

INTERESTING PLAINTIFF.

AN

Austin,

stand in her
to the

plaiutiff, took the
behalf, and testified as

the

own

of

occurrence

value of the

the

fire and

the

property destroyed and the

damage which she had suffered.
On

regarding

cross-examination

made

the

which she asked for, Mrs. Austin
very clear explanation of the dis-

amount
a

wood-land,

astrous results of tire to

also

damage

the

on

everything growing
She declined to

with

ber

the

prices

not

was

her mill at

at

Referring

Alwyn J

stream.

of forest tire,
Austin recalled the tradition by
which the Schoodic (or burned) hills re-

briefly

3

ex-

to the result

i

Commencing Oct 13, 1902.
BAR

HARBOR TO BAN440H
AM

PM

bar harbor.
10 «o
Sorrento.
Sullivan
Mt Desert Ferry.
11 2n
Waukeag, S. Fy. 11 28
Hancock
Ml 29
Franklin Road
fll >7
Wash'gtonJc.I 49
ELLSWORTH
11 56
Ellsworth Falls. tl? 01
Nlcolln
tl? ift
Green Lake. 11‘2 -24
Lake House. 'fl2 32
Holden...
tl? 40
Brewer June.
1 <0
1 07
Bangor, Ex. St.
BANGOR, M.C.i 110
P.

Portland
Boston.

|

p H

a 2ft.
4 0
4 25..
4 ftft
9 09
ft (2
9 07
ft iHi
9 10
ft 4
9 20
fft 2H! 9 40
ft 8<»
9 47
ft 86 9 53
ft M> tl- 05
ft 59 10 14
t6 17 t»0 22
♦« 1ft tic 30
ft 8ft 10 50
ft 42 10 57
6 451100
..

M.
ft 8ft!
9 <>5

1

80

AM
4 25

ft

57

7 25

a

n

of child

Treadwell,

Jesse
Chase

libellant,

Treadwell;

..

♦Dally Sundavs lnc’uded Boston to Ellsworth
hington County R R, butSunnay leaven

ami Wh
at 7 p m.

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boaton and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and V'Oht
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket oifieg,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tlckatl
before entering the train, and especially Ella*
wortnto Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager*
F L. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass and Ticket Ag*t.
Portland, Maine.

_

name; that this part of the
burned over, about 100 years
ago, and the tire raged so fiercely that the
natives were obliged to take to their boats

Fewer

was

Mrs. Austin

said that

when

land

BORN.

was

burned to this degree, it would
not
again be grown to wood-land inside of
100 years, aud said also that, were it not
burned, it would have grown to sizeable
timber four times iu that period.
Her
loss, therefore, iu 6tumpage alone was
much greater than the value of that
destroyed.
Other

witnesses

who

were

called

Gallons; Wears Longer.

BUCKMINSTER—At Sedgwick, Jan 18, to Mr
ami Mrs ltulph Buckminster, a sou. [Keu
netli S.J
DUNBAR— At Orland, Jan 24, to Mr ai d Mrs
Henry E Dunbar, twin (laughters.
GASPER—At Surry. Jan 27, to Mr and Mrs
Manuel A Gasper, a daughter.
IIUTcHI NSON—At l>eer Isle, Jan 16, to Mrand
Alr.i Geor*e Lewis Hutchinson, a daughter.
JAMEs—At North HLworth, Feb 1, to Mr and

bay for safety.

the

to

testify to the value and amount of the
growth destroyed were Mr. Tracy, a Tremout lumberman, and H. H. Young, of

MARRIED.

Hancock.
DEFENSE.

THE

AR* HI BA LD-i'UM M iNGS —At the Methodist
parsonage, Ell-worth, Feb 2, by Rev J P
Simonlon, Miss Iva B Archibald, of South
" at-etii id, N 11, to Quluuy Cummings, ot Bar
II rhor
GR\II \ M-GILBERT At Trenton. Feb 1, by
Rev David Kerr, Miss Dura Graham, of
Maehias, to James A Gilbert, of Trenton.
OTT—A KBOTT—At Bar Harbor, Jan 27, by
Rev S L Hum-corn, Mabel Ott to A vail L
Abbott, b *tli of Eden.
Y’OUNG—COLSON—At Sul'lvan, Jan 28, by
Alfred B Crabtree, esq, his- Ida May Young
to Janu-s Colson, both of North Sullivan.

Counsel H. M Hail, iu his opening for
defense, questioned thestatement that

the

estimates

of the value of the

plans

made the

and who

was

and survey of the damwere before the court,

also

a

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mt. Desert

Division.

Mrs Charles B James, a daughter
LA UGH LI N—At Great Pond, Jan 28, to Mrand
Mrs Mat hew Laugh!<n, a daughter
SARGENT—At St dg wick, Jan 23, io Mrand Mrs
Arthur H Sargent, a son. [Phi ip Arthur ]
STANLEY At South Deer Isle, Jan 8, to Mr
and Mrs Ansel Sianl- y, a son. [Charljs A.J

aged land, which

SECOND ROUND.

A

StratnhnFi*

that

coast

on

Custody

Percy

provide

cruel and abusive
treatment. Custody of child to libellant.
F. L M*son for libellant.
Belle Hatt, libellant, Berj Halt, libellee; cruel and abusive treaiment. Custody of minor cbildren to libellant and
L B. Deasy for libMary J. Barstow.
ellant.

Mrs.

ceived

to

Chase for libellant.

for libellant.
Barbara
E

sale

Egypt

failure

Trundy, libellant,
Trundy, libellee; utter desertion.

of

for

maintenaucj.

to libellant.
Flora
E.

answer

lumber, and that
as stumpage,
although she did sell manufactured lumhers

Wardwell, libellee;

suitable

any questions as
to the value, per thousand, of the timber
destroyed, stating that she was uot familiar

ftafltoato ant)

Con-

term.

Sarah Frances Ward well,libellant,
A.

to the soil and

the land.

ou

Sarsaparilla

....

and

it apparent that she possessed &
wide knowledge of woodcraft. Her claim
was not made on the loss of timber alone,
made

but

Hood’s

Cures catarrh of the nose, throat,
bowels &c., removes all its effects, and
builds up the whole system.

Inhabitants of Ellsworth vs. Hopkins. Hurley.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR
Continued to April term.
P M I
A If
Boston.
9 00
*7 40
Inh.bitants of Ellsworth vs. Giles.
Hurley;
P V
Burrlll, King. Coutlnued to Apill term.
I Portlan..
10 4ft
*2 40
1
A M
A *
The following divorces were granted:
BANGOR
6 0 | 10 00
I 55
(Jirland F. Newman, libellant, Lillian P.
6 05
10 0
4 59
Bangor, Ex St.
2
6
1 12
5 06
NuwmRn, libellee; utter desertiou. Spot- BrcwerJunc.
Holden. 16 84 t!0 84 rft 25
ford for libellant.
Lake House. 16 41 li 42, rft 32
6 49 tl' &oj
5 40
Lake.
Joseph L Burton, libellant, Nellie M. Greet
Nlcolln. t« 59 flO 59 t- 50
Burton, libellee; utter desertiou. Hurley Ellsworth Falls.
7 M 11 13 t 08
6 0S
ELLSWORTH
7 mill If
for libellant.
7 vo I II 27
« IS
Wa-h’irton .Ic
Airnee G.
Cleveland, libellant, from Franklin Road. f7 H8 | li 37. 6 36
6 3*
Frederick S Cleveland; cruel and abusive Hancock
|7 H 1 II 4
7 4!i '146' 6 38
Waukeaa, S. Fy..
treatment. Giles for libellant.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
7 ft* 11 ftft 6 45
8 20
Sullivan.
Gertrude E. Smith, libellant, Warren J.
9 4ft 1.. |..
Sorretuo..
Smith, libellee; impotency. B. E. Clark BAR HARBOR.
9 20 i 12 4ft | 7 30
for libellant.

of the burned tract.

Mrs.

Hurley; Mason.

Bousey.

vs.

R. A. Patterson Tobacco Co. vs. Goss &
Small. Peters; Spofford
Continued.
Anchor
vb. Gobs
Camden
Co.
A Small.
Peters; 8pofford. Neither party.
Rockland
Machine Co. vs. Goss A Small
Peters; Spofford. Neither party.
Horton vs. Goss A Small. King; Spofford
Neither party.
Carter A Davenport vs. Olston.
Graham;
Bunker. Continued.
Gould vs.
Maine Casualty Ins. Co. King;
Frank A Larrabee Judgment for plaintiff. $75.
Weston vs. Bunker. King; Bunker, Deasy.
Neither party
Butrlll Nat’l Bank vs. Hurley et als. Crabtree; Hurley. Defendant defaulted, damages
assessed by clerk.
Smith
vs.
Shephard & Dunham.
Tracy;
Merrill. Neither party.
Inhabitants of Ell worth vs. Burrlll Lumber
Co. Hurley; llale A Hamlin. Continued to

L.
B.
Deasy briefly reviewed the
circumstances of the case in his opening
for the

King;

tinued.

property.
proved to be the most inter-

one

Maine Lake Ice Co.
Neither party.

Following is the general assigned list,
and the disposition of the esses:

case

esting

vs.

Spofford.

forest fire which

a

her

on

tinued.
Condon

1121.

Cuniculocus park property
at North Hancock.
The fire occurred September 1, 1900, and
lasted nine days. It was alleged to have
caught from the company’s locomotive.
Previous to the trial, Wednesday afternoon, the jury bad beeu out to view the
raged

the railroad caused the fire and

now.

ward

lumberman.

prices.

Great

goods

get ready

for

all fur

temporary

goods 8

in X

reduction

for the month of
stock

g

Call

the

x

x

leaders

and sub-leaders

W. R. Parker Clothing Co.

and

the

deserving

press
of credit

great work that he said had been

plished.
He hoped

that

the

era

of

the

of
as

to

a

for the
accom-

prosperity

that seemed about to dawn on Ellsworth
would materialize. He hoped the gentlemen who will have the honor of sitting
around the board with him during the
coming year would, by reason of this industrial era, have an opportunity to become more liberal than this board felt

justified

iu

being.
for any
oue has

It would be next to impossible
board to do much better than this
tried to do. He had no doubt that tbe
political complexion of the uext board
would be the

same as

this

(democratic).

It was after 11 o’clock when tbe last
word was said, and the board voted to
take a recess until Wednesday, Feb. 11.

first of March.

I

broke out, about

Barstow aud William W. Pennell, bridge-

republican party,

8

question

in his congratulatory remarks,
only the mayor and the board but

also tbe

three

fore the fire in

1,000 feet north of the track (the wind was
northwest) and reported it to beadquar-

not

season.

taking

a

have been necessary.
Aid. Stuart, in his second speech, took
wider range than the others, and innever

cluded

2.) per cent, you

by buying this

and get

February

morning.

Austin,

Washington

va.

whs

All

NORTH g

Only

season.

prices

have advanced from 20

on

very
been

were never

during the past five years,

of the Famous

one

money

had

beamed assent.

certain extent

can save

Sargent vs. Sargent.
Deasy; Tracy.
Judgment fo-- partition.
1117. ilersom vs. Wharff. Pineo; Giles. Judg
nient for plaintiff.
1119. Pineo vs. Puffer.
Pineo; Deasy. Ver
diet of $11 for plaintiff
763. Tajlor vs. Wheeler. Wood; Deasy. Con-

property destroyed.
McCarty
To estimate the value of the property
pressed his sentiments. Aid. Patten of
he
called
William R. Allen, who
destroyed
ward 4 made no speech, but his counte- I
of

Aid.

nance

Your Last Chance
and

some

judgment

his

better condition than

a

left,

In

schoolhouses and the roads

loan would

coats

ward

with the work of this

pleased

administration.

uncollected a year ago.$6,443.18
collected this y car.2,081.82

abbtrttannmta.

STAR

His

remarks.

1114.

begun Thursday
In this action, Mary C. Freiz
Co.

list

Ringing Noises

In the ears (how disagreeable they arel)
become chronic and cause much uneasiness and even temporary distraction.
They are signs of catarrli; other signa
are
droppings in the throat, nasal
sounds of the voice, impaired taste,
smell and hearing.
Catarrh is a constitutional disease,
originating in impure blood, and requires a constitutional remedy.
“I suffered from catarrh In the head and
loss of appetite and sleep. My blood was
thin and I felt bad all over most of the
lime. I derided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and now have no symptoms of catarrh,
have a good appetite, and sleep well. X
heartily recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla to
all my friends.” K. Long, California Junction, Iowa.

Steamers leave Bar Harbor (weather ami lo«
permuting) Mondays ami Thur-da> s at s a nu,
for Seal Harbor, Northeast ilaibor, Southwest
Harbor ami Stonington,atid coi nccilngat Rockland with steamer for Boston.

RETURNING.

at

From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at ft p m.
From Rockland Wednesdays and Saturday*
ubout 5 a in.
E. S. J.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin
Gen’l

Austin,

Mgr., 368 Atlantic

Vice-president and

ave..

Boston.

ttocklaiM, Biuetiill & Ellsworth Steamb’t Co.

—

8. A.

purchase

unanimously

carried

Austin

Court

J

•appetite.
It leaves no
inky or metallic flavor in
the mouth, is
agreeable to the taste,
does not injure the teeth nor cause

To

was

Leland followed with

Aid.

••••

^•rsaparilla. Lowell. Mass.. U.

ward 2

of

Indicated

as

cases.

Emerson vs. Rich. Giles; Patten. Conllnued.
Austin vs. W C. R. R. Co. Deasy; II ile
& Hamlin
Verdict for plaintiff for $775.

1109.

Stenographer—A il. Whitman, Portland.
Deputies—D. I,. Fields, Ellsworth; .James
Hill, Gouldshoro.

case

cases

this was so delightful that after the
L. 1). Foster, who was a member of the
$3,451 36
Still uncollected...•
j
$16,167.27 cigars aud moxie, generously furnished firm of 11. M & B. Hall when that firm
1901 lux ditto....
collected this year...9 312 85 for the occasion by City Tieasurer Cun-, carried ou lumner operations on a part of ;
BUCK MINSTER—At Sedgwick, Jan 22, Kenbeen passed around, the the property in question, betw'een 1885
Still uncollected.$6,854 42 ningbam, bad
j n« ih s, infant non of .Mr ami Mrs Ralph Buckminster, aged 4 days.
board got its second wind, and started in and 1890, was called ; he had a’so visited t he
for
1900and
j
a
total
uncollected
.Showing
HOOPER—At Franklin, Jan 29, Arthur S
on another round of congratulations.
burned tract; Henry C. Miiliken, who had
were
the
j
These
figures
Hooper, aged 2t years, 8 u onths, 26 dava
; 1901 of $10,315 78.
Aid. Brady began it, admitting that also cut lumber on part of the land some
HOOPER—\t Hrooklln, Feb 1. Mrs Louisa D
: on January 30; Bince then some collecj
of
in
there was lots of satisfaction,
spite
W. W. Jel'ison, assessur and
Hoop r, aged S3 years, 2 months, 2 days.
years ago;
lions have been made.
the many annoyances incident to city selectman of Hancock; Henry Butler, •JOHNSON— u Ib-dhani, Feb I, Dorotiiy, widow
H. F. Whitcomb, collector for 1699, had,
of Robert Johnson, aged 8» year-.
chaos.
in bringing order out of
who had been a foreman for the Hall
MOREY—At Reach (Deer Die;,.Jan 30, Charles
ia year ago, $2.309 07 still to be collected; business, with
He pointed
especial pride to the con- concern when operations were carried on
E uorey, aged 24 >ear-*, 5 months, 19 days.
during the year he has turned over $000, dition of the tax deeds that bad been on this
aud Gideon L. Joy, who MOl«i \N At Suiry, .Jan 8. Mrs Mary Morgan,
laud,
small
a
Hiid by settlement day will have
92 years, 8 mouths, 3 days
aged
rescued, sorted, catalogued and are now formerly owned the property and was
I further payment ready.
San
WOOSTER— At
Diego,
Pal, .lan 23.
accessible.
familiar with it.
easily
\\ ouster,
Augustus U
funnelly of South
At the January meeting it was reported
If the same
was of the opinion that
aged 62 years, 3 mouths.
He
Hancock,
Charles
II.
a
Barstow,
Washington
unwas still
j t hat of t lie 1902 tax $18,448-51
watchfulness had characterized the past County railroad
locomotive
engineer,
2H>bntisnncnta.
twenty-five years that had been observed stated that he saw a fire ou the night be-

-—

Parcher,

as an

$1,482.41

1900 and

ate any thing or
not. Then she began
taking Pept-iron and
gave her color, animation and a good

Selling Agent

C I Welch,
Adelaide True,
F tt Aiken,
Frank Flits,
© R Foster,

Total.

Peptiron

G. A.

Co,

"

••

effectively

as

C R Foster,
A W Nason,
F B Aiken,
American Book Co,
D C Heath Co,
Ginn A Co,
G A Perry A Co,
W It Parker Clothing
.J A llale,
KID worth Water Co,
Geo B Stuart,
F B Aiken,
C I Welch,
B B Walker,
A J Morse A Co,
C W Gerry,
G M Campbell,

City lloee Co,
Whltcotno, Haynes A Co,

always deserved
praise it has re-

ceived.
other preparation has Iron ever

a

**«•

dept,

from

and agreeably comin PerT-IROX
a
specific
remedy for all forms and degrees of
anemia, curing not only the paleness
but also the nervousness and dyspepsia
from which anemic patients so commonly suffer.
Pept-iron is a blood nutrient, nerve
and stomach tonic, beneficial to all
pale, nervous, dyspeptic people.
Mr. ('has. Dinwoodie, Kaat Lexington,
Mass., writes Lbat his daughter was pale
ami had spells of not wanting to move
bined

light,

"

840.

Clerk—John F. Knowlton.
County Attorney—B. E. Tract.
Sheriff—H. F. Whitcomb.
Crier—li T Silsuy, Aurora.

recover

••

2 00
36 00
8 95
107 50
2H9
1 35
9 25
69 25
284 48
1 28
115 08
8 55
l 10
60
150 00
45 83
8 05
16 00
3 64
38 02
25 00
17 50
155 00
3 15
12 31
10 00
87 50
4n
41 25
1 00

THE COURT.

Presiding Justice—SewaLL C. STHoUT.

The

of otbir

adjourned Monday afternoon.
Following is the special assigned
with record of cases disposed of:

BUT BU8Y TERM.

County Railroad

disposal

below, and several divorce

finished,

Brady,
chair, saying,

but iustead Aid.

COURT

SHORT

Messenger—F. E. Tilden.

the mayor casually remarked that a motion to adjourn was in order. Nobody
made

—

A.

THE LOVE FEAST.

The routine business

—

the
ADJOURNED MONDAY

deemed

was

I
gave It to the Insurance committee
ROUTINE BUSINESS.
Should the
The committee on streets reported that
to investigate and cousider.
House decide that the Clark bill ought j it was ready to meet a representative of
also lie upon the table to keep company , the Postal Cable Co., which had peti
with the Staples hill, the judiciary com- | Honed for
permission to erect poles
mittee will be tbe only one to hear the along certain streets
arbitration
tne
ot
compulsory
merits
ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.
clause duly set fort h.
Rolls of accounts were passed as follows:
on unicommittee
the
or
The report
STKKKT COMMISSIONKK'S ROLL.
recommends
a
(trinity of legislation
spasm,
Highways.
$30 60' hard, long, up-hill pull. To accomplish
measure of which Senator Staple*’ bill
64 36 this, measures that may have seemed harsh
Bridges.
»r
a
in
the
f
change
is a copy, providing
nave been resorted to, but they have been
Sidewalks.
30 16
| productive of good.
Uw. This report will he heard by the
“We have on hand something like fJ 500
1*2
ou
Feb
Total,
$131
Wednesday,
judiciary committee
to |4,000—more than enough to pay curTEACHERS' SALARY ROLL.
11.
rent, expenses.
Uvery bill that has been
High school fund.
$28* 72
contracted and approved will be paid in
In the meantime it is hinted that the
schools.
844 00
City
full
before
this
administration
ceases.
Staples and the Clark bills will both fall
“Now if any one man deserves credit for
Total,
$1,077 72
bet ween the two houses.
all this it is the mayor who has so faithROLL OK ACCOUNTS NO. 12.
In the House Mr. Farnsworth of Trefully presided at this board for the past
FUND.
NAME.
AMOUNT.
In the bible we read that
(our years.
ino-.t presented a bill, an act to incorpo
45 00
Police,
$
Timothy
Donovan,
when a coin was banded to Christ, He inrate the South weal Harbor Banking A
45 00 quired whose superscription was on it;
Hiram C Lord
Trust, Co. Referred to t he commitUo on
auo when told it was Cwsar’s, be said: ‘RenO 8 Oner,
Contingent,
hank- and banking.
things that are
(ill lx rant Co,
10 00 der unto Caemr tue
and unto God the things that are
Mr. Mint of Stonington from the comJ A Hale,
4 45 lunar's,
So in all reverence, I say regardGod’s.'
and shore flsberia*, on bill,
25 00
C McGown,
mittee on
‘Render unto him the
ing our mayor:
L B Wyman,
10 30
an act to amend chapter 285 of the public
things that are his.’ I move that a vote of
C a Mctiown,
210 thanks he extended to his honor, Mayor
law* of 1897 relating to sea and snore
Ellsworth Water Co,
73 41 Greely.”
flsheriee, reported ought not to pass.
THE MAYOR RESPONDS.
M P Avery,
*2 00
Mr. L'ttofleid from tiie committee on
3 45
A
Co,
Whitcomb, Haynes
“It has been my good fortune since
a
In
new
draft
the ju ticiary, reported
"
45 holding the position I have for the past
bill, an act in relation to the powers of
C W Eaton,
12 31 four years to have associated with me iu
Gas
and
Power
tue different boards, gentlemen who have
the Union River L'ght,
Arthur U Haney,
181
j School,
acted harmoniously with me iu what they
Co and that It ought to pass.
11 3 .Julies,
10 5<
nave thought was for the best interests of
Frank Fitts,
3 75
Gov. Hill, and the Maine legislature
the city, but none more so than the presSetiste

.ludson Sargent,
Edward Haney,

—DIVORCES DECREED.
JURY DISCHARGED SATURDAY

flfrftrrttgfmfmg.

aod

INTERESTING FOREST FIRE CASE

$26,465 61
It

had been eettt to Puffer through mistake,
that he bad Dot settled the bill.
Verdlot was returned for the plaintiff
in the sum of fll.
Mr. Pineo tried his
own esse; L B. Deasy for the defendant
This disposed of all the jury trials. The
remainder of the term was taken up with

HANCOCK S. J. COURT.

Wht'comb, 1899.* 1,76ft 07
Holmes, 1900-01 ..JO,315 78
iiresnahan, 1902...•.14,380 76

The last meeting of the present
city
was held at the aldermen’s
room laMt evening.
The full board was
present.
It was nearly 9 o’clock before the
mayor
rapped for order, t tie preceding hour and a
half being occupied In au informal dis-

[„

the

—

government

Insurance

Toe Milne
for further consideration
-eli, y rame op
point under
the Senate, the spec’flc
the
the reference of
being
discussion
lbe compulsory
ClaiX bill respecting
When

NEXT

MONDAY
MAKE
GOOD SHOWING.

a

clause.

DAY

BOARD EXPECTS TO

wr

arbitration

collected; since that date f4,067.75 has
been turned in, leaving a balance of fl4,380 78 uncollected, according to tbe treas-

that is of Special Interest

Fewer

Gallons; Wears Longer.

Fewer

Gallons; Wears Longer.

Fewer

Gallons; Wears Longer.

*

ters
man

from

the

of the

franklin

station.

DO YOU

Mr.

EAT HONEY?

Washington County railroad,

John Foss, former roadraaster, who
were on the train on the day that the tire
broke out, all saw lire on the north side
of the track that day.
The taking of testimony was finished
Thursday evening, and Friday morning !
the arguments were made and tiie judge
j
The case went to the
gave hiB charge.

If not, try some this winter.

and

COMB HONEY in

pound Sections

Per doz. No.l, $2.25; Ko. 2, $2.

EXTRACTED—
Honey thrown out of combs by
centrifugal force —simply pure
honey—10 lbs. $1.35. Half-pint

jury at noon. Verdict was returned for
f775 damages. L. B. Deasy for the plaintiff,
H. M. Hall, of Hale & Hamlin, for the

tumblers, $1.62 per doz.

BLUE HILL LINE.
SCHEDULE 1908-3.
Commencing W’« rtneiilny, Dec. 3.
Steamer “Juliette” will leave Koekl nd Wednesday, Dec. 3, and thereafter through the winand Saturday,
ter aeaH.tn. every Wednesday
upon arrival of steamer from Boa on for Dark
Harbor, {Little Deer Die, 'South Krooksvtlle,
Sargentvllle, Deer Die Sedgwick, Brooklln,
South Bluehlll, Bluehlll anti {Surry.
UE TURNING.
Will leave Surry at 6-MO o'clock every Monday
and Thursday, making above binding* and connecting at Rockland wl h steamer for Boston.
f Land Saturdays going cast, and Monday* reW INTER

turning.
{Land Wednesdays going east, and Thursdays returning.
{While the bay rent Ins frozen, Bluehlll will
be terminus lustread of Surry.
Note—This company will comply with above
schedule, except in evt nt of unavoidable causes
of delay to Its steamers.
No stage between Ellsworth and Surry during
the winter.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Mauager, Rockland, Me.
Rockland, Me., Dec. 3, 190*2.

defendant.
PLAINTIFF HIS

The

case

of Pineo

OWN
vs.

F. O. J5. at Franklin Road.

LAWYER.

Puffer

was

tried

Friday afternoon. This was an action
brought by Charles B. Pineo, of Bar Harbor, to recover fllO for rent of certain
stable shedH aud wash-stand from Inez M.
who owns Puffer’s
W. H. Puffer is the
Mr. Puffer claimed that
upon the price of rental

Puffer,

livery stable, of

which

manager.
he bad agreed
at

a

much less

figure, and that he had paid the plaintiff
flO to settle the account, and exhibited a
receipt for the full amount of fllO signed
by the plaintiff.
The plaintiff claimed that this receipt
wy

that-

ctj

A. R. AUSTIN,
NORTH

HANCOCK, ME.

For smaller amounts see 0. J. Smith, Egypt,
or E. Graves, No. Hancock, Me. [Agents.]

EDWIN M. MOORE.
,

2

|

dealer In all klnde of

'£

^

Fruk, Bait, Smoked and Dry f

PISH.

§

A STEADY INCOME.
or commission paid weekly.
Our 1.200nursery requires local and traveling agents
everywhere to dispose of its products. Also
Will arrange tor whole or part
seed Hue.
time. Outfit free. We guarantee profitable and
employment tne year round. Write
pleasant
to-day tor special terms.

Salary

acre

Brown Brothers Co., Rochester, N.Y.

J

£
Q

<5

Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Bluel1»b,£
Mackerel, Oysters; Clams, Scallops, q
Lobsters and Finnan Haddiee.

Campbell A True Bids., East End Bridge,
KI.LSWOKTH,

£
£

ME.

i AQAOAOA OAOAOAOAO AOAOAOAC S

other papers in (Ac county com
bined do not reach so m- ny. THE Amek
jcan t« not the only paper printed in

page*

friei ds to spend the sPerr
The little people were tre*l»<
to tee cream, cake and candy, and t»ad *
flue time. T#e guests were V- rift* h <j

Dkuforth Manchester and wile left last
veek for Florida.

Rolfe, Minnie ifand.v, Mar e h
Gladys Rolle, Flora Fobs and Lola Spoiling.
Jfn.
Feb. 2.

COUNTY NEWS.

Tun American has subscribers at 106
a) the 116 post offices in Hancock county;

County

?or additional

News

other

see

with her.

all the

|

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Banc ck county and has neverclaimed to
be but i: is the only paper that can prop
be called a Co n
paper; all the

er'y

l

merely local papers The circut
HE AMERICAN, barring the Bar
Barbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

test

a

e

small

begun; It

-1

SC.

d

be home

is

employed

Mrs. Ed a in Parker
daughters in Biu< hill.

is

visiting

tvir**.

at

^jr

^tlauonnai

County

A’'»•

OSAer

sec

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
are prevalent in this section.

Colds

r

Clifton Nevells, of BluehiII, who has
the employ of A. L. Treworg>,

bet'ii in

employed.
The woman’s missionary circle
the ladies’ parlor Tuesday.

Miss Mattie Austin is stopping at Fred
Cotton’s.
Quite a number from here atteuded
eour at Ellsworth last week.

w.

vicinity.

in this

of his

The “Louisa Frances” brought a load of
coa’ from Bucksport for the Maine Lake
Ice Co. last week.

the

on

new

met in

was

account

Bangor

for her

of the serious illness

I Sweeney.

brother, Colon Blake.

[
j

_J.

a

|

CURES

soon.

from
Ellf-worth twice last week on account of
the serious illness of his mother, Mrs.
Harold Warren

called home

was

RH_LJMATIS§M

Warren.

Georgia

Cyrus Conary.

an

of the
house, is

veteran

aged

Civil war, living in the Osgood
in very poor health. Mr. Conary

friend to ail.

INDIGESTION^

belonged

to the 26th Maine.

Une Femme.

Feb. 2.

SOUTH SURRY.

Herbert A. Gasper, engineer in H. A.
Saunders’steam mill at West Surry, has
been at home for a few days, but will re-

| turn

L. D. Hooper died at her home
Sunday, Feb. 1, after a lingering i Incss.
aged eighty three years. Mrs. Hooper is
the last of a large family. She leaves two
sous, Henry, with whom she lived at the
time of her death, and Albert, of Redbluff,
ChI. She will be greatly missed as she was

ready for plastering in March.
A. P.
Feb. 2.

FROM A ROCK

Mrs. J. D. McGraw and daughter Miss
Flossie went to Calais Friday to visit
W.
Mr«. McGraw’s daughter, Mrs. L.

Brook*v1lle

called to

THE MEDICINE MADE

A.

.*

Mrs.

will be

The town schools, with the exception of
No. 2>4, will close Friday, Feb. 13,
after a term of eleven weeks.
The members of the Methodist circle
are lo have an entertainment at the chapel
at the Creek Monday, Feb. 2.
that at

"n

Friday.

C. Young came home one day
e» k, leaving hit- vessel, the “FranInst
conia”, at New Bedford.
Joseph Brown, afier being confined to
his home more than four weeks w'ith
pneumonia, is again able to be out.

Miss McKea, of Swan’s Island, who has
been visiting at Henry Allen’s, returned
home last week. She was accompanied by
Mrs. Blanche Stevens.

cottages is progressing, considering the weather. The roof
on
the
is
Blodgett
put
being
cottage; the Grant cottage is plastered
and is being made ready for the inside
is
Kimball’s cottage
fiiiiah. Everett
being plastered. John Savage’s cottage
Work

G. Blake

A.

Saturday

lighting.

will be wired for electric

the

home

nt

Uapt.

eyes.
Miss Hattie Kane entertained a number
of her little friends Wednesday evening.

began last week on E. Holmes’
new store on Main street
opposite the
Kimball block. It is thirty-five feet longtwenty-five feet wide, two stories. The
second story will contain five chambers.
It is being built by native mechanics and

Alfred Austin, who has been
Mrs
qnite ill t he past two weeks, is improving.
The “Mabel”, Capt. A. L. Condon, has
brought a load of freight for merchants

Nutter is at

W.

hospital being treated

Work

The Foresters had a supper and entertainment at Ells hall Saturday night.

R.

Mrs.

Georgia Warren is slowly recoverof rheumatic
a severe attack

fever,
h

where he is

entertainment at the
parish bouse Saturday evening for the
school,
the
kindergarten
benefit of
entitled “Aunt Jerusha’s Quilting Party”.
The hall was well filled, and the affair was
a success, about f50 being realized.
an

was

few

a

Loin

ing

Staples is home from Rockland,

Frank

soon.

There

in at home for

Staple-

fche id employed in El swortn.

jest,

day-

South B uehill.

bau

Nettie

me

Tibbetts

Miss Nellie

been received from him to the
ff et t bat he is doing nicely, and hopes to

V'

1

week, i- rapidly Improving.

la t

Victor Gott went to Vinalbaven Mo day.

C Graves went to the hospital in
and last week for t-urgical treatment.

B

f.aget

other

nee

SUKKY.

_

is about

ir*.

R. U. O-good 1# 111 will) a bad cold.
I’lf.ft Bcerio, » one illne-a was reported

BROOK LIN.

ice harvest has

ie

a

daily.

ighteen inches thick.

fior, of

•rl/tiHtmnl f'ounty JV>

Hattie

Heiiry Branscomb is expecting
•«rgo of coal

OUNTY NEWS.

C

of her

Capt. Eugene Gasper

from

home

came

been master

New York Saturday. He
Mary Coggins, of Bluebill, is visiting
PROSPECT HARBOR.
of a small ste^m yacht running between;
grandparents, C. B. Coggins and wife.
Leroy Hutchings left this morning for New York city and one of the islands 1
Lydia Young has gone to Bluebill to Bangor.
until cold weather, aud has staid by and !
at
who
died
Capt. James F. Coombs,
work for Mr. Dodge, whose son had his
Miss Ada Handy went to Winter Harbor ca.ed for her siuce she was hauled up j
Bargeutville January 16 had, uutil within leg broken last week wbilesliding.
vs bile the owuer is away.
He returned to
Friday to visit Mrs. Albert Sprague.
a fe v years, been a resident of this place,
George Grindle came up from t be Sound
York Wednesday.
of Steuben, spent a few New
where be leaves a large number of friends
Henry
Smith,
wife
and
chilhis
1
yesterday to take home
G.
Feb. 2.
and relatives.
days with relatives hero the last of the
dren who have been visiting her parentB,
Feb. 2.
week.
“bobbed”
A
of
young
people
jovial
party
_C. James C. Young and wife, for the past
Mrs. C. C. Larrabee gave a party Friday to the dance at Rural hall last Thursday
month.
UOTT’S ISLAND.
afternoon and evening for Miss Guptill evening. They anticipate attending the
in
was
wounded
who
of
Bass
Bert
badly
and
Ned
Y'oung,
Murphy,
Captfc. George
and Miss Lewis.
apron and neck-tie ball there Tuesday
is
Harbor, were here calling on friends the the knee last November, gaining slowly.
of this week.
It is hoped the
Mies Ju'ia Guptill, of Gouldsboro, who evening?
a time, and
an
bour
at
about
He
sits
up
25th.
“bobbing” will be good.
has been a guest of Mrs. L. P. Cole for a
be
has
been
better
than
himself
can
help
Robert D. Trask is on a guuuing exThe private school of Mrs. Charles Hag
week, returned home Sunday.
able to do in bed.
cursion to Black island, and visiting
was visited last Friday by a goodly
The Willing Workers held an ice-cream erthy
Last Saturday evening John A. Bonsey
friends.
number of parents and friend* who lissociable at Mrs N. E. Johns’ house on
were given a real surprise party
and
wife
tened to an
Medbury Grindle, who is employed at,
interesting programme.
about thirty-five of their neighbors Thursday evening for the benefit of the
Much credit is due Mrs. llagerthy for the
Stonington cutting stone, called at the by
At 8 o’clock the table was Methodist society.
friends.
and
island the 25th.
work that is being done.
The grammar school closed Friday after
spread and all did ample justice to a nice
Amos W. Staples and wife are receiving
Miss Lula A. Bunker, of North Sullivan,
and a term of ten weeks.
the
All
Miss
Ella
evening
enjoyed
Lewis,
supper.
who has been acting a- nurse on urindle
congratulations on the arrival of a little when
left they received a cordial the teacher, returned to her home in
they
daughter born Jan. 27.
hill, has tini-bed her duties there and will
invitation to come again next week. Steuben Saturday.
now vi-it friends and
relatives in Surry
Tbe lobster smack “Hilda Emma’' was The roads are icy, and the homeward way
W.F. Bruce spent Tuesday in Ellsworth
Miss Bunker is
and Bluehill for a while.
here recently. Capt. Simmons was paying was marked with broken crockery and
Mrs. Bruce accompanied her hu-band to
a young lady of pleasing manners, arid
twenty-two cents apiece.
strong expressions.
Went Gouldsboro where she spent the day seems
specially adapted to the care of the
Tramp.
Feb. 2.
Everybody hereabouts is pleased to
with Mrs. James A. Hill.
war

Sheriff Whitcomb is

that

know

h

sick.

the

on

B. H. ClosBon is ill.

Superintendent Parker, of the Black
island granite quarry, who has been to
Bluehill,

business, has returned

on

and is

expected

Feb. 15
Jan. 30.

Beulah ThurBton

Miss

to

Eugene Allen’s

Chips.

after

BASS HARBOR.

the mumps.
been

school

ill

NERVOUSN

Franklin,

of

Ellsworth,

School closed Jan. 23, and the teacher,
Robbins, has resumed his studies at
Bates college.
Mr.

is at

work for G. M. Allen at the mill.

Plummer

W. 8. Cousins and

Hooper, of Sedgwick, was in
Thursday calling on old friends.
Lucius Bridges slipped on the ice one
day last week and cut his baud on an
ice-pick, making a bad wound.

wife

soon

in

intends to take

a course

tn

T«£

Ronoc

see

nee

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

close

a

prisoner in the ice-locked

who

has

been

se-

riously ill for some time, is now improving.
Mrs. J. B. Norwood is also gaining after
several weeks’ illness.
A. I.

of

Holmes will move his family into

the cottage under the

hill,

to

make

landlord who will
charge of the hotel.

Spec.

EAST FRANKLIN.
Fred E. Biatsdeli is borne to stay

a

few

weeks.

Rev. C. E. Petersen will hold special

wife, who have
occupied the Holmes cottage for a year or
two, will board for the present with Mrr..
Freeman’s parents.

Lydia Lurvey,

Mr.
who

^

port of Rangor.
Arthur Freeman and

Mrs.

new

soon

room

take

meetings
Mrs.

C

here this week.

Paul, of Rock port. Is stopping
mother, Mrs. Sarah Hooper, a

>ra

with her
few

days.

Rev. P. A. A. Kiiiani, from Washington
county, Is expected to deliver the * veiling
address at the Y. P. 8. C. K. and Epwortb
League union meeting st the Baptist
church Feb. 11. The delegates and out-oftown leagues and eudeavorers will be
entertained in tne church dining-rooms.

have returned

Miss Clara Cole of Black Island, is visit- March.
half brothers and sisters, who deeply
ing her aunt, Mrs. C. B Henderson.
Walter Stanley, whose neat fish stand mourn bis loss. Heartfelt sympathy is
Dr. Willis Watson and family will
Eugene Candage, his son Leslie and adjoining the steamboat wharl at North- expressed for them by all.
Feb. 2.
S.
leave for Washington, D. C., Monday,
Capt. D. C. Day attended the masonic east Harbor, has been so well patronized
The tug “Willard Clapp’’ with her two installation at Sedgwick Jan. 19.
for many years, has lately sold his busiFeb. 9, to be gone a month.
barges left tpr Portland yesterday. The
PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Elva G. B. Conary closed a very ness interests and buildings to Herrick, of
Miss Lena Bunker is at home from
Thursday evening the Endeavorers held
“Pniliips Eaton’’ has been hired to take successful term of school here
Mrs. Ida Wardweil and daughter Hof*
that place, and Young, of B'-ooksville.
Portland, where she works through the a missionary meeting at the church, subJanuary
her piace at the coaling station.
23
This is Mrs. Couary’s seventh sucThe sewing circle of the Congregational tense, who have been in Waterville for
millinery season at Palmer’s.
ject: “China.” It was very interesting.
George W. Gault, jr., who enlisted in cessive term here.
church was entertained by Mrs. O. W. several weeks, have returned home,
The ladies of Bass Harbor met at the
David Thurston hauled the first load of
the army a year aud a half ago, and since
Jan 26.
C.
Fred Perkins, of Boston, who hat been
Cousins last Tuesday, twenty members
home of Mrs. Amanda Norwood Satur- lumber with his oxen from the new mill that time has been stationed at Fort
and one visitor, Mrs. Alton Trundy, being visiting his brother, James C. Perkins,
Satura
to
ice
works
and
circle
for
the
to Sargentville
day evening
organized
home
a
near
is
on
twenStrfjcrtisnn ruts.
Adams,
Newport,
work for a new hall. Since Columbia dsy.
present. The several committees are busy has returned to his work In that city.
v;
ty days’ furlough.
over
the plans for an apron sale on
District Deputy Fred A. Perkins, of
hgll ceased to be, there has been no place
H.
Sullivan Curtis, of Rockland, and Miss
Feb. 2.
the twelfth with a Line In programme for Castine, with W. J. Creamer
fQ.r our young people to have entertain- Jennie Webber, of North Sedgwick, were
acting as
A
delicious
lunch
NORTH
BROOKSVILLE.
the
of
cuke
much
evening.
ments.
By these entertainments
The
marshall, installed the newly elected
married January 14 in Rockland.
and
a
closed
and
in
to
aid
ice-cream
the past
pleasant
money has been raised
busy officers of Court Bagatfuce, X, 0. F.,
George Pert is in town.
young couple have the best wishes of all
afternoon.
the church and library, build sidewalks
for their happiness.
Young spent a week here with
j Tuesday evening, Jan. 27, as follow**: 0.
Henry
Feb.
□nd for many other good causes. The first
W Du r» bar, C. K ; N. L. Grind
Rae.
Feb, 2.
his sons and other relatives.
to, V.C. R.;
2._Spray.
circle will meet with Mrs. Lizzie Benson
M. A. Wardweil, K. 9.; B. it. Leach, F. S.
was injured badly
Mrs.
James
Campbell
NORTH
DEER
ISLE.
DEER
ISLE.
SOUTH
Wednesday afternoon.
and T.; W. S. Bridges, O.; P
K. Perkins,
last week by falling on the ice.
Spec.
Feb 2.
Samuel Lowe arrived from Rockland 9. W.; H. C.
Capt. Jeremiah Greenlaw is quite ill.
Perry, J. W.; F. B. Mitchell,
has
of
Brooks
Grindle
purchased
Wednesday.
9. B ; J L. Wardweil, J. B.
Mips Grace Dow is ill with measles.
MARIAV1LLE.
Feed pale girls on Scott’s
William Cain the real estate known as
Mrs. Roland Lowe is improving from
Feb. 2.
SCBA.
a severe attack of
has
had
A
Peirce
F.
a
valuable cow reG. A. Frost lost
the Bolton field.
cottage is

for

advertised

Friday

next

Clarence

night.

their wedding trip and for the present will make their home with Mrs. Cousins’ father, A. R. Devereux.

Sick
Blood

_

asthma.

Grover and wife have moved to
Amherst.

Benjaman Frazier,
been

Ellsworth,

of

proved

Many

families in town
a

number with

Henry Jordan

Friday

while

was

on

are

sick

severe

taken

the road

suddenly
to

after a load of spool bars. He
home by Fred Hasten) hl J
critical condition.
Feb 2.

Quite

with

but

colds.

was

in

and

wife,

here

on

Mc-

of

Sunday.

who

has

Miss Julia Norwood, who is spending
aunt, is home on a

visit.
Lunt and Daniel Dow have gone
to Massachusetts to work with W. A.
Clark, who is employed in government
work at Spectacle island.
Thelma.
Feb. 2.
Basil

EDEN.

Charlie Thomas, who went to Boston
the first of January, has found employment as motorman on the electric car.
There will be a poverty ball in Eden
haii Feb. 11. A prize will be given for
the

worst-looking

costumer.

H. L Carter and
from Sargentville.
Leon

the

Leach

Shirley
M.

O.

Saunders and
were

A

bake-

supper will be served in the hall.
T.
Feb. 2

George A. Gray has moved to North PeHe bas broken up housekeeping since his wife died, and will live with
his uncle, C. W. Gray.
Spec.
Feb. 2.
nobscot.

who

suffer

em-

use

landing

of
at

week.

E.

mumps.

The fact that it is the best
preparation of Cod Liver Oil,
rich in

nutrition, full

stimulation is
to

a

The sidewa’k society met at the home of
Mrs. Joel Powers la-4 week. ThU week it
is to meet with Mrs. Frank
Gray.

of

healthy
suggestion as

deceased

it does what it does.
Scott’s Emulsion presents

why

Cod

Liver Oil

fullest

in

its

at

was

a

son

of S.

A.

Jones and

wife, formerly of this place, and married
Miss Mabel S nail, daughter of Georee W.
Small, who, with two children, survives

best,
in

Mrs. Elizabeth H. Thompson celebrated
the ninety first anniversary of her birth

taste.

at her home

women

in

reor-

Dunbar

Bros’, steam mill this week.

singing

on

Wednesday evening,

Jan.

28.

their

There have been no services in the first lesson will be Tnuraday night, Feb. 5.
DeWitt’s Witch Mwl Salve.
Methodist church for the past two SunThe church aid society jgave a seven-cent
The only positive core for blind, bleedto the illness of the pastor,
sociable at the library building Thursday
ing, itching and protruding piles, cuts, days, owing
abrasions
and
all
eczema
Cutter.
Wallace
Rev.
burns. bruises,
evening. It was well attended and a great
Ollhe skin. I>eWitt's Witch Harel Salve
Little Carolyn Perry celebrated her j success.
u made to cure—counter felts are male to
H.
Feb. 2.
sixth birthday J§p. 28 by Inviting several
acdl. Wicks in A Mooei

|

picture
is on

the form of a label
the
of every bottle of
wrapper
Emulsion you buy.

SCOTT

&

BOWNE,

Chemists,
409 Pearl St., New YoA.

running

i

day.

The

remains of Daniel Roberta, of
Brewer, a former resident of this plsoe,
1
were brought here for burial last
Willard O. Fogg, wife and son
Harry, I
of Salisbury Cove, are in town
visiting

Saturday!

a

sieigU^Uat week by

away.

L. Coggins goes to Bangor
Before returning she will
visit her sister Eunice, who is attending
the E. 8. N. 8. at Castiot.
Miss Sara

Wednesday.

A

L.

Gray,

who went

ago,

returned

months

West
last

some

week

four
from

Everett, Wash. He is very favorably impressed with the country and will return
as soon as
he disposes of
bis property
here.

Feb. 2.

Y.

stops t!»«* Couich *4 Ik I Works otT tii« Cold
Laxative Kromo-Qutntne Tablets cure a cold

In

one

<lav

No Cure,

no P*v

FrW

4*#*nt*.

'atbrrt ism. cuts.

him.

least

strength,

his horse

William Jone-died of heart failure at
his home in Beverly, Mass.. Jan. 26.
The

naturally adapted

UOULD8BORO.

in

lost the

day‘last

those

paleness,
by regular

Thursday on business.
The wlutor has oeen very favorable for
Saunders. There bas been no illness of

ganized.
Stave-sawing will begin

one

strength
of good

permanently
peculiar

mother,
Ellsworth

The ladies’ aid society has been

Ferry

Scott’s

and color

NORTH LAMOINE.
iloilie Austin lost

from

Mrs. Thompson is one of five generaBLUEHILL FALLS.
tions now living, four of whom were
teens
are
cured present on this occasion, with many relaMiss Mildred Eaton is visiting friends
in Sedgwick.
of the
disease of the tives and friends, to congratulate her.
Letters and messages from absent friends
Wiley C. Conary is reading law with
blood which shows itself in and tokens of remembrance were received
Judge Chase, of Bluehili.
by “Aunt Betsey”, as she is affectionately
B. A. Gray and wife visited his brother,
weaknessand nervous- called
by all, and numerous gifts were
Rufus Gray, of Orland, Friday.
left by those preaeut. Although nearly
ness,
treatment
Albert Conary closed a successful term
blind, her mental vision, memory and
with Scott’s Emulsion.
of nine weeks’ school Tuesday.
j sympathies are aB keen as ever, and life
Frank
Harding and
Miss Mildred
It is a true blood food and ! still seems to have many charms for her.
Grindle spent last week with tbeir aunt,.
Aunt Betsey lives In the house where she
to the cure w as born, and her
Mrs. William Closson, of North Sedg- is
daughter, Mrs. Mary J.
wick.
of the blood sickness from Haskell, lives with her.
Sub.
Feb. 2.
Feb. 2.
e.
which so many young women
SOMESVILLE.
OTIS.
suiter.
The Somesville sewing circle met with
Everett Higgins was at E. Lally’s last
Mrs. Lester E. Pray lastjFriday by invitaWe will be glad to lend Thursday on his way home to Lamoine.
tion.
l sample to any sufferer.
Benjamin Warren and W. T. Warren, of
George J. Joy, of Northeast«Harbor, will
Eddington Bend, were in town last Frisoon.
The
here
school
Be
that
a
sure
this
In
begin

bis
in

have returned

a

to

Young

is the guest of her

G. Saunders,

“Pemaquid”

propeller while making

Mt. Desert
Feb. 2.

parents, Reuben 8. Leach and wife.
Mrs.

!

Crabtree baa returned home from I

The steamer

Darius Saunders is very smart this winter, but is failing with old age.
D.

wife

Franklin

ployed.

summer.

Ego.

W.

in

were

Salisbury Cove where he has been

any kind thus far this winter.

Charles King, wife and children spent
Sunday In Trsnton visiting friends.
v

bean

People are complaining that their cows
are not doing as well as usual this winter,
and butter is in great demand. It is
said that the bay is not of as good quality as usual, owing to the cold and rainy

Mrs.

flesh

Capt. Charles Thompson arrived home
Boston Thursday.
Mrs. Arthur Libby is the guaH of her
father, George W. Small.
Charles Morey died of consumption at
his home at the Reach on February 1.
Capt. Nathan Lowe is ill with the
measles, and Carlton Powers with the

all

from sick blood.

Miss Martba Balt has been visiting in
Steuben.

SAUNDERS.
I

and

Mrs. Maria Crabtree is ill.

wife

give

to

Emulsion restores the

HANCOCK POINT.

H. A. Ball and

her recent illness.

why

reasons

health

last week.

Feb. 2.

visiting his mother, has returned home.
Mrs. Emma Norwood, of Southwest
Harbor, is visiting Dennis Norwood and

the winter with her

so.

shut down.

weather of the

been

wife.

seriously

the

Miss Margaret Walker, who for the
past year and a half has been in Massachusetts, has returned home.
C.
Feb. 2.

number have been ill with colds

Peirce, who came here expecting
to work on the Settlement, will leave
soon, as work on that plant has been

S.

Ashbury Lopaus and wife have gone
Bear Island for the winter.
Watson Thurston

Howard

Walter

a

WEST THE MONT.

Kinley, visited relatives
Capt. Everard Loot,

Mrs.

attend to her household duties.

brought

still

at

Mrs Van Peirce, who has been critically
ill, Ohs recovered sufficiently to be able to

ill

Waltham

is

a

none

the

a

evening.

Cad well is

Peirce’s this winter.

visiting friends here.

mumps and

in health.

Miss Clara

has

cert at

Emulsion.
We do not need

praise service and conUnion chapel uext Suuday

There will be

Capt. 8. N. Hendrick is somewhat im-

Fred

|

from

town

cently.

i

lives in Holden with her sou, Frank Fogg,
Feb. 2.
Davis.

Capt. R land Lunt is at home for a visit j
to bis family. His vessel, the ‘Pocbasset”, I
is still

I
I

MAN

Mrs. Fogg’s sister, Nancy Jordan.
COUNTY NEWS. | Fogg
will go to
his aged mother,
other
A'«ci
page*•
County

For Additional

for the

nursing.

O

BLOOD DISEASE

Arthur 8. Hooper, one of our highly
Representative A. E. Farnsworth has respected and exemplary young men, died
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
remembered
many of his Thursday after a long and severe illness.
Miss Rose Henderson is quite ill with very kindly
friends here with public documents of Funeral services were held at the Methobilious fever.
interest, which are fully appreciated.
dist church here under the auspices of the
George Bickford, who has been quite
Mrs. Alice Gilley, who has spent the K. of P., of which he was a member.
ill, is improving.
winter with sisters in Brockton, Mass., is Rev. C. E. Petersen officiated. Tne choir
Miss Della Gray, of Bluehill, visited
very much improved in health and expects from West Sullivan ssng. He leavee t
Miss Clara Day this week.
to returu to her home here sometime in
mother, one own brother and a number of

’_

closed Friday

She

training

EAST. LAMOINE.

term of nine weeks.

a

Charles

An ice-cream sociable at the

has

Bridges who has
with erysipelas has recovered.
Jonathan

island

Black

at

The V. I. society met last week with Mrs.
J. B. Cole. The day was stormy, but there
was a good attendance, a fine supper and
an evening of enjoyment.
C.
Feb. 2.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

path against the rumseliers.

New York

s

her

Kodol

Cure
Dyspepsia
Digests
what you eat*

It artificially digests the food and aid*
Nature in strengthening and recon*

structiug

the exhausted digestive organ*. It is the latest discovered digest*
aut and tonic. No other preparation
can approach it in efficiency.
It In*
stantly relieves and permanently cures

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, Gastralgia Crampsand
all other results of i mperfect d igestion.

Price50c. and |1. Large sire contain* CH time*
■mallslse. Bookallaboutdyspepsiamalledrrea
Prepared bj E. C. U«IMITT A CO.. Ct)lcaa»

11

ICC Who Have Used Them
LrtlJ I tO Recommend as the BEST
1»K. KI\(. N
8Ur Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PIUS. J V
danger,
relief,

no

no

pa'a.

for year. »y leading epecialla'a. Hondreda of te*imoniaia. A trial w| 11
convinceyoo of their intrinaic vain*
“»c**e
Hend ten cenle lor .ample and
book. AiU)ruggieu or
mail# .JO boa.

ofauppreaaion.

KING MEDICINE CO

by
Bj< 1930. BOSTON, MKSS.

j
\
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NEWS,
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FROM BUCKSPORT.

tr'iianal
bounty ''cw»,»re oihrr pagr*
1

Death

of

of

ahhville.

lease
an

llft'l has been

Wji'i

III

turn,

Gouldaborn,

wife, of

prPl \ .h
of E J
tbe eue.l«

were

Krancea” arrived
with freight.

Tbeaehunner
laat evening
ftotr. rortland

of Mrs. A. J. Pettea
Tbe many friends
of 'he town are grieved to
In this part

when

on

hospital

well In the

used

was

speaks highly

he

of

exceptionally high

There is but little change In the fuel
situation. There is coal at |15 a ton, but
the

pr’ce

of

the

prohibitive

seems

and the most

people are contei.. with wood
which is cheap.
Capt. W. D. Bennett has been awarded

the contract for

fl.000

to carry tbe mail to

and from

Castlue, service to go in effect
Feb lfi and taking in connections both at
Bucksport and Belfast.

Parties are contemplating establishing
weekly newspaper in town, to be issued
from the printery of R
P. Harriman, if

iu

it.

a

B.

Feb. J.

service with

Mtlbrldge to attend a funeral.
Capt. Joseph Clay, the well-known
Bucksport sea captain, baa been appointed to the commend of the bng
“Jennie Hulhert”, of the Pendleton fleet.

poor

it*

sufficient encouragement in

Wi

*;.i nhow

i.

Tbu

I

Pomona

k

11

will

grange

grange,

the

of

way
be assured.

NORTH CASTINE.
<

Redstone,

R«v. 8. A. Bender preached in the
Methodist church on Sunday,
Rev.
Robert Sutcliffe having been called to

Carlton Ash, who was taken from the
with typhoid
schooner \Sjs» Frances” ill
fever, arrived home la«t night. He is still
health, hut glad to got home. He
tn

Portland, and

of

Mrs. George P. Homer, president of the
October club, represented that organization at the meeting of the Maine Federation at August*.

pounds.

says

ile,

The Hantfago rural delivery route will
increased shortly and extended to the
Dedham
line, thus accommodating a
larger number of people.

ninety pounds, and when sold
when dressed, with hide, lfiO

no”'

pounds,

w
a

be

lell backwards and
a eevere
(be -ina door, receiving quite
Mow.
John Small euld to H G. Young e calf
Jve week* old for ftt, which weighed
-to

of the Robinson house.

mental

lut

neck

Newspaper.
live-year

a

hm8 iHluii h

rank.

while limbing
c«pt Edward Bragdon,
an axe, cut hla thumb quite
0ut» lr.e with
btdly this morning.
wife and son, of East Sul(3 H Hanna,
In tbla pert of the
livan, we™ calling
afternoon.
town Sunday
school at Sullivan
jfl«* Bernice Smith’s
l»"t Friday week, and ahe
CeD,ra o!n»erf
awhlfe.
list home for
School c'oaed Friday afternoon. It waa
of Sullivan
tauBht hv Mia* Agne* Patten,
the pupil* have tbe
Centre, for whom
highest regard.
Mr.. Eliza Hill was taken suddenly til
She
Saturday while at bar work.
her

mm)Wwii

Augustine lleywood has recently passed
civil service examination for depart-

h

her
I8»rn of

struck

w

few days.
The schooner “William H. Jewel!” Is
loading lumber at the steamboat wharf
for a bay port.
William Hubbard who has been employed for Home time past In East Boston
Is at home on a vacation.

Robertson Sunday

“Su«an

ii

Augustus Gray and
N. H are in towu for

bol 4. hatter.
Ihacy, of Sullivan, ia vlalt
MrJ il.tlle
and relatlvea here

jugfriend. and

Kstahlishing

Pe

quite HI.
having

I*

William Hill

Well-known Citizen—Talk

advertising patronage can
The very interesting report is in cir

meet

North Brooksville,

culatlon that

there

shipbuilding

will be

Verona yard this summer; that if
McKay & I)ix do not build, they will

at the

’ay.
er.

Ca-t‘ne prang©

joyed

feast of good

©

! lease to other parties who will do so.
tb ng- Saturday evening. Jan 31. Twenty
Although town meeting is but four
patron** from Highland grange, North
Penobscot, ^h'lred their hospitality, in weeks off, there is nothing heard bo far
It is quite
response to an invitation extended to a< to the probable results.
them tvvo weeks ago. A ride ot nearly probable that the old board of officers
fourteen mile**, with a high wind, and icy will be elected if they choose to serve.
roal-, besprinkled with bare spot©, shows
A new station Is being built at flinck’s
tbe “tuff grangers ©*•© made of, and that
landing where something of the kind has
defeat 1“ a word not known among them. been needed for a
long time. The new
The nnwirr *>f Hta»e Master Gardner and stri-cture will be
quite ornate when comwlf<- added much to the Interest of the
pleted, in fact, the Handsomest station ou

I

inc* it!

it

entertaining grange,
y app”* dated, as was also the harftist which followed.

wrh
vest

have

Interior of the Sunset house.

N. Coombs .vent to Friendship Friday
after a new Caning boat, which he has had

engine

in

his

a

new

gasoline launch.

unset-

business.

The death of Capt. Samuel Snow, a welland long-time resident of this
town, occurred Sunday after a compara-

built there.

put

still

is

case

lnghascomeof it. The route is covered
by the steamer “Golden Rod”, Capt. Bennett, which makes good connections and
furnishes satisfactory service at preseot,
but will be inadequate for the sumtiur

Thorndike & Htx have been buying
mu*** ’j shocked out, and
are
packing
them.

Nelson Coomb.-, has

college

or

H. Crossland,

being tied up at her do« k
since the third day of January.
There
have been several attempts at arbitr ti"h
between Capt.
Bennett and Engineer
Ktrst, the equal owners, but bo far uotb-

J.

f§

is W.

tled, the boat

at the Sunset house.

the

technical school

successor

“Merryroneag”

The

sev-

Cousin© ha© been painting and

R. W.
psp-rmg

a

resigned his position and
Saturday nigut.

services on

of Dexter.

discharged

Unity and wife, of Bar Harbor,

>n

visaing

his

Ills

course.

during tbe'last week.

neu

Cm
are

o.

has

O

will take

He

L.

Kvhii &

P

U

completed

STONINGTON.
a

M
eral

|f

tbe

Feb. 2.

|
|

Bucksport brsneh.
A. Percy Hunt, for the past four years
postal clerk oti the Bangor and Buckspott

the

greater activity

An excellent programme,

ingr'- re-work

preset,ltd by

f

to

jouglit,

t

•••

remarks will bean

timely

H’**

occas’'0.

known

Globe

J. C. Har-

tively brief but severe illness of brain
purcb *ed the old unglue.
trouble. Capt. Snow was fifty-nine years
The nail-keg election© have commenced
old and a native of Castine, but the most
again in the ©tore© here. They have *1in this
and
of bis life has been
mon

reHd) elected almost

Capt.

Alvah

mand of

the

a score

Capt. Webster, formerly

|

will take command ol
In tbe spring.
Feb. 2.

|
|

a

of that
new

steamer,

yacht

©team

Capt.

W.

death

was

charge

and

master

j schooner “Good Intent”.
| known along the coast
!
|

He

of

the

was

well

highly

and

by all with whom he
He leaves

business contact

a

came

in

wife end

one

term.

afternoon, January 26, the stua half-holiday.
Many went
straw
ride to Alamooaook, while
on
a
others took advantage of the fine skating
Monday

dents

on

enjoyed

Silver lake.

“Among

BIRCH HARBOR.

^8pt.

James B. Higgins, an old aud
^P^cteU citizen, who lias outlived bis
•Hon. j “turee score
years and ten", died
Jan 3d after a
long Illness, having been
confined to tbe bouse most of tbe time
tor about six
He has been tenyears.

deriy cared

for by bis wife aud daughter.
We was a member of
tbe Winter Harbor
lodge, F. and A. M., and was buried with
masonic honors.
2.
Spec.

DEER ISLE.
who
■^rtburis M. Scott,
0st°n,
conductor
a

,

lately
on

moved to

one

of

tbe

surface lines of the elevated
railway. He
a car iu
tbe district that includes

Jun«
orchester avenue, Asbmout and

M

ilton,

epouset and Field's Corner.

ani0llVa*eSCenCe

ufler Pn°umoula, typhoid fever
llie
lc ftUn,t'time*
merely apparent, not
re
make it real and raplu, there Is no
B°
to be recommended as
t»ly
H Wa
Sarsaparilla. Thousand* so testify.

?rli>

Hood**—AM.

Coui^hs aud colds down to tbe very bordeilatui
coufcuiupu°u, yte|,j lo m,, soothing, healing
u^hces of Dr. Wood's
Norway Bine Syrup.

the

BreakersV

This

well-

play will be given 'n
12, by the members of
Emery
the athletic association, under the direction of Mrs. F. K. Fuller.
known amateur

hall Peb.

The

Rulalian

society

gave

an

entertain-

Thursday evening, January 29. in
the Methodist vestry on Fr«nlHin street.
After the programme, ice-cream and cake
were served and games played.
ment

The E. M. C. 8. presrf club at its last
as
follows:
officers
meeting elected
President. Raymond Fellows; vice-presiMuriel
dent, A. L. Harris; secretary,
Young; treasurer Bertha Haywood.
It requires
shoulders to

a

head hetler

stand

success

screwed

on

the

than to endure

misfortune.
There
no more

are people
significance

whose

signature has

at the end of

of Insults than in has value at
tom of

I

owner

port

number of years In
at the time of his

—

John Williams, manager of tbe clan:
factory, has a crew at work getting logs.
They will commence building as soon as
pOBsioie.
Feb- 2.
8. M. 8.

h

coasting trade,

a

and

Holt i© In Bo«ton.
SEMINARY NOTES.
Jack McGregor has returned from Massacbused is.
Arthur L. Harris has lately arrived at
|
Rum ti«m nond ha-* been very ill, but the seminary *nr the final examinations
j
to
improving.
j preparatory for the entrance at tiie spring

Elliot Sperry nud MUs Blanche Hagen
were the guests of Mrs. Minnie Hatch at
East Sullivan last week.

j

the

for

was

A. B

factory.

\

He

sea.

brother, George Snow, of Owl’s Head.
I The funeral was held Tuesday afternoon.

William Hammond is attending high
school at Winter Harbor.
Edrti** Hoop* r, who iias been seriously
111 ©lth
pneumonia, is ©lowly recovering.
Mr- Rainsdetl, of East port, ha© moved
here He will have
of tbe sardine

!

at

esteemed

SOUTH GOULDSBOKO.

|

spent

of selectmen.

Barbour has taken comsteamer *‘Uov. Bodweil”.

a

a

letter

the bot-

check.

Many ppople make a noise for tha simple reason that, like drums, they are
empty. Many others who think themselves deep are only hollow.
Unrighteousness is preferable to selfman
uorighteous
and Immay Bee the error of his wsys
The self-righteous man is unprove.
tesehable, uncharitable, unloving, unlovable and unlovely

righteousness.

The

One Minute Cure gives relief in one
minute, h-cause It kills the microbe which
tickles the mucous membiane, uausiug the
the
cough, and at the same time clears anu
phlegm draw s out the inflammation
Out
d
parts.
heals and «ooth a the affectMinute Cough Cu e is pleasant to take
harmless ar,a good alike for young and
old. WlCKlIN & MOOHE.

STORY OF A FAMOUS POEM.

FIFTHLY AND LASTLY
ICopyrlght,

Flr«t
Orny’ii “Elegy”
Public Apprarunee.
One of the most celebrated of eighteenth century [<ocms, Gray's "Elegy,”
made Its first public appearance In the
shape of a hurriedly printed pamphlet,
which was sold for sixpence. This publication was the result of a curious
race for priority.
Gray t uipleted the
poem some time In 1750, but had no
immediate Intention of publishing it.
A copy, however, found its way Into
the hands of a Mr. Owen, the publisher and propriety of the Magazine of
Magazines, a recently established periodical, and he wrote to the poet Btating his Intention of printing It in his
magazine, and asking his co-operation.
The propos • was not at all agreeable
to Gray, but, seeing that publication was
inevitable, he wrote at once to Horace
Walpole explaining the circumstance
and asking him to get Dodsley to print
It Immediately, but without the author’s name.
Walpole handed the
poem to Dodsley on Feb. 12, 1781, and
on the 20th a copy was in Gray’s hands
at Cambridge, so that It was probably
published In London on the 18th or
10th. The Magazine of Magaxlnet for
February: according to the then custom, was published toward the end Of
the month, and may have come out on
the same day. The rival editions must
have appeared, it Is pretty safe to say,
within a few hours of each other. The
action of the magazine editor was
hardly Justifiable, but It laid the reading world under a debt of obligation
by forcing the poem Into print. Several original copies of the “Elegy” in
the poet's writing are In existence.
One, which was sold for $1,150 at
Sotheby's in 1875, was especially interesting from the number of corrections and erasures made by the author’s hand. In this manuscript Gray
had substituted “Cromwell” and “Milton” for “Caesar and “Tully” as he had
originally written. Ills friend Mason
is said to have suggested this alteratlon as well as the title of the poem,
which Gray at first simply called
“Stanzas."—Golden Penny.
How

by the S. S. McClure
Company.]
Colonel Disbrow and the Widow
Rogers, both of the U. S. A., met ftithe first time in Paris. Colonel Disbrow wag fifty years of age, tall and
1M2.

angular.

The Widow Rogers was ten
and roily poly.
With
(years
her daughter of sixteen she was makyounger

ing a European trip under the chnpereimge of her brother, Mr. Fitch.
Colonel Disbrow had been loitering
around Paris for a month when the
other party arrived. He felt It his duty
to make an early call and let them
know that “Colonel John Disbrow,

Montgomery, Ala., U. 8. A.,” wag In
town and glad to gee a fellow American.
He bnd been In the presence of
the Widow Rogers Just tblrty-slx minutes when he decided that she was the
who

would do honor to Ids
name as a second wife.
Colonel Disbrow was a man of action, but he was posted on the conventionalities.
He meaDt to offer Mrs.
Rogers his heart and cotton fields, but
as she had a brother who was now her
natural protector be would go to the
brother first.
He didn't waste five
minutes In beating about the bush, but
as soou as he could light a cigar and
get his ft-et up on the railing of the
veranda he began:
"Mr. Fitch, 1 have fallen In love with
yo'r sister, and I want yo'r permission
to ask her hand in mnrriuge.”
“She will refuse you. colonel.”
“She may, snh."
“But go ahead If you wish.”
“Thank yo’, snh.”
Two hours later the colonel stood In
the presence of the widow in the hotel
parlor and said:
“Mrs. Rogers, I have asked yo’r
brother’s permission to address yo' on
the subject of marriage. The fact is,
I have fallen in love with vo’ and
crave the honor
of making yo’ my
wife.”
Mrs. Rogers was more than surprised, hut she managed to refuse him
without lacerating his feelings.
“Very well, ma'am, very well,” replied the colonel as he w ithdrew. “It
is perhaps a little sudden, and I will
give yo’ time to think it over.”
At the end of ten days he renewed
his offer and met with a like refusal.
Some men would have jumped their
hotel hill and started for America by
the next steamer, but the colonel was
not one of that sort.
Although far
from Intruding on the party, he kept
pace with them as they traveled and
met them every day or two.
In Switzerland lie came over to their hotel one
afternoon and proposed for the third
time.
There was no change in the answer.
But If he was persistent in bringing
about embarrassing situations be was
also earnest and respectful, and as be
took bis departure she reflected that a
woman might do worse than to say
yes to him.
A fortnight passed, and the Fitch
purty moved on to Milan. Colonel
Dlsbrow moved on at the same time
to the same place.
They had been in
Milan a week when he strolled into
the hotel one day aiid found Mr. Fitch
on the veranda and sat down beside
woman

lUflai Notices,.

1 HE PIANO TUNER.

.Made

Wliy He l.l'ft

In

a

t.ililnu

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has beer duty appointed ad minis-*
trator of the
estate of E. Webster French*
late of Tremont, in the county of Hancock:
deceased, and given bonds as tbe law directa.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imBartlmtt W. Brown. J
mediately.
January 6, 1903.

I^TTK

Hurry After I-'ln-

IIim

Job,

A lmly stepped Into a piano wnrerootn recently to engage a tuner, but
before doing so insisted upon the strongest assurance that the tamer was responsible. She was so determined that
the manager became curious to know
the reason for her disbelief in the reliability of tuners. She gave her experience with the last tuner she had,
and this Is the story ns she told it:
He had finished tuning the piano
when he looked up and said:
“Your Instrument was In awful condition. You ought to have sent for me
sooner.”
“It was tuned only three months

IH E subscribers, Frederic N. Goddard, of
1 Koslyn, Long Island, State of New Yor*
and Frederic De I*. Foster, of Tuxedo, in mi
slate of New York, hereby give notice th
they have been cl uly appointed executors L
the last will and testament of Mary J. Vfrt*
Doren, late of Bar Harbor, in tbe county tit
Hancock, Htate of Maine, deceased, no bontjbs
being required by lb® terms of said will. Tito
subscribers residing out of tbe State of Maine
have appointed Luere B. Dea*y, of Eden,
Hancock county. Mfnine, whose address is BaV
Harbor. Maine, their agent and attorney, far
the purposes set forth in revised statutes ql
All persoitH
Maine, chapter 84, section 41.
having demands against the estate of sfifcf
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Frederic N. Goddard
January 0, 1903. Frederic Dr P. Foster.

ago.”
"Then the man who did It certainly
didn’t know his business.”
“No?”
“No. ma’am. He had better be doing street cleaning than tuning pianos.
Why, my dear madam, a delicate instrument like a piano needs fingers
equally delicate to handle It, combined
with an ear of unerring accuracy. The
Individual who attempted to tune this
Instrument last evidently possessed
neither of these. In fact, I am free to
say he did It more barm than good.”
"Indeed.”
"Indeed he did. May I ask who It
was who so abused your instrument?”
“It was yourself.”
I never
"Madam, you are wrong.
tuned a piano in this house before.”
“Probably not, but you tuned that Instrument nevertheless, or made a botch
It beof It In attempting to do so.
longs to Mrs. Jones, who sent It here
while she Is out of town. She told me
you always had tuned it and to send
for you when”—
But the unhappy man fled with such
haste us to make his coattails a good
substitute for a card table.—Philadelphia Musician.

subscribers, W. L. Remick, of Ellaworth, Maine, and Henry B. Remick, Qf
Somerville, Massachusetts, hereby give nottCb
that they have been duly appointed executa&V

THE

of the last will and testament of Lewi? &.
Remick. late of Ellsworth, in the coanty q|
Hancock, Maine, deceased, no bondti Utlnjf
reauired by the terms of said will
I. Henry
B. Remick, one of the executors, residing oak
of the State of Maine, in Somerville, ftftUKMfcebusetts. do hereby state that I have apjolnS*
ed said W. L. Remick. of Ellsworth. VI ddfeu
my agent and attorney in the State of MalniAll persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present tike
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make
payment immedt
w. L. Remiqk.
Henry B. Re mmdir.
January 15,1908.

subscriber, Emma Dean Powell, q!
X
Washington, D. O., hereby givrs mtfftp
that she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of John Vjfc.
i Powell, late of Washington, D. C., deceased
no bonds
required by the terms of satflF
| will; and being
that she has appointed John A.
j Peters, jr., of Ellsworth, Maine, her •♦gent
within the 8tate of Maine, under the pro-,
visions of 8ection 41 of Chapter 64, RevisfidT
Statutes of Maine.
All persons having tar
mands against the estate of said deceases
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Emma Dean Powell.
January 17, 1903.

|

i

In the District Court of the United Stuies for
the District of Maine.
In the n atter of
) In
William P Putnam,
Bankruptcy.
1
Bankrupt,
To the creditors of W'illiam F. Putnam, S’
Bucksport, in the county of Hanccct: ana
district aforesaid, bankrupt.
OTICE is hereby given that on the
'VJ
s v
day of January, a. d. 1903, the sivial
William F. Putnam was duly adjudged bankrupt, upon petition filed in said court by
him on the 20th day of January, a d. lifflL
and that the first meeting of his creditors
will he held at No. 20 State street, F.ll£~
worth, Hancock county. Maine, on the 2 fat
day of February, a. d. 1903, at 10 o’clock fa
the forenoon, at which time the said creditors'
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt and transit
such other business as may properly coe&o
before said meeting.
John B. Redman,
■Tan. 29. 1903.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

J

J
:

SSbcrtiscmnits.

A WORD TO FARM TOILERS.

2tfyi

DEER IN THF WOODS*
Their

PAINES CELERY

Appearance Deceive* All bnt
the Old Ilanter.

Next to the difficulty of comprehending the wonderful senses of the deer is
that of understanding how one looks in
the woods. Your ideas are necessarily
taken from pictures or from stuffed
deer or tame ones in a park. You are
almost certain to be looking for a deer,
whereas you might better lie looking
In the woods you
for anything else.
Beldom see half of a deer and generally
much less, often only a part of the
shoulder, or only an ear over a log or a
leg under it, a bit of rump projecting

COMPOUND
The Home Friend of the

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
In the matter of
Aurni K L. Sionk,
In Bankruptcy.
After ihe labors and t< iU of tlie summer time,
)
Bankrupt,
To the creditors of Arthur L. Stone, of Buckaand
of crops in the early autumn,
port, in the county of Hancock, and cfW
many of our farmers, their wives, daughters, j trict aforesaid. bankrupt:
and sons, find themselves in a condition of
that on the ‘x&h
■'V'OTICEof is hereby given
health demanding careful attention it suffering
January a. d. 1903, the *:ua
day
Arthur L. Stone was duly adjudged bankis to he avoided later on.
Many experience rupt upon a pet 1>ion filed in said court
trouble in some form; v.ith s; me the i by him on the 20ih day of January, a. d.
liver is torpid; there is biliousness, nan: aa, and and that ihe first meeting of his creditors
will be held at No. 20 Slate street, Kilsevomiting, with loss of appetite and depression 1 worth, Hancock county, Maine, on tlje
of spirits.
lli '-nnds who have been expos 1
21st day of February, a d 1903, at 9 o’c^'ct: tn
forenoon, at which time the said creditors
to cold, damp wi:and rains while
toiling in ! the
may attend, prove their claims, appoint "a
the harvest fields, now feel the twinge
r
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transit
terrible rheumatism; others run down by Mich other busim ss as may properly cotfte
beiore said meeting.
John B. Redman,
ate
Worry, ovcrwoik, and irregular
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Jan. 29, 1903.
tormented with the pangs of
To the thousands of run down,
and In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
half dead men and women in farm homes we
Tn the matter of
)
recommend with all honesty and confidence
Horace E. Buck,
In Bankruptcy,
the worker's friend, Faille's
Con pound,
)
Bankrupt.
To the creditors of Horace E. Buck, of BujJyethe
medicine that can
and fully
port, in t he count' of Hancock and distrfrt
restore
to the weak
and \igoi to

Farmer and His
harvesting

say:
“Suh. my love for yo'r sister has nqt
decreased in the slightest, and I am
somewhat hopeful tliut her feelings to
ward me may have undergone a change
Have I yo'r permission
for the better.
to address her again on the subject
nearest my heart?”
“Don’t you think that three times
ought to settle the matter, colonel?”
"Under ordinary circumstances—yes;
hut this is an extraordinary case, suh.
an extraordinary case.”
Mr. Filch couldn’t see how or why.
but he gave his permission, aud the
colonel ascended to the parlor to dishadn't
Widow
cover
that
Rogers
changed her mind, lie retreated for
the fourth time in good order.
That night the party left for a week
Colonel
in the shadow of the Alps.
They
Disbrow was not with them.
had been In Novi three days when
they took a drive toward the Bocbetta
vehipass, and within two hours their
cle was held up by live brigands of

|

j

dieting,
dyspepsia.
sickly,

the
the
the
the

only
strength

muscles.

Fame's

stomach; it

Celery
quickly
body
Celery Compound

[

aforesaid, bankrupt.

tones

''V'rOTICE is hereby given that on the
1903, the .-vim
clay of January, a. d
Horace L. Buck was duly adjudged bankrndL
upon a petition filed in said court by him®
the 17‘.h day of January, a. d. 1903. and tfi®
the first meeting of his creditors will he ht Hi
at No. 20 State street, Ellsworth,
Hancock
county, Maine, ou the 21st day of February,
a
d. 1903, at 9 o’clock in the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prd\B
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
bankrupt, and transact such other business
as may properly conic before said meeting.
John B. Redman,
’a" ''o.icpo
Referee in Bankruptcy..

poisonous acids from
blood which cause rheumatism; it feeds
weak and diseased nerves and 1 anishes
neuralgic tortures; it purifies the blood and
gives true vitality and life. The use of Fame's
Celery Compound in autumn means the establishing of a perfect physical vigor to withstand
the rigors of a severe winter.
removes

diamond'd YES

for children's clothes arc most serviceable. They
color jackets, coats, capes, ribbons, stocking's*
as well as
dresses. No o'hcr dyes equal Diamond Dyes in variety of uses* they never

In li e District court of the United States
the District of Maine.
In the matter of
1
In Bankruptcy.
Edgar E. Scammon,

disappoint.

Bpeci.il

The Hint Wn* Taken.

-L

—

Nasal

CATARRH

In all its stages there
should be clean.mess.

Ely’s Cream

Balm

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh ami drives
away a coid iu the head

I

To the creditors of Edgar E. Scammon, ^61
Franklin, in the county of Hancock antf
district aforesaid bankrupt.
that on the 2fth
'\TOTIUEof is hereby a.given
.1^ day January, d. 1903, the said Edgsr
E. Scammon was duly adjudged bank runt,
upon a petition filed in said court by him pj»
the 20tb dav of January, a. d. 1903, ar d that
ttie first meeting of his creditors will be LM®
at No. 20 State
street. Ellsworth, Haneoek
count'
Maine, on the 21st day of February,
a. d. 19C3, at 9 o’clock in the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prente
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the
bankrupt, and transact such other busings
as may properly et me before said meeting.
John B. Redman,
Jan. °9,190?.
Referee in Bankruptcy

AM'BICAN

ADS

^uick’y.
Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure fodows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.
over

Just Took It.
"I think I've earned a kiss,” he said.
The lights burned low. the hour was lata
fiho whimpered w:ik averted head.
’Tie not worth while to arbitrate.”

PAY BEST
TRY

ONE

iUiUcrtiscmcnla.

—Judge.
Acquired
has a will

by Marriage.
of his own, they

“lie
Fay.”
"Yes. It came to him with his wife.’
Post.
—Chicago
Good Shot.
"What should 1 pop?" the hunter
As he strolled along with her,
Anil she responded, blushing red,
"Perhaps the question, sir!”

said.

Generally one’s
to see,
it.

eyes see wbat they want
especially if they ought not to see

When

red-headed

a

it

temper,

women can

A

ot ber

shows

is in

bow

a

EXCLUSIVE

FEATURE

sweet

deceitful

be.

woman

whom she

ing:
••Would yo’ have any objections, suh,
to my speaking to yo'r sister again on
the subject or marriage?”
“For the fifth time?” queried the

just

woman

can

wants

learn to love any
to take away from

man
some

woman.

Vanity begs for an invitation where it
Is not wm ted, ami then timers itself that
it is honored.

broth*’.
“For the fi’th time, suh."
“Aud the last time?”
“And the last time, suh.”
And the colonel s tight an Interview
and spoke, and truly it was for the
last time. She was won then and there.
CYRUS DIC RICK SON.

Mv

dear

people

w

ho

hoy, don’t you know that the
rn*d mv
bi cks don’t know

even as mu ah

(O
u

I

w.

U.c

h

s

?

y/'&rv
4

>

...

» hw

nn

i.ti

remedy that

is^~

every box of the genuine
Tabl^to

cores »

cold

iu

one

for

[)

Bankrupt,

We have n
department of advice, and
will answer free any question* about dyeing.
Send sample of goods when possible.
Direction bonk and 45 dyed samples free.
DIAMOND DYES, Burlington, Vt.

Johnnie XIcCraw was a bit of a character in a country village in the north
of Scotland. He lived on the charity
of the villagers, but sometimes found
It particularly hard work to do so.
One day. when the springs of sympathy seemed to have dried til). Johnnie made his way to the house of the
local doctor and said:
“I've come to get a' my teeth taken
oot, doctor.”
"Dear me!” said the medical man.
“What's wrang wl’ them?”
“Oh, they’re a’ richt. but I’ve nae
nse for them; I’ve naething to eat.”
“Yes,” said the doctor, who saw the
Joke; "here’s sixpence for you to get a
loaf.”—Pearson’s.

the dirtiest and most picturesque type.
While Mr. Fitch was searched, his
arms tied behind him. the widow and
daughter were robbed of their jewelry
and told that they would be held for
ransom.
Brigandage in that part of
Italy was supposed to he a lost art.
hut here was a beautiful specimen of
a holdup within a few miles of a suminei hotel and a company oi’ soldiers.
All was ready to eouduet the captives
Into the fastnesses of tlie mountains
when Colonel Dishrow appeared upon
The hero of a
the hack of a mule.
dozen battles took in the situation with
military eye, and he moved down on
the enemy with commendable promptThere was no mistaking his purness.
Into the
pose as he rushed his mule
thick of his enemies aud opened tire
with a six shooter. When he had killed
Ills.
one and wounded two. victory was
The ladies were too overcome and
Mr. Fitch was top mad to be agreeable companions on the way hack to
Novi. As for Colonel Dishrow. he figured that Ids time for talking would
It did. flu the aftercome later’fen.
noon of the third day he casually observed to Mr. Fitch as they sat smok-

j

kidney

from a bush or a head and bit of the
neck reaching up for leaves. The arcade of maple lit up by the scarlet of
the ginseng and bush cranberry, the
little arbor where the wild hop is yellowing over the thorn apples on which
half a dozen ruffed grouse are taking
their breakfast, the edge of the pool
where the trout flashes through the
water over which the chelone is si ill
nodding, or the darksome glade where
the golden petals of the witch hazel
are closing the floral march of the year
would all make lovely frames for that
charming artist's deer with individual
hairs all glistening, the dark dewclaws shining, and even the split in the
hoof flashing artistic light from its
edges. But the glittering tines, the
proud neck of the sculptured war
horse, the shaggy chest and bulging
rump with tail full of shining hairs
are not there except at long intervals
when you may rout an old fool out of
bed and get him twisted as to the
points of the compass.—T. S. Van Dyke
In Outing.

him to

Family,

I

|

.w.mtaniRU.

SERIOUS^CASE^

A

Of Catarrhal
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(Continued from page 5.)

BLUE HILL.

Cured.

Dyspepsia

County Sett*

For additional

I-—--

A peu-iou
granud Mary
K

K-v

Sunday

ill.
has

month

a

Mary

bought oat the
Nash, and the business will

cation went to

asso-

Sedgwick Saturday and
Waif” to a full

bouse.

and

^
Congregational circle was enter
talned in the vestry la*t Thursday by Mrs.
L J. Osgood. Mrs. P. S. Paraer and Mrs.
Austin Parker.
The

LEONARD

of fire was sounded Monday
night about 6 o’clock. A fire started by
accident in tbe atlic of E met Young’s
bou*e, but wa« soon extinguished.
An alarm

_i

F. VERDERY, Real Estate

and Renting Agent, of Augusta, Ga., |

■writes;

The revival meetings held last we* k
attended and many of tbe
were well
young people have become Interested in
Rev. Mr. Drew, of Sedgwick, is
them

“With many others I want to add my
testimonial to the wonderful good Pemna has d«*ne me. I have been a gTeat
raff^fer from catarrhal dyspepsia. I assisting in tbe evening services a&siti
tried many physicians, visited a good this week.
munv Springs, but I believe Peruna has
M.
Feb 3.
done more for me than all of the above
POINT.
OAK
put together. I feel like a new person.
I have taken the Peruna and Manalin !
George Colson is ill with a fever.
tor^her and always export to have a 1
Leand~r Dyer, of Northeast Harbor, ha?
bottfe in my home.”—LEONARD F. i beer* in t^wn on business

VERDERY.
C^npr#i*man

gentlemen

few

a

He

remarks.

was

ought to pass.
On motion of Mr.

Barriil, of Ellsworth,
the rules were suspended, I he bill, an act
in relation to the powers of the lv«i n
River Light, Gas and Power Co., received

large.

very

and such deat b

employee,
taneous,

feriDg,

preceded by

is

or

is

and if there

not

iustan*

counties.

motion by the same senator, petition
E P Emerson and others for aid to
screen Aiamooeook lake, wa« taken from
tbe table, and on further motion by the
name st nator, t he petition was referred to
tbe committee on inland fisheries and

conscious sof

On

is

any person who
would have been entitled to bring an ac-

tion

representative

legal

the

employee

may,

under tbe

provisions

in

the

of

said

action

of

the

game.
In the

Virginia.
with bis nephew, Jobn^Dolliver.
House Mr. Mills introduced hie
Congressman B. B. Doviner, from
bill re sting to caucuses and meetings of
Aubrey L. Al’ey and wife visited tbelr
Wh clmg. West Virginia, in a letter
parents, Mr. and Mrs. David Alley, person for w hose negligence an era' lover political parties.
▼ritton from Washington, D. C., says:
is liable under the provisions of section
recently.
On motion of Mr. Burrili.of E’lswortb.
*
•‘I join with my colleagues in the
Miss Mary McFarland who has been 1 of tbe act, an employee is instant- bill, an act to amend section 1 of chapter
House of Representatives in recomor
dies
without
conscious
sufly
killed,
18 of tbe public laws of 1896 relating to
relatives, has returned to her
mending your excellent remedy, Pe- visiting
fering. bis widow nr, if he leaves no insurance, was taken from the table, and
home at B*r Harbor.
runa. as a good tonic, and aiso an
at
the
time
his
next
of
kin, who,
widow,
1

effective cure for catarrh.99
Catarrh assumes different phases in
different seasons of the year. In the
rammer the stomach and bowels suffer
the of tones t as the seat of the trouble.
Peruna cures catarrh wherever located.
If you do not derive prompt and satisfactory results from the use of Peruna.
▼rite at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
foil statement of your case and he will
be pleased to give you his valuable advice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
The Hartman Sanitarium. Columbus, 0.

]
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If

called borne to

Newport,

where
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have

employer

visiting relatives.

been

Capt. John Dolliver

join

have gone to Bar Harbor to
schooner **A. E. Whitmore”.

Feb. 3.

shall not

the

TRENTON.

Hopkins

born

to

Charles

B.

daughter
James -nd wife Sunday, Feb. 1.

King, of Bar Harbor, i« visit- (

Miss Helen

ing

L°w»s
fr

her mother, Mrs

j*

Francis McGown.

G'ogins
In Wa

en ts

t

representative

is home from

Sunday

spent

bring action.

sea.

with

The bill

Mr. Garland and his son, of Ellsworth
Falls, were in town Sunday.

time, place and cause of the injury is
given to the employer within sixty days,
and the action is commenced within one

.s*

to her

at

home

accompanied by

here,

her

ping

MOUTH

in

Miss Label! Jordan, after a short vacation, has returned to her school in La-

with her.

OF

THE

wife

There was h chopping nee at Mrs Clara
York*-’* one afternoon last Meek, and a
the evening.
party
wood

»o

Molt

b;s foot

cut

the wood*

w

day

one

hi*e

Mrs.
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M-irk M'lliken

w*s
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by
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Bar

of
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burned
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well
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verely
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as can
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Percy Garland,
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KIDNEYS\

BLOOD

/

to set iff the town of Isle
islands

«
•

the

Fvery reader of thfs paper cr.it have a trial
bo'-'.lc ot this wonderful Medicine and o

tu
pt-it oiu-je address to the DR. DAVID
Rordov*
COR FOR ATION.
DY
K1
S V it
mentioning this paper. 'Jhe pr b,,r

this

UBBRiL

UPPER.

David Fennedr’* #a !
NEW SO CKN T blZ*£ and 1

A II dn.*re1«t* sell Dr.
vor. e iietucay iu the
the n nui*r $i-Ou size

•

bottles.

oar

Sooi->y

cf

Col ectioa
Consecration Service,
South Eeiiobscot

bottle.

an-

on

linger.

E

K

aisc

to

Do.

the

vole

same seuaior

motion of

committee

on

j

ntr-’tf ucert

a

15c

12 1-2c.
17 1 -ttc.

Cotton Underwear.

and over,

15.00

celebrated Defender Underwear,
You can buy
for this sale.

specially
for

lowing prices: $4.99, $7 und #IO,
this being a reduction of nearly oucb&lf.

| fin Plain and Trimmed Corset Covers
'U"
and Children’s Drawers.

French Corset Covers, Night
Downs—tucked yoke, cambric
i®po*»iMe
Ci i»*e
and
neck
sleeves;
■
UlS a detailed description of rutile round
Cambric Drawers trimmed with ruffle
Furs, we have decided to make a reor hamburg.
duction of 25 per cent, from former
prices.
/On Square Neck
Night Gown.
French Corset Cover, Short
Corset Cover, Cambric Drawers.
WAIST SACRIFICE.
TCn
^3“

to give

's

$1.12

2.00
2.50
4.50 and 5.00

•*

Muslin Night Gowns-empire
Drawers.
neck
or
square
1.50 Skirts. Corset Covers—trimmed,either
1.99
lace or hamburg.
7C«
,3"

1-2

9.49

These are remarkable bargains, at
least olio-third under the regular selling price. While writing this we
concluded to put two other lots on sale

STRIPED WAISTINGS.
our

Waistings

50c

92 l-2c
59c

at

—one at 08c. the other at >(<l.+8.
79e The nse lot is reduced from $1.50; the
$1.48 lot reduced from $2.

75c
1.00

are

a",„Trketl

100 Eiderdown Dressing Sacks at
79c_the dollar kind; the $1.50 and $-•
kind at oOc. No other price on any oi

(JURAT WKAI’PKK SAL!
Wrappers

at 59e.

were

them.

Wrap

These

heavy

Vests

and

It is a little early to advertise Spring
Goods, but we beg to call your auction to the fact that we are receiving
an elegant line of White Goods (foi
Waists', ranging in price from 20c to
$1. Many novelties among them that

j

Hants—regular
special, 39c
Misses' and Children’s Vests and
Pants—regular 25c and ;50c quality:
special, 1 !>c and 39c.

our 2oc

in

Mnciprv

IlvJOldyj

we

cashmere, reduced to 19c.
50c

Hosiery,
Hosiery in

39c.

or

All of onr

applies to all
men,
boys,

This

stock for
women, misses or children.

—

|

A

a
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Mr.

couuties.
wh»cb

ws*

referred

to

Thk Ki.i.sivorth American
[The only ooujrrr paper.]

imported.

We shall also open 40

styles

of new

FLANNELS

SCOTCH

at :t7 l-2o. An elegant line of Oinc
hams and Percales, Paces and Em
Some new Press Goods
broideries.
which will lie scarce later in the sea
and unable to be pro. ured.

These goods

are

entirely

will lie offered at reduced

new, and

prices

a

As a money saver, January will lxbanner month to our customers.

»id

seem to be tlie proper vehicle to purchase just now. but another spring
010mg. and you may want a single or a double team wagon. It will t*ay
y »t: to buy it now, because you caa save froiu oue-tourth u> one-third wluu
w ill cost you then.
w

i'<

f

C

Harness
you must
tliat defy

have, summer
competition.

or

winter.

Fur Coats
most

ami Mats I

A

SIDE
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i

\

believe

Water

at

prices

,T||T

can

1 have

T T t

j

sell you

l
as

cheap

Just received

a

as

anyone,

and

cheaper than

carload of press.

<lha> and straw.

T

T

T

4

J

\

Maloney,

Street,
_»■

4

J

n. E.

“1

*1
7

j

single and double,

--

FOR

|

.j

*1
I have tliem.

Fur Robes
r

t<*

early buyers.

GALLERT.

Ellsworth, j

....j

&

Your True “L. F.” Atwood’s
Bitter' a valuable remedy
for biiious heailacnes or indigestion”
writes
Mrs. F. R.

>

AMERICAN

HANDSOME ROCKER

ADS

FREE !
With'f&.«0 order of Spices
Soaps. Tea. Coffee amt other
light Groceries. Also ©the»
Preminna.

so

Mr. Mil's, of S’onlngton,

MM,

was

Sleigh

I

swamp-Root,
V., on every

of

referred to the

limited quantity

We were on the lookout for them, and
secured them.

son,

LINEN and HOUSEKEEPING GOODS
Towels, Napkins, Table
Linen,
Now is
Quilts, Crashes. Tickings.
your time to buy your supply.

M.

shall lie unable to show later, a>

only

either

cotton

GOODS.

SPRING

in our stock at $1.

S£sa,Mi Underwear

Allof

—

by Mr. Buck
referring the fore-

same senator, the same was

I>rew*

is

8c.
1 <>c.

25c

motion

on

In the House
Rev

duck

|

We liave secured another lot of the

UDllS* 00*15-“*^:

counties.

county of Hancock and annex said town
to the county of Knox, which had been
tabled pending reference, was taken from
the table; aud, on further motion by toe

Miik, Beifatt

Mizpth

d

a■

Knox,
Staples,
petition of A. E Turner and others t«
off ibe town of Isle au Haul from lb*

8

ar

condi
cf the kidif
it
stains
neys:
your linen it is
evidence of kid
ney trouble: toe
frequent desire tc
pass it or pain in

of order.

Ml

Evening

Wears

out

tut table.
Oa

Singrng
7 00 address. Rev George
Ringing

set

or

"Jo,

loc. j

Ginghams,

i-2e

12

12.50

17.50

going to the committee on counties wareconsidered, and on the further iuotioi-

Praise Serrice. Rev II L Packard
Report of Nominating Committee
Election of Officers

oi»a,

same

CjC

ipw

mice, MR-:

county of Knox,
tab’e; and on further i
senator, the same wa*

the committee

of Hancock, the

<ju* suon Fox
Basket Sapper

Fewer Gal

to

Sob-fq'iently,

Singing

6 30
6 15

by the

12 l-2c Percales,
10c Ginghams

Our $12.00 suit, $ N.9.T
10.00
15.00
2o

J-iie, |
4 I

bargain.

secure a

size, you

Women’s extra

ticn

BNtne. Swaipp Root, Dr. Kilmer’s
11 the address, RtugnaniLuo, K.

town

and

5c light apron prints,
Oc Kress Prints,

This lot contains many odd suits,
If you can find your
uotwo alike.

Don’t make any mistake, hut remember the

Haul and all

Hancock

Limited lot of Ladies' $10 Suits,
reduced to

to the

town

taken from the

motion

wick

»

pa:npi;let of valuatrid medical or vice abro.
fcf.d v <: _-e. postpaid, bv simply reooing- their

wan

au

limits of said

the

county of

the
raid

nex

Better WorkMember of Soui'u
Penobscot Society
Pai*er—The Conscientious Excuse,
Dr
Cushman, Castiue
P*p-r—The Educative and Spiritual Side
o
E Jeavor Wore. Rev E s Drew, Sedg-

Favorite Rente J *wi!l absolutely cure any
k:\lnev. liver or bladder trouble. It
raise:
wit'.
Tiry y>ur blood ana build up your sysMeair.ne ever
It- is tl s only Kidne
terr
discovered tnnt regutates the bowels. All
others cause const! jetton, which is dangerous

Tria? Gottis free

from

referred

no

Are They Li.seased?
■

App dntment of Nominating Com
mtttee
Secretary'’« and Treasurer's Report
Uol Call of Societies—Each Society

within

7.y0

price, 19c.

There is comfort in the knowledge sc
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's SwampRoot, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, b adder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects Inability
to hold water and
scalding pain in passing
it, or bad effects following use of liquor,
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being v compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mi'd and the extraordinary eifecr of Swamp-Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. anri$i. sizes.
You may have a samp.e bottle of this
wonaenui
c: see very
and a book that teiisi
more about it, both sent
j
absolutely free by mail.
address Dr. Kilmer &
Rome of Swamp-Roc*.
Co.. Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mention reading this generous offer in th;s paper.
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Women's heavy lined Vests and
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regular price,. 25e; special
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JPd pot)*'C enefleiaries
fXr. Mills: Protest from First Baptist rhuub of Rockland against reeubBy

and

Ions; Wtara Longer.

as

committee

35

to Rep irt
Singing
Paper— Along what Line may

(.a

on

feeb le minded

1

*/

ball

sediment

Wcmau’s Christian temperance union of
Rockland for the establishment of a home

2

{61
c)

a

bottle or common glass with your
water and let it stand twenty-four hours; s

Burrill, of fcllsworth: Bill, an
act relating to compensation of county
com mof Hancock con?»ty.
A• ®o
till, an act in relation to the Ellsworth
the
-U*f>
ary part
Penobscot
municipal* coart. Referred to ihe HanOintment. At any drug store, 50 |
body ; O
215 Scripture
Reading and Prayer, E E cock county delegation.
centf—Adrt.
Mills Wm Brook* ville
FRIDAY, JAN. 30
2 25 Address of Welcome, Mi*> Lucy W
Jone-,
In the Senate, on motion of Mr. Staples,
Fewr GaU »r*6; W*>«r* Longer.
West Broofcsrille
of Knox, Senate doeummi No. 22, an act
2 31 Response, Rev W H T Bock, BrookUa

)

be

How To Find Out.

Fill

remon-

»liowing

j

"

6.00

150

Thousands Have Kidney Trouble
and Don’t Know it.

Buck also presented
of A. M. Gray and others against
change in the law regarding the catching
of eels in Bagsduce river. Referred to
committee on shore fisheries.
the

at

^t&urrnsnnmts.

petitions, &c, were presented as referred:
By Mr. Mills of Sionington: Petition of

1

b I's. I INI

will

may be hereafter acquired for
purposes of the United States.
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ball

tling indicates

land

$2..TO

Walking Skirt,
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5.00

Wilson’s orches-

furnished the music.

United
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to cede

Our $

—
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strance
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is convalescent.

1

3actni3t”jnts.

of three

or

public

the

j local union will be held at Wist
Fuiierton;
v*ce-president Mrs
ville on Werineaday, Feb. 11.
Mvr« Stone; secreta-v arid tre*«ur**r, Mr*.
Special t-ff irta are being niade to mxke
Ids A lev: purchasing (‘omm’net-. Mr*
Betsey MJiiken; chaplain, Mrs. Bertha I tbia meeting one of unusual interest.
Following is the programme.
-——
Jifiemocn
Orly one remedy in the wor’d thst will at’
Pr.tl-e Service, Rev Mr Stanley, North
once
ItchinrBee of the *fcin In
of
were

an act

and school for the

Mr*.

followii g
President, Mrs

Celia

relations,

States of America

School closed here Friday after a successful term taught by Miss Hooper.
Feo 2.
R,

The

apron and necktie

hill,

the committee

1 to

tion of tne Stale of Maine to the

employed

stricken

was an

com-

a

Dress Skirts and Furs!

tele

W.

Evergreen hall Tuursday, Feb.
by Monaghan, of Ellsworth.

home.

Frost, who

Msry P
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been

wno has

to the

Garments. Suits,

pers

emp oyer, or to
to himself in the

refe»rei

were

referre

was

federal

LAKEWOOD.

Capt. Aioert Cloason and Cuff >rd Fullerton bav- arrived home
Capt. Cloaaon has
hauled bi* vessel, the “Alida Webster’",
up a Northeast Harbor.
Celia Fuiierton

which

R Jordan was called to Bar
recently by tbe illness of her sL-

at Rick

bills

a

BARGAINS IN DOMESTICS.
Our 7o bleached sheeting at
*’
10c
8c.
7c unbleached sheeting, Oe.
8c
7e.
"
•'
(Sc
r.c.
Wide sheetings for Sheets and Pillow
Coses reduced.

THEN ION.

given, infor-

on leg-1 affairs
Buck, of Hancock, presented

Mr

_

se-

to the

superior

Immense reductions in

Our Dress Goods

tra

reasonable

a

be

name.

spring.

mittee

and

W.

daughter, Mrs Flora G-egory.
Mr*

Haslem

The *p >oi mi’lof A. F. Merrill is in operation -nd a large quantity of wood is
being hauled to tbe mill.
Feb. 3
H.

He

il'ness

Aivah

ter, Mrs. Atdeu Morse.

is confined to t he house
Harbor last we-k

of

Both

recently.

Harbor

chr-ppipg

last week.

the guests

were

thereof

within

Wa never opened a
opportunity rarely equalled ouU.de this store.
January
Every department has something
sale with so many truly wonderful offers.
w
ill
be
a
carnival
It
well
bargain
of forceful, irresistible interest.
worthy the

*

Wooster received

Rural hail last eveuing.

stock

Howard Buzzeil and wife, of Baugor,

Mrs Linda Leach visited her children
Bangor recently.

Sh^r'v

e.

gran

RIVER.

or cause to

|

Every Item <ie.
in which he offers the most marvelous values ever known.
means a
serves your most careful attention. T.very price <pu>ted
money-saving

EAST SURRY.

employer, who was intrusted
w tb the general enperintendence.
Mr. dark also presented a bill, an act
additional to and amendatory of chapter
376 of the private and special laws of lt*80,
as amended by chapter 479 of the private
and special taws of 1901, to enable the
Maine Lake Ice Co. to increase its capital

Moore, wife and daughter, of
Eliswor’h Falls, were in town Thursday.

daughter He«ter Mae. Mrs Spencer's mother. Mrs. Julia Brown, is stop-

give,

person
service of the

Arthur

little

failed

time to
mation

B. F. Jordan, who has been at home the
pa-t week, has returned to Rocky pond.

Spencer, who has been
E'lsworth Falls, has returned

Albrrt

and

!

All of

negligence which caused the

or

injury,

some

WALTHAM.

Lumber Co

stopping

the deftct

Benjamin Jordan and wife spent Sunday with Mr. Jordan’s parents, Georae
Jordan and wife, of Otis.
Feb. 3
J.

Watson McGown and wife, of Hailb
Cov“, soen't Sunday with Mr. McGown’*
M
parents, Melvin McG >wn and wife
MoGown is et work for the Green Lakr

representative

Gigantic January Sale

Monday from San Diego, Cal.,
announcing the death of her brother
Augustus U., who died on Sunday in a
hospital at that place, where he had been
receiving medical treatment since last

There

to

shall not be entitled

Ophelia E.

any right of action for damages against
his employer 1f such employee knew of

dan, of E iswortb, spent Sunday with Mr.
Jordan’s parent*.

wife.'

Mrs.

gal

Julia Cushman and Edward Jor-

other page»

ie«

Feb. 2.

year after the accident which caused the
injury or death. An employee or his le-

short time.
M

Ml*a

recovery of damages for injury or death
shall be maintained un ess notice of the

Mr-. Woodbury McCartney, of EllsMis* Bertha Hopkins spent Saturday
worth,-pent Sunday with relatives here, * and Sunday with her
parents.
Fred S-arkey has moved his fefni'y into
Mr. Staff rd lost a valuable horse last
the house owned by Frank R. McGown.
Monday. He fell in the yard and died in
of Llisworth.
a
Lend >n H Phillips and wife, of Brewer,
have been spending a few dav* with Mr
Phillips’ pireot9, J isiah Phillips and

provides

trt,

gram *ant

action for the

no

County JFe

I. H. Coggins, of Malden, Maas., spent
Sunday with big parents.
Wendell, son of E. W. Wooster, is receiving treatment at the Massachusetts
general hospital.

and the persons entitled to
Tne amount of damages

that

concur-

GALLERT’S
——

$1.50 French Flannel Waist at

which may be awarded in an action shall
not be lese than $500 nor more than $5 000.

bam.

mer-

on

M

M. GALLERY’S
--—-

SOUTH HANCOCK.

$4,000.

exceed

gentleman

of dam-

amount

apportioned by the jury between the legal

ELLSWORTH.

was

Tut

same

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

damages for Injuries and death shall
not exceed $5 000 tor both. Tnis shall be

PLCTAKCH.

William
A

is liable.

by tbe

referred to the committee

the death

The

—

NORTH

for

was

centile affairs and insurance in
rence w it h the Senate.

against the employer.

awarded

are

it

ages which may be awarded for injury in
which uo damages for death are awarded

Jobu Colson

and

damages

dependent upon ms
shall have a right of

were

they shall be assessed with reference to
the degree of culpability of the employer
or of the peisoo for whose negligence the

by the illness of her nephew.
Capt. Fred L Murch and family have
returned from

rieatn,

ht«

wages (or support,
action for dama-ee

employed at Melvin
Lowell, Mass.,

wa?

further motion

on

Harry Leland and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visiting Mr. Leiand’s parents, Webster D. Leland and wife.

are

Ssfantteraunta.

of

brought
act, recover
damages for the desth in addition to those
of tbe injury, and if, as t be result of t he
negligence of an employee himself, or of a

Edward DoIMver.i* spending the winter

Dovtner of Went

in

Gov. \ its three readings, and was passed to be
Among the appointments by
Hill was the following:
engros-ed.
An act to amend chapter 61 of the pri
Corouer—Merrill P. Hinckley, of Blue* j
vate and s^^ecial laws of 1899, entitled an
bill.
THC8?I>AY, JAW. 29.
act to establi-b the Bar Harbor municipal
In the Senate Mr. Clark, of Hancock, court, was a'so passed to be engrossed.
TUESDAY. FEB 3
presented a bill, an act to extend and
regulate the liability of employer** to
In the Sena?e on motion of Mr. Buck,
make compensation for personal injuries the bill, an act to set eff the town of Isle
-offered by employees in their service.
au Hsut and all islands within the llmtis
Tnis bill provides that where personal of said town from the county of Hancock
injury i* caused to an employee who is in and annex said town to the county of
t be exercise of due care and diligence at
Knox, was taken from the table, and on
the time damages uiay te obtained. If furl her motion by the same senator, the
in
tbe death of the same was referred to the committee on
the injury results

patronised.

Verdery.

them

carried out, aud the attendance ot ladiee

The academy teniors gave a clam stew
in tbe Congregational vestry Monday evening, Jan. 26, which was well

supper

Leonard F.

sons-

by Smith ot Presque Iale,
Senator Wing of Audroscoggin, Davie of
Waterville, Smith of iiartiand, Seuator
Stetson of Penobscot, Perkins ot Wilton,
of
Senator Goodwin
Sewaii of Bath,
Somerset, and Saett, of Portland.
The programme was most impressively

Mountain

“The

played

moat

followed

was

before.

as

Tbe dramatic club of the athletic

Maine’s

the

csroe

supported

Saunders has

be continued

ot

one

join

to

in

introduction of the
joint resolutions, which were presented
by Seuator Randall, of Cumberland, who
Tben

Old* preached in Sedgwick
exchange with Rev. Mr. Drew.

stock of H. B

tribute to

noble and illustrious

be**n

Peters.

W

privilege

bcnor and

was an

paying

L.

in

Mrs.

fl5

of

it

quite

Clarence Snowman is

tbe committee on education, relating to
tbe free high school in Htonington
Mr. Tapley, of BroolkavUla, preeented
remonstrance of H. H. Duunar, W Q.
Heath and others against screening Aiamooeook lake, Orland.
Mr. CampoeiI, of the committee on
legal afNtrs. on an act relating to the Bar
Harbor Electric Light Co. having the
piwer to extend its lines through the
towns of Mt. Desert and Tremont, reported ought to pass.
Mr. Hurrill from the Hancock county
delegation reported in a new draft bill,
an act to fix the salary of tbe judge of
probate for Hancock county, and that it

AT AUGUSTA.

McLaughlin of We«t
Sumner, Me.
The True “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters
35c. a bottle
at ail stores.
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